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VXS MULTI -FORMAT PRODUCTION CONSOLE
World's premier music production console
Audio quality against which all other mixing consoles
Neve formant spectrum EQ and dynamics in each channel

mono/4 stereo auxes when tracking, up to 48 auxes
when mixing
Master status switching for tracking, mixing and broadcast
Colour TFT screen in meter bridge provides sight -level
automation data and Recall displays
Encore automation /mix data interchange with AMS Neve
8

digital consoles

VXS Multi- Format consoles additionally provide:
Monitoring and output configurability
Up to 8 discrete outputs /4 stereo pairs
Monitoring independent of main outputs
Support for three additional 8 -track ATRs /dubbers, or
2nd multitrack
Additional stereo guide track inputs
Pec /Direct paddle switches for monitor select and
record arm

Optional music and dialogue dual track faders
Optional assignable joystick panners
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News of latest UK DAB trials developments, record Axiom

order from the Netherlands, and new theme restaurants' commitment to quality audio

International Columns
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European and American

Studio Sound's exclusive international columnists
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World Events

Movie of the moment The
English Patient is garnering
critical acclaim not only for its
stunning photography, but also
its 'bleeding edge' technology
Turn to page 54
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There are more reasons for using automatic dialogue replacement than you
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of all its production facilities became an exciting, yet contentious, inevitability
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times are making the celebrations look strange

Open Mic
I ighting

to attain acceptance as tomorrow's delivery medium, the DVD standard is presenting

some alarming scenarios to the music recording industry. High sample rate yes, but which one?
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MEMENTO MORI

Now big is business?

LEO FINLAY

It

was with deep

sadness that we learned of the
death of Leo Finlay. occasional

Studio Sound contributor and long
time Miller Freeman journalist,
who died of a heart attack at the
end of December. He was 32 and

LAST MONTH'S QUESTIONS on the origins and nature of the
next generation of new-blood audio companies to sweep the industry is
not unrelated to this month's Dan Daley US column (see page 11) in
which he comments on the increasing legitimisation, or not, of this
business. Daley discusses the new collar and tie, big business brigade
which he contrasts against the industry's origins. Every business
grows up, and we can all smirk about the times when sound
engineers wore white coats, clocked in and out on the dot, and
took exception to the suggestion of overtime, but one of the
enduring lessons from that era is that the innovators were those
who broke the mould. In doing so they established the industry as
young-at -heart and vibrant, and set the tone for its manufacturing
base. Industries mature but their colour and character is their diversity.
What we don't want to see is the faceless, uniformed, trade -show presences of
telecoms, where the detailed attention paid to corporate identity suggests that the company's aims
are more important than those of its customers. Conformity of ideas and thinking are frequently in
tow together, with a less responsive attitude towards user requests, and a rediscovered inability to
grasp the concept of problem -solving products when minds are focused on total solutions. Perhaps
the search for the young bloods that have traditionally come from nowhere, and turned this industry
on its head is no longer a realistic one. Maybe we should just settle for being grateful for its diversity.
Zenon Schoepe EXECUTIVE EDITOR

leaves a wife and two children

Many will remember his spell at
Pro Sound News where he

worked together with then editor
Joe Hosken

in

what has since

been referred as one of pro audio
publishing's -dream teams ". With
credits that included Vox and New
Musical Express. Leo was a fully
rounded and complete journalist.
as well versed in sub editing and

news writing as he was in
features. pinned down by a
passion for music that he realised
fully at his last position as A8R

editor for the music industry
newspaper Music Week.
An Irishman by birth and

profession. he was always good
for a well-timed cynical comment

and had a wicked sense of
humour which belied

a

gentle

nature. He was interesting and
entertaining company and

enjoyed respect from all who
worked with him. He is already

sorely missed.
We extend our sympathies to
his family.
His death was a shocking

tragedy but he will not be
forgotten by those who knew him.

Zenon Schoepe
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The past master
IN A CHARACTERISTIC moment of profound insight,
George Orwell once observed that those who control the past,
control the future. And in the context of the record of social or
fipolitical history -or even in that of the record of popular science
ction -he was inarguably correct. But how does his assertion apply
to the record of music? Or even to film?
At the time of the writing of 1984, the novel in which this assertion
appeared (1949), the future of sound recording may have been
sufficiently obscure to all, with the possible exception of George Orwell,
to render the question premature. But in the decades since, the impartiality
of the recording medium has been progressively compromised by the growing
sophistication of rerecording, reprocessing and remastering tools. Today, it is possible to sufficiently
re-engineer an old sound recording to make the shortcomings of its origins completely unrecognisable.
We're talking about the embellishment element -the power of re- engineering and processing to
re-present (patently not to 'represent') a past performance in some light better suited to today's
audience. In short, if you can avoid the indignity of old promo photographs and abortive childhood
moves into television advertising, you may also be able to subtly sweeten your substandard playing
to fall in line with your present public profile.
Of course, you don't have to have a classic artistic temperament to demand that your past performances
live up to your current prestige. It may simply be a case of a compromised recording or an inferior
delivery medium depriving your very worthy and discerning audience of your best work. It may even
be a case of salvaging otherwise unlistenable recordings from the edit bin of obscurity.
There has been plenty of discussion in an assortment of arena's on the merit of remastering, and
there's no need to rehash it here -but for a first -hand account of the story behind the recent Jimi
Hendrix releases, you can read Eddie Kramer's comments here in this issue. There are, however, a
couple of lower profile considerations I'd ask you to consider. The first is that DJ- producer Norman
Cook speculated on the merit of an album that explored a single song to its logical conclusion,
leaving no room for subsequent remixing, remastering or re anything else. The second is the cab
driver who whistled The Rolling Stones' 'Paint it Black' continuously for over 20 minutes recently
-I'd have given a lot to hear the arrangement he was hearing...
Perhaps all this is related to that inescapable inclination musicians-like fishermen-have to
retrospectively perfect their feats. The obscure club gigs of a major artist's formative years are readily
embellished by both artist and audience, but any subsequent performance that found its way onto
tape is a potential embarrassment. But there's definitely an element of Orwell at work here. You have
been warned.
Tim Goodyer EDITOR
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The agreement was signed in
November 1996 and was accompanied by KOHAP's endorsement of
BASF Magnetics as the leader in the
world magnetic tape industry.

WORLD:

The recent film production of Barrie White's Fork in the Road benefited from a combination of
Lightworks systems, and DAR's transfer software. A short, budget film (premiered at the
London Film Festival) involving considerable sound editing, the pressure was on to deliver the
editing and production at optimum cost. The DAR software facilitated the transfer from the British
Film Institute's Lightworks system to Wild Tracks Studios' SoundStation Sigma Plus via a T3
optical drive. The movement of the programme material is reported to have run so smoothly that it
not only attracted comment on finished quality, but also came in ahead of the tight schedule. Fork
'n the Road will receive its network TV screening later this year.

tf It

DAR and

Mark

IV Sold

IKE MARK IV GROUP
sold its audio interests on
Thursday 19th December 1996.
The new owner is New- York -based
private equity fund. Greenwich
Street Partners who have invested
S151m (US) in the new company
which will be called EV
International Inc. No further
details were available at the time
of going to press.

AMSTERDAM:

Vonk Sound
has made the largest single order to
date for SSLs digital Axiom system.
Each of the three Axioms accommodates 48 channels and 72 hours
of direct to hard disk recording via

SSLs DiskTrack. Vonk handles
commercials, and is particularly

anxious to address the solutions and
problems presented by networking,
and the Axiom solution was chosen
with this in mind. 'We wanted to go
digital but with a system that gave us
total operational control; commented
owner Wim Vonk. 'This is the only
system available now that can
actually do the job.'
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11K: Further testing on Digital
Audio Broadcasting is to be
conducted in the London area by
British Telecom and a consortium
of independent radio stations.
Jointly centred on a DAB
multiplexer located in the BT
Tower and the BBC Crystal
Palace transmitter. the tests will
involve Classic FM. GWR and
London News Radio among
others with the intention of
exploring in -car data services
(such as traffic routeing and
weather reports). The tests follow
last year's DAB coverage tests
carried out in the Birmingham

13 subsidiaries and 20 overseas
affiliates. Operations cover
engineering. chemicals and textiles

The DVD format will
begin to undermine sales of CDROM and video cassettes by 1998
according to research from Market
Tracking International and One To
One magazine.
By the year 2001, we estimate
that the worldwide installed base of
DVD Video players will be 30 million.
and that annual sales of DVD -ROM
drives will have reached 70 million,
all but replacing CD -ROM drives in
new business and home multimedia
PCs; said the report's author Sabine
Dupont of MTL.'DVD will begin to
replace CD -ROM and video cassette
in Japan in 1997 and elsewhere in
1998. Audio CD is unlikely to be
affected until early next century. but
will undoubtedly cannibalise this
format as multimedia takes off in
the music industry:
The 500 -page Media Format
1997 report reviews the international
market for storage and delivery
on hard formats including audio
CD. video cassette. DVD. diskette.
CD -ROM and other interactive
formats. The report assesses

area.

GERMANY:

As the curtain
opened on 1997, the German BASF
Magnetics tape manufacturer fell
under the wing of the Korean
KOHAP Group. The new arrangement will run for 10 years and cover
manufacture of audio and video tape
media as well as computer tape and
diskettes. While BASF needs no
introduction, KOHAP can claim to be
one of the leading business
conglomerates in Korea with

UK:

In presenting an entirely contemporary and potentially
controversial interpretation of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet,
Director Baz Luhrman has been comfortably welcoming of digital
recording technology. Taking a 70 -piece orchestra and 40 -piece
choir live to Sony 48 -track DASH, adding preprogrammed material
via Notator Logic and Pro Tools as a starting point for the soundtrack, Luhrman has dared to cast the players in 'contemporary'

voice. Read American accents. Mixed in 6- channel Dolby surround,
the production has yet to register its critical reception.
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Hamburg's Studio Funk, one of
Germany's largest independent
postproduction facilities, is set to
move its Studio A installation away
from its SSL SL5000 console to a
new AMS Neve's Logic 3. The
primary application of Studio A is
dubbing US-derived TV and film
programmes into German.
AMS Neve, UK.
Tel: +44 1282 417282.
WWW: http://www.ams- neve.com
American film giant 20th Century
Fox has recently completed the
refurbishment of a new LA scoring
stage. Integral to the design is the
Genelec 1035B -based surround
monitoring system. The 1035Bs
comprise the LCR elements, and
1038As the surround, in the new
Alfred Newman Scoring Stage
-which is soon to be renamed.
Further US activity for the Finnish
loudspeaker manufacturer includes
the installation of 1039A monitors
in Nevada's new Carl-Yanchiredesigned Edge mastering studio.
Genelec, US. Tel: +1 508 647 4780.
Genelec, Finland.
Tel: +358 77 13311.
WWW: http: / /www.genelec.com
The BBC's Pebble Mill complex
has recently opted for DDA Oil and
CS3 consoles for use in -house and
on location respectively. The segregation of duties has begun to fail,
however, with the OII seeing service
on location assignments.
BBC, Midlands.

US: Two prestigious sports-theme restaurant and entertainment
complexes have opened in New York and Mexico, with the
emphasis on atmosphere and achievement. The achievement
side is well represented through various displays and abundant
video footage of Sport's Great Moments -the principle will be
familiar to anyone who's visited entrepreneur Robert Earl's
other restaurant chains, Planet Hollywood and the Hard Rock
Cafe. Located in Times Square and Cancun, the restaurants
feature impressive video and sound installations, consisting of
four Bag End S18 -E systems located at the corners of the
scoreboard display.
trends in world -wide production
and consumption levels and
evaluates the pace of development
and impact of the emerging
methods of direct delivery including
the Internet. cable and satellite
broadcasting, video -on- demand
and Intranets.
The report costs £595 (USS965)
from MTI Ltd. Tel: +44 171 263 1365.
Fax: +44 171 272 8525.

UK:

Sales of Studio Audio SADiE
DAWs to the BBC now stand at more
than 400 following Radio 1 specifying
that all four of its new studios are to
be equipped with the system.
Radio 1 recently relocated from
Egton House to new premises at
Yalding House in Clipstone Street
London W1, which used to house
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the BBC sheet music library.
The new complex has been
designed and built by BBC Project
Management, and all Radio 1 output
from London will soon originate
from the new site.
The BBC's first SADiE system
was commissioned in May 1993
at Pebble Mill in Birmingham and
since then the BBC in London,
Bristol, Wales, Scotland, Belfast.
Regions and the World Service
are now also using the system for
radio and TV.

FINLAND:

Paper and board
manufacturer UPM- Kymmene
has developed an entirely
paperboard CD sleeve made
from UPM's fully coated

Tel: +44 121 414 8888.
Mark IV Pro Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 1562 741515.
Singapore's Walt Disney Television
studio has installed a G -P Systems
D-ESAM 200 digital edit suite mixer
in its on -air master control suite
where it will be used to manage
playout from VTRs and hard -disk
voice -overs. Elsewhere in the Asia -

Pacific region, the major Japanese
postpro facility, Imagica, has installed
a D -ESAM 820 for use with a Sony
DVS7000 switcher, BVE9100 edit
controller and DME7000 effects
system. D-ESAM 400s have gone
into CTS in Taiwan, Home Box Office
in Asia and Nagasaki Cable TV.
Graham Patten Systems, US.
Tel: +1 916 2738412.
The Brussels Electric City has
recently purchased a selection of
Focusrite signal processors for its
mastering activities. The selection,
including a Blue 315 Isomorphic
EO and Red 4 preamp, is in line with
other European support for Focusrite.
Other current Brussels activists
include Studio Madeleine with its
Red 1 mic preamp, Red 2 EQ and
Red 6 preamp-EQ; Studio Caraibes
with Red 1, Red 2 and Red 3. Red
1, 2 and 3 units have gone into The
Chain Gang post facility in
Antwerp and Temple of Tune
Kuurne.
Focusrite, UK. Tel: +44 1628 819456.
WWW: http: //www.focusrite.com/fo

cusrite/
Malaysia's Broadway Entertainment has installed a 40 -input
SSL SL4000 G Plus console. Special-

ising in music tracking, the Petaling
Jaya -based studio in to the fore of
the region's recording business.
Broadway Entertainment, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 3 758 6727.
Solid State Logic, UK.
Tel: +44 1865 842300.
London's CTS and Lansdowne
studios have purchased new Studer
A827 24 -track analogue multitrack
machines. Present trends have CTS'
Studio 1 handling an increasing

number of large -scale orchestral
sessions for film soundtracks
while Lansdowne sees a spread of
work for film.
CTS, UK. Tel: +44 181 903 4611.
Lansdowne, UK.
Tel: +44 171 727 0041.

Studer, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 1 870 75 11.
The American tour by Hootie

and the Blowfish made much use
of Aphex outboard to ease the
perennial problems of live performance. The 20-odd Aphex units in
question include four Model 661
comp-limiters, a Model 105 logic assisted gate and a Model 106
4- channel compressor. Additionally,
there are two Model 120A distribution

amplifiers in play.
Aphex Systems, US.
Tel: +1 818 767 2929.
The British Shepperton Film
Studios complex is set to complete

new Munro-designed remix theatre
early this year. The theatre will be
equipped with a Harrison console
and JBL- DynaudioAcoustics custom
surround sound monitoring. The
new installation follows Munro's
refurbishment of Dubbing Theatre 3
with Harrison console and DynaudioAcoustics M3 monitors, and
the conversion of a viewing theatre
into a mixing room again equipped
with Harrison console and JBLa

DynaudioAcoustics monitors.
Shepperton has also increased its
use of Akai DD1500 DAWs to include
one in each dubbing theatre.
Shepperton Film Studios, UK.
Tel: +44 1932 562611.
Harrison, UK.
Tel: +44 1442 875900.
Munro Associates, UK.
Tel: +171 403 3808.
New York's and Los Angeles'
Sony Classical Studios have adopted
Prism Sound DA -1 digital -to-

analogue convertors for reference
monitoring.The studios both
specialise exclusively in prestige
classical recording and editing for
the Sony label.
Sony Classical, US.
Tel: +1 212 445 1800.
Prism Sound, UK.
Tel: +44 1223 424988.
UK post house Ocean Post has

recently established itself following
its emergence from the former
Wired facility. The 5 -room studio
was designed by AVD and accommodates Avid digital suites and a
dedicated Quantel Editbox suite as
well as sporting a distinctive Art
Deco styling theme.
AVD, UK. Tel: +44 171 394 5650.
Avid, Europe. Tel: +44 1753 655999.

Slimwhite folding boxboard.
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Leading edge performance has been a defining
feature of Audio Precision products since the
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our
System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide,
selected by design ergineers for high performance
and by test engineers for our comprehensive programmable analog and digital audio measurement

separate, independent hardware for direct audio
measurements in both domains, plus additional and
extensive interface measurement capability including jitter measurements, eye patterns and all
other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio
interface standard.

capabilities.

The new standard of System Two

is represented by
performance specifications such as guaranteed
analog generator and analyzer residual THD +N
of -108 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of
±0.01 dB for the generator and analyzer; and 24 bit
digital signal generation with 43 bit FFT dynamic

Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio analyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard
for performance and flexibility in audio frequency

test

&

measurement.

range.
System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test
instruments may have both analog and digital inputs
and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domain!
They rely on performance -limiting converters to pass
analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital only hardware. Passing signals through a/d or d/a
converters for every measurement robs the test
instrument of performance. System Two includes

Audio
precision
P

;
,

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell
phones, headsets to hearing aids, System Two
represents a new standard for audio frequency test
& measurement applications. Compare for yourself our worldwide force of representatives will be
pleased to provide comprehensive specifications
and a true Dual Domain on -site demonstration.

Audio Precision
PO

Box 2209

Beaverton, Oregon 97075 -3070

Tel: (503) 627 -0832 FAX: (503) 641 -8906
US Toll Free: 1- 800 -231 -7350

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS. Australie IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd., Tel 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH. Tel (1) 815 04 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV, Tel 2 466 5010 Brasil: INTERWAVE LTDA.,
Tel (211 325 -5351 Bulgaria: ELSINCO Office SNia, Tel: (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distnbution, Tel (416) 696 -2779 China, Hong Kong: A C E (Intl) Co. Ltd.. Tel 2424 -0387 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spot s r o.,
Tel (2) 49 66 89 Denmark: npn Elektronik aps, Tel: 86 57 15 11 Finland: Genelec OV, Tel. 77 13311 France: ETS Mesureur, Tel. (1) 45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH 8 Co. KG. Tel: 221 70913 -0 Greece:
KEM Electronics Ltd., Tel. 1- 6478514/5 Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest KFT. Tel (1) 269 18 50 India: Electro Dynamos. Tel: 512 364713 Israel: Dan -El Technologies, Ltd.. Tel. -647 8770 Italy: Link Engineering sr l.,
Tel 521 648723 Japan: TOVO Corporation, Tel 3 (5688) 6800 Korea: B8P International Co.. Ltd., Tel 2 546 -1457. B8P (Kumi Office). Tel 546 53. 7347/8 Malaysia: Test Measurement & Engineering Sdn., Tel: 3 734 1017
Netherlands: Heynen b
Tel 485 496 111 New Zealand: Audio 8 Video Wholesalers, Tel: 7 847 -3414 Norway: Lydconsult. Tel 47-69-178050 Poland: ELSINCO Polska sp. z o.o., Tel: (22) 39 69 79 Portugal:
Acutron Eleclroacustica LOA, Tel: 9414087 /9420862 Singapore: THE Systems Pte Ltd., Tel: 747 -7234 Slovakia: ELSINCO Bratislava spol s ro., Tel (7) 784 165 South Africa: SOUNDFUSION MFG.. Tel: 11 477 -1315
Spain: Telco Electronics. S. A.. Tel: 1 531 -710' Sweden: TTS Tal 8 Ton Studwleknik AB, Tel: 31 52 51 50 Switzerland: Dr. W.A. Gunther AG. Tel
910 41 41 Taiwan R.O.C.: Cha /lei Electric Trading Co. Tel: 2 -561 -2211
Thailand: Massworld Company Ltd., Tel: 2- 294.4930 United Kingdom: Thurlby Thandar Instruments. Ltd.. Tel: (1480) 412451
Dual Domain, Is a regIstereci trademark of Audio Precision
.
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JOHN WATKINSON

Cracking the humbug
Science has become the foundation of twentieth century society; yet as the
time creeps closer to the millennium the need for a watchful eye to combat
the dangers of poor science and the humbug of charlatans is ever greater
II

was Adam Smith who said: 'Science is the

great antidote to enthusiasm and superstition'.
As

life does seem to bring surpluses of the

last two I am compelled to take regular doses of
science on health grounds. Science is widely

misunderstood, and is often treated with suspicion.
This is

a

great shame because it deserves neither.

Now, I'm not a scientist, and I'm not

suggesting that everyone should suddenly
become one. But I have found that some
of life's problems, within and without the
audio industry, become easier to solve if
a scientific approach is taken.
Good science is only a rigorous collective
form of knowledge, and as such is neither
good nor evil. Good science is simply a
set of observations about the universe
which appear always to be true. In other
words, however many times a given
experiment is performed, the result is the
same. After the experimental phase, a
scientist may put forward a theory that
explains the mechanism of the experiment,
and describes the outcome of all the
experiments that have been performed,
and also predicts the outcome of experiments that have yet to be performed. If
these experiments are found to turn out
as predicted, the theory might be true.
When a new theory is postulated, good
science requires that serious attempts are
made to disprove it by further experiment.
If this fails, the theory is said to stand.
However, a repeatable experiment that
gives results other than those predicted
is enough to destroy the theory, and it
has to be withdrawn or qualified. A theory
which stands for long enough may become
a physical law. Physical laws are always
true, and are much more reassuring than
laws of church or state which differ from
place to place and time to time.
Have you ever wondered what alcohol,
birthday presents, pork and contraceptives
have in common? Simple: each one is
banned by a religious law. In contrast,
Ohm's law and Shannon's theory apply
equally as well in Salt Lake City and
the Vatican, and they always will.
State laws are not enacted with such
caution. In the UK we are about to get a
partial ban on public ownership of hand
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guns. I'm not sure why guns are needed
outside the military in a civilised society
and a partial ban makes no sense. The
shooting at Dunblaine was tragic, but was
it more tragic than the much greater and
continuous toll of young lives taken by
incompetent drivers? What consolation is
it to the bereaved that these killings are
not premeditated?
The scientific approach suggests that
if there is a problem, and people getting
killed has to be classed as a problem, you
go for the most frequent causes first.
Smoking, AIDS, road accidents, and bread
knives are real killers, yet hand guns and
army knives get banned.

BUT I DIGRESS. Good science is
pure and reliable, and discipline is necessary to keep it that way. Poor science
is a great danger because it might be
mistaken for the real thing. Poor science
uses technical terms to impress the
reader rather than to correctly describe
the subject of the debate. Poor science
designs experiments where the outcome
could be due to any number of factors,
and then claims that the results 'prove'
the hypothesis. This often happens when
enthusiasm overrides logic.
I recently read an article 'proving' that
loudspeaker cables were transmission
lines having a characteristic impedance.
As good science knows this to be false,
it was interesting to find the inevitable
flaw in the argument. The test apparatus
simply recorded the waveform at each
end of the cable at audio frequencies.
Not surprisingly the waveforms were
different, as good science can predict
without doing the experiment. The key
experiment was that a figure -of-eight
cable was tested and then unzipped and
reassembled with a wider spacing using
sticky tape. Oddly enough there was a
change in the results, which was explained
by claiming that the characteristic
impedance of the cable had changed
even though its resistance clearly hadn't.
Well, the howler isn't hard to spot.
Unzipping the cable changed the lumped
capacitance, and, of course, the waveform
changed. So the experiment proves only
that it is poor science. Transmission lines
have certain characteristics and just call-

ing something a transmission line doesn't
make it one. However, one characteristic
of a transmission line is that the energy
flowing down it rolls along interchanging

energy between the distributed inductance of the conductor and the distributed
capacitance of the dielectric. All of this
takes place in the area immediately
between the conductors and is little
affected by the physical dressing of the
cable. Consequently, when I saw reassurances that the speaker cables were carefully
dressed for the experiment a pastoral aroma
caressed my nostrils. They say pigs might
fly, but this one was a contender to get
the whole farmyard airborne. The author
challenged readers to shoot him down in

Poor science is a great danger:
it might be mistaken

for the real

thing. Poor science uses technical

terms to impress the reader
rather than to correctly describe
the subject of the debate
flames. I draw the line at using real
ammunition to avoid hurting all those
innocent farm animals up there with him.
But all of this pseudoscience about
speaker cables doesn't really advance audio
at all and frankly it's boring. Existing good
science allows designers to calculate what
will happen with a given amplifier, cable
and speaker. Of course there is an error
due to the cable, but if the error is a
source of concern is it better to reduce it,
or eliminate it? The use of active loudspeakers puts the amplifier right by the
speaker and completely eliminates the
cable quality issue and that is where the
state of the art now is. Articles about
speaker cable are about as relevant as
articles about biplane rigging wire to
someone designing a stealth bomber.
I can't take any more -time for my daily
dose of science.
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The missing link
Driven by the remorseless development of the Internet, the options for
sending quality audio over the telephone network are expanding daily. So is
the ISDN link to become an obsolete technology? BARRY FOX reports
Last

month we looked at the cost of installing and renting digital

ISDN lines in some European countries. Germany has now privatised

its telephone service- Deutsche Telekom -so the Germans may soon

find they are paying higher prices for ISDN. And out of the blue comes
the news that two computer companies- Rockwell Semiconductor and

US

Robotics -have developed new modem technology that lets an ordinary
PSTN

(Public Switched Telephone Network) analogue phone line to carry

data at the near -ISDN speed of Sbkbits /s. You can expect to see adverts

for 56k modems start to appear very soon.

This speed should be quite adequate for FM broadcast mono,
with the apt -X or G722 compression systems routinely used
by reporters and contributors to send stories into a radio station
by ISDN line. Currently reporters can only do this if they are
reporting from a venue, such as a sports stadium, or home
studio, which has installed ISDN lines. The idea of being able
to do the same job with
ordinary phone lines, perhaps
The computer industry is now
ganging two lines together
for stereo, is immensely
working to develop compression
appealing. Radio reporters
would be able to send in
systems that will carry sound over
broadcast quality reports, from
phone lines and into consumer PCs. a public call box; freelance
contributors would be able
Because few PC users can afford an to work from home, without
paying £400 to install an ISDN
ISDN line, these Internet sound
connection, and then over
£ 100 a quarter for line rental.
systems must all run at the speeds
Unfortunately, it is not as
simple as the adverts will make
available from an ordinary PSTN line. it
sound.
Until recently it had been
Real data rates are often no higher
assumed that the copper wires
than around 10kbits /s. The new audio of the PSTN, with an analogue
bandwidth of 3.5kHz and
delivery systems try to conceal this, signal-to -noise ratio of 38dB
or 39dB, could never carry
by buffering incoming audio. All
data at speeds higher than
the new V.34 standard,
things considered, the audio quality
33.6kbits /s. This is true, and
Shannon's
law of communnow available from Internet radio
ication still stands. But the
rules of the game have
relays is surprisingly good
changed.
Modem telephone systems
are now almost entirely digital. The only analogue leg is the
twisted pair of copper wires that connect a subscriber's home
or small office with the main network. This is why telephone
companies can now deliver video to homes, using a
technology called ADSL, asymmetric digital subscriber loop.
A 56kbits/s modem does not rely on expensive ADSL technology.
It works like an ordinary computer modem, converting digital
pulses to audio tones for transmission down an analogue line
and converting incoming tones into digital pulses for the computer
to use.
The line noise that puts a ceiling of around 35kbits /s on
today's modems, comes from quantisation errors in the telephone

12 Studio Sound

company's PCM coders. But if there is no A-D conversion
along the telephone route between modems, there is no need
for 8 -bit coding and no quantisation noise so the signal -tonoise ratio is better and the line can carry a more rapid stream
of pulses without errors.

THE ONLY WAY a home or small office can gain direct
access to the telephone company's digital network, is to pay for
an ISDN line. But a larger organisation, for instance a radio
station or recording studio, will routinely connect their digital
hardware direct to a digital phone line. So the data which streams
down the line to a user's modem never passes through an
A -D convertor. It passes only through a D -A convertor before
travelling down the last short run of copper wire into the
subscriber's home. This conversion introduces a significantly
lower quantisation error. Although the theoretical speed should
be 64kbits /s, system noise and equalisers in the phone network
reduce practical working to 56k.
The reverse route, from the subscriber's modem into the
network, must, however, pass through an A-D convertor,
because the line from the subscriber's home is analogue, and the
network is digital. So the upstream route suffers quantisation
noise with data speeds limited to a maximum of 35kbits/s.
So the new connections will be asymmetrical, with data
streaming in one direction at 56kbits/s and in the other direction
at 33.6kbits /s. This means that a studio or broadcast station
can send data at near ISDN speeds out to staff homes, but staff
can return data only at half the speed.
So is the idea of sending FM quality mono down an ordinary
telephone line a nonstarter? The answer lies in more efficient
compression. The computer industry is now working to develop
compression systems that will carry speech and music over
phone lines and into consumer PCs. The aim is to make sample
clips of new music recordings available on the Internet as a
publicity tool. Another use is to relay local radio stations round
the world.
Because few PC users can afford an ISDN line, these Internet
sound systems must all run at the speeds available from an
ordinary PSTN line. Because the Internet is now so overloaded,
real data rates are often no higher than around 10kbits /s. The
new audio delivery systems try to conceal this, by buffering
incoming audio. All things considered, the audio quality now
available from Internet radio relays is surprisingly good.
If the same compression technology is applied to direct
connection between two points, at each end of a fixed
telephone line, then 33.6k, modems could soon deliver FM
quality mono. Because the telephone network is now so
extensively digitised, call quality is very consistent. If you
hear a crackle on the line it is almost certainly a fault with
the phone or its plug and socket.
There is currently a standards battle raging in the Internet
world, with several different companies all competing and
leapfrogging with improved versions of their proprietary
compression technology. Once the technical developments
slow down, and commercial alliances shake down, the time
will be right for some enterprising audio firm to offer a black
box that compresses audio to 33.6k and packages it for transmission down an ordinary phone line. This equipment could
be very cheap, thanks to the computer industry's current drive
to sell stand -alone Internet access hardware for under $300.
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ti H 4 5 why it
sounds so good!
You make the music. And THAT Corporation makes the Integrated Circuits that

put you in control. Squeeze it, stretch it, bend it, fade it... THAT ICs respond to your
every musical demand, giving you total control over dynamic range and level.
truth is self-evident. Not all VCAs are created equal. Some
add unwanted distortion... or noise... or produce nasty thumps when they change
gain. But THAT VCAs consistently deliver clean, rich, pure sound. They don't add
To the careful listener, the

or subtract from your music, except where you want.

,

From mixers to compressors, to gates and

!

find THAT VCAs inside the world's

4

cE'

-e°

other dynamic processors, you'll

most renowned audio gear. So, whether

you need to tame a bass guitar, even out a

vocal track, or gate a snare drum, insist on
THAT ICs in your next audio processor.

With THAT ICs, you'll get all the
N.

music and every ounce of emotion
you pour into it.
THAT'S the inside story. Ask

your dealer to demo audio
gear with THAT ICs inside.

T H AT Corporation
734 Forest Street

Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 USA
Phone +1(508)229 -2500

Fax +1(508)229 -2590

http://www.thatcorp.com
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prtkluce. are distributed throughput the world.

We're not just making the best audio equipment.
We're creating it.

OXF-R3. superb

of

sound quality from a new generation

digital signal processing. Exceptional functionality

and automation from a stunningly ergonomic console

control surface.

From the originators of

MAT

the PG:1-'040 the ultimate

The Cool Tube

onother Sony

Pelé«.

professional time cede rr.uchine Fully specified as

heat dispersion delivers remarkcbly low noise and low

standard, it brings ycu mere features al a lower price.

distortion

An example of Sony commitzdint to supporting and

The result: the ultimate microphone for no-compromise

soundqu
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the C-800G vacuum tube microphone.
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More professionals use Pro Tools than
all other workstations combined. Why?
Because Pro Took provides powerful features for

recording, editing, mixing, and mastering. With
up to 48 tracks of record and 64 channels of digital

/O, Pro Tools has become an industry
standard with unsurpassed price performance.
and analog

TOOLS

I

Patch in your favorite gear from Apogee, dbx, Dolby,

Drawmer, Focusrite, Lexicon, and t.c. electronic,
or expand Pro Tools' capabilities with software

-

Plug -Ins from these companies and 100 others.

And now Pro Tools 4.0 has arrived.
Among the dozens of new features are:
. HE MOST POWERFUL MIX
AUTOMATION IN THE WORLD
AT ANY PRICE

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL VIDEO
MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING TOOLS
EDITING DURING PLAYBACK

LOOP RECORDING
SPEED, SPEED, SPEED

-

POWERMAC

NATIVE!

Whether you're using Pro Tools Ill, Project,
Audiomedia, or PowerMix systems, you can
rest assured that Digidesign's new Pro Tools 4.0

software will take you to new heights in
creativity and productivity.

remodel your
studio

remodel your studio with Pro Tools 4.0 or
any of Digidesign's audio solutions for music,
To

post, multimedia, and radio broadcast, call

0800 898 331.

And ask about our free

Pro Tools video.

NEW
4.0

Pro Tools

from Digidesign

Pro Tools.
The Perfect Fit

for

Your Audio Needs.

Pro Tools

PCI

Preferred Dealers:

ASHFIELD

DUBLIN

LIVERPOOL

LONDON

LONDON

RINGWOOD

CTS Pro

Audio Engineering

Studio Care

Syco

Turnkey Pro

M Corporation

01623 720 777

+353

0151 236 7800

0171 625 6070

0171 240 4036

01425 470 007

BARNET

GLASGOW

LONDON

LONDON

N. LONDON

WARRINGTON

Digital Village

MediaSpec

Music Lab

TSC

Natural Audio

Dawsons

0181 440 3440

01355 272 500

0171 388 5392

0171 258 3454

0181 207 1717

01925 632 591

1

671 7600

www.digidesign.com

digidesigr,t'

UK &

European HO

Westside Complex Pinewood Studios ver Heath, Pinewood, Bucks, 5L0 ONH
A

,

Division
L.r

pciilc

of

Avid

Technology,

Inc

Tel:

01753 653322 Fax: 01753 654999
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PLUG -INS

Digidesign's invention of the TDM bus has consistently gained credibility, and is now considered to be

that has major manufacturers queuing up to support it.
I WONDER

if even Digidesign foresaw
the impact TDM would make on recording.
There is no doubt that it has genuinely put
the company on the map, placing it at the
centre of an ever -expanding web of
related products, with rival manufacturers
queuing up to use TDM so as not to miss
out on the action, and third parties falling
over themselves to support the technology
and get their names into the virtual world
Digidesign has created.
The idea of sharing your technology
rather than being jealously possessive
has worked so well on the few times it has
been tried (look at the humble cassette)
that it is surprising more people haven't
woken up to it. In this case it has turned
what could have remained one of several
proprietary systems with limited appeal
into a world standard. It has enabled the
virtual recording and mixing environment
to become a reality, with most of us
awaiting the time when the facilities to be
found within the computer began to match
those available in the physical world rather
than being merely a convenient substitute.
Judging by the range, quality and
pedigree of the plug -ins now available it
would seem that time has come.
Here, then, is a selection of plug -in
variety
of
a
covering
packages
applications and giving an insight into what
TDM brings to the party. And while the list
is constantly changing, a comprehensive
run -down of all TDM programs to date is to
be found in the side bar.

FOCUSRITE

02

As it became more and more clear that
TDM was here to stay, one of the most

eagerly anticipated plug -ins was the
promised Focusrite EQ. Focusrite built its
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SPATIALIZER
3-D STEREO

Desper

Spatializer
PT3D- spatial
enhancement
from within
Pro Tools

stereo operation is not required, the two
channels can be unlinked and the display
then shows two curves, with the right
channel in red and the left in blue. Level
metering is also shown on two bar -graphs.
alongside controls for input and output
level, ganged when the d2 is set to stereo.
The EQ sound is really quite
remarkable, reassuringly justifying the
Focusrite badge. It's warm, smooth and
as flexible as any physical equivalent,
with seamless real -time adjustment and
little to distinguish it from the much vaunted original.

TC TOOLS
tc electronic is another company whose
entry into the TDM fray was bound to
arouse interest, the more so because its
acknowledged expertise already lies in the
digital domain. The idea of having TC

IH
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Focusrite`

-40
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plugs in to the virtual sound -world
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DAVE FOISTER

business on providing outboard EQ that
unless you were very lucky, knocked your
console EQ into a cocked hat. It therefore
followed that if the company was prepared
to put its expertise into a DSP plug -in it
had better be an order of magnitude up
from the run of the EQ mill. It should also
be taken for granted that it would produce
as desirable a sound as the analogue
originals.
Given Focusrite's enthusiasm for
making a visual impact, it's no surprise
that the d2 plug -in presents, and
on- screen image virtually identical to the
Red range of physical outboard
processors. Even the depth of the f rontpanel sculpturing is imitated, and the
virtual rotary controls look exactly like
the distinctive aluminium knobs on the
'real thing'.
And there are plenty of them. The d2
can be configured as anything from two to
six bands of EQ, and all the relevant
controls are there on screen to be
grabbed and adjusted, with shelving HF
and LF EQ, two full parametric bands and
variable HP and LP filters (not working on
my demo copy) in the full 6 -band version.
Thus each parametric band has gain,
frequency and Q controls, all adjustable
either by up -down motion of the mouse or
direct numeric entry, with the knob
pointers following the action.
Mono and stereo configurations are
available from the same package, with
left-right linking switchable on the stereo
version. In all cases, the big difference
between this and a physical Focusrite Red
EQ is a graphic display of the EQ curve,
changing in real time and showing all the
actual results of the processing including
interaction between bands. If ganged

S4

000114 4111k

200M4

wf

Focusrite's d2
with up to six
bands of EQ

Reverb and other algorithms available
within the TDM environment is particularly
attractive- assuming they live up to the
promise of the name.
Two packages comprise the TC Tools
bundle, one providing a broad cross section of tc electronic's reverberation
possibilities. the other a range of
time -domain processes falling loosely
under the umbrella of Chorus.
TC Reverb is built around a selection of
over 30 preset types, each of which has
the same wide scope for detailed user
adjustment. The presets all have
descriptive names related to specific types
of space, from conventional ideas like halls
and churches. to less familiar spaces such
as houses, and locker rooms. The basic
algorithms these represent can have the
supposed shape changed, drawn from a
range including horseshoes, fans and

Studio Sound 17
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PLUG-INS

ANTARES SYSTEMS
Infinity
JVP voice processor
MDT multiband dynamics tool
SST spectral shaping tool

APOGEE ELECTRONICS

Master Tools mastering package

CEDAR AUDIO
Declick click removal
Mac DSP dual DSP processing card

DBX

TC

-Rev

Pet

TCfREVERB

LEVELS

Vet-.1.00

Input

DINR noise reduction
DPP1 pitch processor
D -Verb reverb

Output

-48 -24 -18 -12 -6

IU
Input

Mix

Clip

-48- 24 -18 -12 -6

AD-1 audio analyser
10 intelligent analyser

OSOUND LABS
QSYS/TDM 3D processor
QX/TDM spatial enhancer
QX/SDII 3D processor

SPATIALIZER AUDIO LABS
PT3D 3D processor

STEINBERG
DeClicker click removal
ReCycle
Red Valve -IT 'tube' processor
Spectralizer spectral enhancer
TimeBandit
TimeGuard timing adjuster
Tun -A tuner
TC ELECTRONIC
TC Tools reverb -delay
WAVE MECHANICS
Pure Pitch pitch shifter

WAVES
Audiotrack

EQ, Compresser- expander

Cl compressor -gate
L1

limiter

PS22 StereoMaker stereo reprocessor
Q10 equaliser
S1

20%
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-
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TC Reverb plug -in
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<Factory Default,

I

dB

with over 30 preset type;

DRAWMER DYNAMICS
Drawmer. like Focusrite, is so heavily rooted in the
analogue tradition that its presence in the TDM
market says much about how far TDM has come.
Its also fair tc say that both these companies
would have a lot to lose by getting a TDM plug -in
wrong. so closely associated are they with the
best in their respective fields.
Drawmers field is. of course, dynamics. and its
plug -in provides two alternative sets of dynamic
processors bringing all the simplicity and flexibility
that have made Drawmer's name. Both include a
compressor and a limiter, with a choice of gate or
expander to complete the suite. Launching either
produces
a
screen display
immediately
recognisable as a Drawmer front panel. with white
legending on black, yellow rings round the rotary
controls and coloured LEDs to show what's
happening. There are even silver toggle switches
for functions like Bypass.
All the familiar control is there. with automatic
or manual time constants for the compressor.
and filters on the gate's side -chain complete with
the facility to listen to the filter settings. There is a
key input that can be fed from a TDM aux send
via the filters for external triggering. and this is
also useful for ducking. The stereo version ILW

pass
I

automation

TRIG
Internal

dB

TCI lOOLS

gives a range of delay -related effects differing
mainly in the length of delay used. just like the
days of the old simple delay line. which in many
ways this is refreshingly similar to. Thus short
delays produce flanging. while longer ones
generate chorus. thickening and double tracking.
and all the basic ideas are represented in
presets that provide starting points for further
adjustment. Both positive and negative feedback
are available. along with an HF filter and control
over the modulation of the delay. This is
graphically represented on a semi -circular
display, where the position of a dot shows the
speed of modulation by how far round clockwise
it is and the depth by how far from the centre.
Both parameters are separately adjustable. but
the dot itself can be grabbed and moved in real
time to change both at once.
While some of the other 'names' included here
have gone to great lengths to retain their visual
identities in their plug -ins. tc electronic has
instead opted for the rather bland grey (yet
commendably uncluttered) Digidesign house style
in its two packages. Sonically. however. the
processors are undeniably tc electronic, bringing
top -end effects to the TDM domain just as one
would hope.
Audio 6

H

-40

Wall Diffusion

Ee a rler

tc electronic's

M

L

feet

J metres

rue Stereo

lr

4

z

22000cu.ft.

JClub

0

1

I- 29

JFan

Preset Modified

IEIÉf

dB

2

L480 Hill

KEY

prisms. and the size altered, the resulting
dimensions and volume being shown on the
display. The reverberant decay is split into three
bands whose boundaries are user-definable. and
the reverb time of each is independently
adjustable. The resulting set of slopes is shown
graphically in three colours. along with the early
reflections and the initial delays. all of which are
also adjustable. Controls for stereo width.
diffusion. and high -cut filtering are also provided.
making an enormously powerful and versatile
reverb engine. More to the point, it sounds
superb, with all the smoothness and naturalness
one would hope for.
TC Chorus is the companion package. and

250

T

O J H.Shoe

stereo enhancer

TrueVerb reverb
WaveLab

63

JHa1l

PRESET

DRAWMER

INTELLIGENT DEVICES

4

20

Size

2jPrism

DOLBY LABS

INA -GRM

0

OdB

Decay /Frequency

mute

Surround Tools surround processor

GRM Tools 1 audio processor
GRM Tools 2 audio processor

FLIER

TIM

Masterlist CD

d2 equaliser

HIOHCUT

0de

Shape

Output

SciFi analogue synth effector
Sound Designer II

FOCUSRITE

f

bypass

I

SPACE EDITOR

LoFi 'retro' processor

Drawmer Dynamics processor

-e

tc- reverb

A
I

DC66 dynamics processor
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Drawmer Dynamics plug -in with two alternative sets of dynamics processing
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o audio have
Neves h the
so many effects been together in
one BUNDLE.
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For many

We've put over $1500 of new products into the TDM bundle, and kept the same price! Now
essential, but unthinkable to not have The TDM Bundle.

its

not just

The Waves TDM Bundle now includes the TrueVerb and PAZ -Psychoacoustic Analyzer plug -ins, plus

owners,
the MultiRack, WaveConvert-Mac, and TrackPack Pro applications! Of course, the bundle also has:
processors
Waves
the famous Ll mastering peak limiter; the world's most powerful EQ the Q10; the "Swiss- Army"
are simply essential. sidechain dynamic processor - the Cl; and the Si, the exceptional stereo image mastering tool.
have an excellent upgrade option.
Now we raise the And of course, current bundle owners
Only Waves pushes your TDM hardware to the max by splitting the DSP chip into pieces, putting
standard again by different plug -ins on just one chip. For example, no other company lets you put 6 bands of
TDM

-

adding five new

processors to the
TOM Bundle.

stereo image control on a single chip (or whatever you need)!
Our exclusive WaveShellTM technology lets you get the most from your DSP Farms, giving you a
complete system solution for pro audio TDM applications. Even further, other WaveShells in the

i l :
Digital Village (UK)
TSC (UK)
-

m

a

EQ, a

compressor, and

a

bundle also let you use the same plug -ins on SDII Nubus, plus at least 5 more platforms in native
mode, including AudioSuite, Deck II /SoundEditl6, Peak, VST, Studio Vision Pro v3.5, and Premiere.

UK DISTRIBUTION
E

stereo

-

181 207- 1717/1919.Fax:(44) 181 207 -2727/5959
c o m
6 1 @ c o m p u s e r v
tel. +44 171 625 -6070
Syco Systems (UK)
tel. +44 171 287 -1515
;UK)
Tyrell Corporation

Natural Audio Ltd. Tel:(44)
1

0

0

5

6

5.

3

tel. +44 181 440 -3440
tel. +44 171 258 -3454

5

e.

http://www.waves.com
Compuserve: GO WAVES
Te1:972 -3- 5107667, Fax 972-3-5105881. e- mail.support @'kswaves.com
Waves 23 Kalisher st. Tel -Aviv, Israel 65165
4260. e- mail:waves @waves.com
us Waves 6716 Central Ave. Pike, Suite 8, Knoxville. TN 37912 USA Tel:1- 423 -689 5395, Fax:1-423-688
1726 844443, e- mail:100613.760 @compuserve.com
uk Waves PO Box 100, St. Austell, Cornwall, PL26 6YU. UK Te1:44 1726 844440/1 Fax:44
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D -Verb

added
by
a
feedback loop with
variable
delay.
producing the type
of effects that in
other circles attract
names like Barber

offers smooth, natural

operates in full linked stereo, with the exception
that each channel of the gate can be individually
switched to duck mode. Metering shows output
levels and gain reduction, with a 3 -LED gate
activity indicator.
This plug -in is a joy to use as it's just like
having a real Drawmer box in front of you. All the
controls work smoothly and naturally, producing
results indistinguishable from a good analogue
dynamics processor. The visual approach may
be seen by some as going over the top, but to
my mind its just this kind of individuality that an
environment like this needs to give it the
character of a real studio rather than a word
processor with music.

DIGIDESIGN PLUG -INS
It would be surprising if Digidesign didn't have its
own examples of plug -in processors, and indeed
its range of TDM tools is among the best known.
DPP -1 is a simple, dedicated pitch -shift
program optimised for hassle-free transposition.
It will shift up to two octaves either way, with
buttons for an octave up or down, coarse shift in
semitone increments and fine adjustment in
cents. The crossfade time function central to
glitch -free shifting is fully adjustable manually, or
can be left on auto, which seemed to work
perfectly acceptably on most material. Further
user control is provided by sliders determining
the lowest and highest fundamental frequencies
the system will recognise, providing additional
optimisation for the material being processed.
The result is very effective pitch shifting
straight out of the box. with shifts up to a fourth
or more producing few obvious artefacts even on
cymbals. Shifting beyond that will inevitably
result in munchkinisation, unless the new
algorithms being introduced by the likes of
MOTU are used, but DPP -1 provides far
smoother and more acceptable results than
many alternatives. Further possibilities are
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reverberation effects
with
simple
but
useful control over
the most important
parameters. Seven
algorithms
are
available, including
Hall, Church, two
Rooms, Plate and
Nonlinear, and all
have three basic
reverb tails
sizes on offer plus
the usual selection of essential variables to
tailor the result to the need. The quality of all the
programs is very high, with extremely smooth
and natural reverb tails where required. and
enough adjustment to produce off -the -wall
effects as well.
Proving the versatility of the basic TDM
concept, Digidesign has attacked what must
remain the most sensitive area of DSP
application, that of noise removal. DINR has
been around for a while for Sound Designer, but
has now been upgraded and ported to TDM. Like
other more specialised systems, it relies on
taking a sample of the noise to be removed and
learning its characteristics, then fitting its set of
downward expanders to that learned curve.
Although the process is largely automated.
several user -parameters allow its mode of
operation, and its severity, to be optimised.
Considering the price demanded for the
mastering -quality, top -end, noise -reduction
processes, it would be surprising if DINR
matched their performance, but it does produce
acceptable results on difficult material, and better
results still on less demanding problems. It is
accompanied by a hum removal process, which
uses two sets of filters to remove mains and
other hum, either learned from the input signal or
set manually with the on- screen controls.
Separate notches can be used to remove
nonharmonically related pitched problems, while
harmonic filters can generate 300 or 400 notches
to remove a fundamental and its harmonics.

STEINBERG RED VALVE -IT
Surely a candidate for the process you never
thought you'd see in a TDM plug -in, Steinberg's
Red Valve -lt, is nothing less than a valve guitar
amp simulator, complete with speaker emulations
to stick on the end. It incorporates two stages of
valve -type gain with a simple 3 -band EQ in IT&
between, and can give anything from a clean
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DUAL MIC PRE
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New Green Range Mic Pre followed by compressor, de- esser, 3-band
EQ. Downward Expander. Balanced line output. Output fader. The
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voiceovers.
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in the guitar, and has an
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effective auto-calibrating
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presets with evocative
names
like
British
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experiment with the few
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controls.
The Waves' PS22 Stereoizer creates
stereo from a mono source
presentation is suitably
wacky, with a bright red front panel, mouse - and enveloping the listener to an adjustable
draggable rotary controls, and big digital value degree. Using it is as simple as it could be, with
displays. The speaker simulation can be used one control for the spatial impression and
separately or not at all, and has just the two another to reinforce the centre image which can
settings which give the hollow coloration of a mic suffer if the width is pushed too far. Bar -graphs
in front of a cheap speaker. All in all this is huge show levels for left, right, sum and difference,
as
fun, and a poke in the eye to anyone who thinks well as a width display resembling an old magic
DSP is about clarity and subtlety. It's also good eye. The effect produced can be subtle and
enough, suspect, to impress the most sceptical effective or unsubtle and attention -grabbing as
session guitarist as a viable alternative to his the material demands, and is very tolerant of
favourite do -it -all processor.
listening position, and unusually kind to the mix.
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WAVES
Waves has been committed to TDM for some
time, and its original suite of dynamics
processors, EQ, Gerzon- designed stereo
manipulation, and level optimisation is now on
Version 2.1. New to me this time around,
however,
were
the
PS22
Stereoizer,
and TrueVerb.
The Stereoizer sets out to create a stereo
image from a mono source. using complex

splitting techniques controlled by dragging
crosshairs round an unusual graphic display. I've
never yet heard anything that does this
convincingly, and although the PS22 has
reduced some of the more unpleasant artefacts
it hasn't got rid of them altogether. Personally, I'd
prefer to leave the signal in mono, but others
might think differently.
TrueVerb, on the other hand. is a very
impressive and versatile set of reverbs, all
having comprehensive controls for the usual
range of parameters. Its sound is smooth and
convincing, much more in line with the
capabilities of the existing Waves range. Waves
is now pretty close to having a plug -in for just
about every standard mixing requirement, and
a complete suite of Waves software makes a
good starting point for a comprehensive TDM
collection.

o

CONTACTS
ANTARES SYSTEMS. US
Tel:

Fax:

+1
+1

916 878 6666.
916 878 8577.
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DIGIDESIGN. US
Tel: +1 842 7900.
Fax: +1 842 7999.

Desper Laboratories' Spatializer technology has
been going great guns in recent years, yet
although it has been used in films, records, live
events, computer games and TV sets, an awful
lot of people have never heard of it. Perhaps
that could change now that it's available as a
TDM plug -in.
Spatializer is part of the drive to achieve more
than stereo from two loudspeakers. Its main
function as far as the PT3D plug -in is concerned
is the expansion of a complete stereo mix out
beyond the speakers, bringing it into the room
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The MM -8 is a precision 8" coaxial
studio monitor with a calibrated flat
frequency response and a licensed
Time-Aligned" crossover. Precisely
manufac-ured and tested, the MM -8
system offers you an honest listen to
your mix.
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Amek ANGELA
Launched in the early 1980s the Angela mixing console had

a

II

character that many came to enjoy, and even respect. But the

Angela II is more than simply an upgraded desk; it meets many new needs as

ZENON SCHOEPE

THE NUMBER OF DESKS

that element of uniqueness, and pride, and
are well known and loved enough to qualify enjoyment, and it still rates surprisingly
for a Mark II version in whatever form are highly in the top five of many engineers
fairly few and far between. but Amek's long regardless of cost.
standing Angela is
While there are still
certainly one of
a lot of Angelas
Angela was praised for its
them. Angela was an
earning their keep
important console
out there, you have
for the manufacturer
mic preamps and EQ, with a lot
to admit that its
as it strengthened.
design is now a little
and to an extent
inappropriate
for
of flexibility by virtue of two
made the company's
modern
requirename and reputation,
ments, and it seems
separate in -line signal paths
but what it meant to
fitting that Amek
users was slightly
should preserve the
running through each module,
different. It has to be
name
on
an
said that the Angela
updated board that
did much to establish
sits more comfortably
and this is still the case
the concept of 'a lot
in its well featured
for less than you'd
product range. Times
with
the
Angela
II
think' in
mixing
have changed a lot
consoles and it
since 1982 when
added credibility in a sector of the market the original was introduced, Amek sold
that had gone without until then. For many more than 500, and just how much things
it represented the price point at which
have changed is illustrated by just how
things got serious, and it was also ever so different the Mark II version is.
slightly quirky, enough to introduce an
It would be a mistake to regard the
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points out

Angela II as just an upgraded desk
particularly as many of its features were
tied to manufacturing, and the needs of the
day; but some of the principles have been
retained in the new model. Angela was
praised for its mic preamps and EQ. with a
lot of flexibility by virtue of two separate
in -line signal paths running through each
module, and this is still the case with the
Angela II.
Each path in the Angela Il module has
fader and mute automation via SuperTrue,

The Angela

11

continues
Amek's
established
concept of
`a lot for less
than you think'

and identical 4 -band EQ plus access to
24 -bus routeing and 8 auxes. The desk
can be part filled and will stretch to
40 modules for 80 inputs at remix, and the
idea is clearly that you put a bit of thought
into the initial wire -up, and then leave
things where you can find them.
A patchbay is included, and SuperTrue
also enables the automation of solo
switches while the company's Virtual
Dynamics digitally controlled analogue
dynamics and gating package is also
standard with one processor per module,
along with the relatively recent introduction
of VFX MIDI remote outboard effects unit
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control all of which can be stored as part of mix
data. will not dwell on the specifics of SuperTrue
automation here as the system is established,
now well proven, and can be found in varying
levels of sophistication across the Amek recording
console range so it is not specific to the Angela II.
This desk is a relatively impressive piece of real
estate with Amek's traditionally generous front -toback dimension countered by a steeper- than -most
forward rake that aids top of the strip visibility.
There are many similarities to the Amek
Rembrandt desk (Studio Sound, May 1996) which
together with Angela Il and the Galileo share the
same frame. However, if we want to be accurate
Angela II is more of a replacement for the now
discontinued Einstein board. If comparisons have
to be made then it is the Rembrandt that best fills
the gap left by the original Angela. Angela II can
be regarded as a less well featured Rembrandt
with less EQ, fewer auxes, and fewer central
control functions.
I

IF WE START by looking at the duplicated
dedicated sections of the input module we can
move on to the bits that are shared by the
Channel (short fader) and Mix (long fader) paths.
EQ is a far cry from the identical overlaying band
arrangement of the original Angela which still has
its fans. The new section is excellent in a typically
excellent Amek sort of way in offering 4 -bands
with ±18dB switched fixed frequency HF and LF
and swept ±14dB mids plus a 12dB /octave 120Hz
high -pass filter.
HF covers 6kHz and 12kHz, LF operates at 40,
80, 120 and 240Hz, while the mids sweep
400Hz -18kHz and 100Hz -4kHz with the low mid
offering two switched Q values of 0.7 and 1.5.
Overload LEDs for each relevant signal path are
also found in these sections along with EQ
bypasses.
Both paths have automation Select switches
with the usual green and red Read, Write, Update
LED indicators, sac) and MUTE switches, the Mix

This desk is simplicity itself, and is so
much easier to grasp in concept than

the original Angela must have been.

If the desk has

a

highlight it has to be

the [Q, although this is now such

Angela

1l: a

desk that is steeply raked for greater strip visibility

dual- concentric pots, two pairs of these are
arranged as stereos. Blocks of four can be
switched pre -post, or onto the channel path,
which amounts to a sensible and useful split for
most applications. Additionally, the last stereo aux
can be switched to address the 24-track routeing.
The Channel path has mic -line switching passing
through +10dB to +60dB mic and ±20dB gain
stages. phantom power, phase reverse, 20dB pad,
pan pot, and routeing to the main stereo.
The Mix path is completed by Bus -Tape
switching, a ±20dB trim pot, pan and routeing to
the main stereo. Three -colour LED indicators are
also found in this area to display dynamics activity
along with an LED to show if the module's single
VD processor has been assigned within
SuperTrue to the Channel or Mix paths.

a

A SINGLE MODULE
predictable observation to make about
an Amek. On paper

it looks almost

frugal, but you don't have to mess with

it for long to realise that it's good stuff

houses the main
output fader with its automation SELECT switch and
24 pots controlling the multitrack output levels
complete with switches flipping each between
fixed +4dB operation, and fully variable output
right up to +10dB.
The Master panel includes 8 aux masters with
the now established Amek practice of being able
to `blend' auxes 1 to 4 into auxes 5 to 8
individually, that is aux into 5, aux 3 into 7. The
purpose of this is to overcome the fixed nature of
the Channel -Mix path aux assignment for
instances where it's desirable to combine
Channel and Mix aux sends. for example in
headphone feeds, when otherwise they would
have to remain separate. This arrangement is not
ideal, because you have to plan to use it, but it is
still better than being without it.
There's a 3- frequency oscillator with a level pot
1

path benefiting from a larger illuminated
stampable one.
Routeing goes out to 24 buses via 6 paired bus
switches operating in conjunction with a shift
switch to address the upper dozen. The Mix path,
rather than the default Channel path, can be
switched to the routeing on a button.
The eight auxes are presented on 4
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and preset level switch that sends to the slate
while talkback, via a mic in the meter bridge, goes
to the same plus auxes 7 -8 and 3 -4 on a
nonlatching button.
Four sets of monitors are supported through
two level pots, and these can be dimmed,
monoed, muted for left and right legs, or cut
completely. Aside from the main stereo mix, the
control room can monitor 5 2 -track returns, and
the 8 auxes as 4 pairs.
From here we hit the non- owERry sequential
alphabetical keyboard with it's rather unpleasant
squidgey feel complete with keypad, cursor and
special keys. plus some function keys that can act
as MMC transport controls again as part of
SuperTrue.
The automation is controlled from here with lots
of short -cut manoeuvres, but most will gravitate
towards the built-in trackball for working around
the various automation screens.
That really is about all there is to say about

Angela

II.

THIS DESK is simplicity itself, and

is so much
easier to grasp in concept than the original
Angela must have been.lf the desk has a highlight
it has to be the EQ. although this is now such a
predictable observation to make about an Amek.
On paper it looks almost frugal, but you don't have
to mess with it for long to realise that it's good
stuff. It's a really cohesive section with no weak
bands or token inclusions. Mid to low control is
special, and it's significant that the single
switchable Q is placed on the low mid. Voice -band
adjustment is exemplary. Two sections of this per
module on a desk of this type is a luxury to be
UW
enjoyed.
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ANGELA
Some of the strengths of Angela

pertain to
when
compared to Rembrandt. Metering on Angela
II, for example, has physical switches for
following Channel or Mix paths with vu, peak,
and peak hold functions. On Rembrandt this is
switched from within SuperTrue. Which would
you say is handier?
A traditional manual AFL, and solo -in -place
system is complemented, as already
mentioned, by an automated version that
allows the solo data to be written as part of a
mix on the automation mode SELECT switches.
However, input path solo defeat is selected
from within SuperTrue, but a dedicated switch
is provided for isolating faders. On balance this
isn't a problem.
Unlike Rembrandt, Angela II does not have
an input reverse function, and this is arguably
the biggest omission from the console. Sure it's
flexible strip, but if you really do want to ride a
long rather than a short fader for a particular

simplified

its
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The Angela II is an impressive console that is simplicity itself to operate

features

II

particularly

Ultimately, Angela II is
The nett SoundField SPS422
Studio .Microphone System

a

board that

will appeal to those

who appreciate something

no other

a

little

more traditional in presentation

microphone

and capability, and don't like

listens

being restricted by the usual
in -line hang -ups

like a

SoundField

signal you'll have to repatch.
Similarly, a methodical approach is required
when tracking if 6 paired switch access to
24 -buses is not to catch you out.
Thankful;y the main stereo fader is down in
the fader pod where it should be, and not
located way up in the master section as it is on
Rembrandt.
Ultimately, Angela II is a board that will
appeal to those who appreciate something a
little more traditional in presentation and
capability, and don't like being restricted by the
usual in -line hang- ups -the lack of input
reverse accepted. Throw in SuperTrue
automation, and its associated software control
functions, and you have a very clever console
that cannot be regarded as any thing other
than outstanding value for money.
This is a eesk with a very big heart.

Special
Cotmentional studio microphones
SoundField SPS422

uses

use one or sometimes two capsules - the

fiwr.7hese are arranged in

a precise

tetrahedral array,

collecting sound from a three -dimensional field at a single point in spare.

thanks to City of Westminster
University, London for making its Angela II
available for appraisal.
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SOUNDFIELD

CONTACT

Reaching fàr beyond the capabilities of normal microphones, the

SPS422

is a complete system

in its own right. From the control room

-

the opti-

IIII/I/I listening position - all microphone parameters can be adjusted

via the
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Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield
Road, Salford M5 4SX, UK.
Tel: +44 161 834 6747.
Fax: +44 161 834 0593.
US: Amek. Tel: +1 615 662 8939.
Fax: 1 615 662 8782.
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Akai DR Hard Disk Recorders

The

Music to
your
Eyes
the four years since Akai changed the future of
recording with the 4 track DR4, the relentless pace of
our development has produced the 8 track DR8 and
the 16 track DR16 digital hard disk recorders fitted with
custom designed LSI chips to allow highly
sophisticated recording, mixing and EQ* performance
in real -time. The magic of the DR Series is its high level
of complexity and function, packaged to be as easy to
use as a familiar, conventional MTR machine. And the
DR system has a unique flexibility, it can be used as a
dedicated, stand -alone product or can integrate easily
with your existing system. It brings a highly cost effective price level per track to high quality d gital
recording.
In
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Now you have the option of the new IB807V graphics
board for direct connection to an SVGA monitor,
allowing the full 16/8 tracks of audio to be accessed
and controlled on screen from a display based on the
market -leading DD1500 post -production system. Edit,
mix, record, playback and level are controlled simply
and logically, with all tracks visible on screen, or a
single track can be zoomed in for precise editing
control. And all in real -time with no irritating screen redraws, and no need for an external computer. We've
added an ASCII input to the 1B807V as well tc let you
work with a standard QWERTY keyboard as a full function control interface with single keystroke
shortcut facilities. Also new for the DR Series is the
DL16 16 fader controller for full remote mixing and
control.
The Akai DR Series can grow from an 8 track ,jpgrade
for analogue MTR systems to a 128 track, mu tiinterface, multi-synched recording and post -production
system with graphic based and remote opera-ion. We
are continually expanding the possibilities of the DR
Series and the future will bring new software produced
in collaboration with Steinberg and E- Magic. But the
cost is a factor we watch as closely as any other. A
DR16 with the 1B807V graphics board option gives you
true 16 track digital performance from a single hard
disk, zero loss editing functions with near instant
access, a 16 channel programmable mixer and full onscreen control for less than £5K.

Music to your pocket as well.
Akai DR8 and DR16 Options
DL16 Remote controller. E016 16 channel digital EQ.
EQ8 - channel digital EQ. MT8 Mixer tab.
ALX50 Remote cable.
1B807V Graphics board. IB801S SCSI board.
1B802T SMPTE board. IB803M MIDI board.
1B804A ADATO board. IB805R RS422 board.
IB806B Bi -phase board.

*Optional

ARAI

DIGITAL

Akai (UK) Ltd
EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate
Parkway, Hounslow Middlesex TW4 6NQ
Tel 0181 897 6388 Fax 0181 759 8268

http: / /www.akai.com /akaipro
All products or company names are used for identification
purposes only and may be the Trademarks of their
respective owners.
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control - at your fingertips
The style and appearance of your product is of the greatest
importance in today's highly competitive market to provide your

help you with your special requirements giving you the best in
features and benefits and allowing you the individuality that

edge over competitors. Our control knobs provide much of your
customers vital first perception.

your product deserves.

Recognising their importance to you, the Re'an Collect and
Control knob range which has been continually developed
utilising 25 years of expertise in the audio industry, incorporates
the latest technology and production techniques ensuring
manufacture to the highest standards of style and quality, whilst
maintaining highly competitive pricing.

Main Factory:

Our team of skilled engineering and design staff are on hand to

Springhead Enterprise Park, Northfleet, Kent DAI 8HB
Telephone: +44 (0)1474 328807
Facsimile: +44 (0)1474 320285
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Audiomalka (LIO
(lio

is a practical acoustical audio analyser supplied as a plug -in card

with microphone, manual and software. After rashly

JOHN WATKINSON gives his views as a Yorkshireman

buying one for use in loudspeaker development

expansion slot have been ludicrously over
specified for the job, and. consequently, far
was
too expensive. In the mean time
fortunate enough to place myself on the
trajectory of a 386 desktop that was being
binned because it was not powerful
enough. This turned out in practice to be
quite powerful enough, only slowing
noticeably
waterfall
on
complex
calculations. As Clio is self- contained it
doesn't waste any time on housekeeping.
The code seems to be amazingly efficient,
hence what is considered an obsolete
processor is perfectly adequate. wish a
I
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Controlling (lio with the
keyboard allows one to blast

through testing at

:

...

impartial review of a
product may never see again, but a set of
views formed by actually using Clio in
practical loudspeaker development. was
not approached by anyone to write about
Clio, simply had a real requirement for a
tool of this kind for developing the Celtic
loudspeaker range, and
rather rashly
went out and bought one.
As a Yorkshireman, am pleased to say
that it turned out to be extremely good
value for money, in fact it has already paid
for itself. For those who can't be bothered
to read the details, can summarise right
now. Does it work? -Yes. Is it easy to
use? -Yes. Would part with it ? -No.
The thing
like about Clio is that it
covers such a wide range of test and
measurement processes, from the most
basic
sine
wave
oscillator
and
oscilloscope tests, to clever stuff like
maximum length sequence analysis and
reverberation time measurement. Table 1
shows Clio's repertoire, from which it
should be clear that this is a product
aimed at the loudspeaker designer.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

of an

8 -bit, half -size ISA plug -in card that will fit
in virtually any IBM compatible PC, an

electret microphone, various cables, and a

be a practising audio engineer

manual containing a
diskette carrying the software. The host
computer requirements are fairly modest: a
286 or faster processor with MS -DOS 3.2
or later will do, provided it has at least
640kb of RAM, a hard disk and EGA video.
The Clio software makes pretty
intensive use of the hardware, and cannot
tolerate any other memory resident
processes except for the mouse driver.
It has to have the machine to itself -don't
even think of trying to run it under
Windows. If anything else is going on in
the PC it can play havoc with the time axis
and the results will be garbage.
Fortunately, it is easy to loop back the
generator to the tester and perform a
phase measurement. If this is flat then all
is well. It is pleasing to relate that it is not
necessary to find this out the hard way.
The manual is very clear on the subject
and, consequently, the installation is
straightforward.
In practice. it takes a lot of messing
about to go between using the PC with
Clio, and for other purposes. As wanted
to do some serious work
decided to
obtain a PC that would be dedicated to
Clio use only. My ideal would be a portable
host machine, but to date the only laptops
have been able to find with an ISA
comprehensive

I
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THE CLIO SYSTEM consists

fair rate.

I'm fairly certain that at least
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The Clio
system: a
useful and

comprehensive
package with
PC software
that is easy to
install

lot of other software was like this. It seems
that much of the power of today's
processors is only needed to compensate
for inefficient software.
The Clio graphical user -interface is quite
good. with the usual graphical objects
such as soft keys which are virtually
pressed by mouse click. As an ergonomist
am of the view using a mouse is fine for
analogue -variable control inputs, but for
discrete choice controls a keyboard wins
hands down. was pleased to find that in
the Clio GUI nearly every screen button
has one letter of its legend underlined.
Pressing that letter on the keyboard
achieves the desired result. Most other
commands can be achieved with ESC,
Return and the Function Keys. Controlling
Clio with the keyboard in this way allows
one to blast through testing at a fair rate.
I'm fairly certain that at least one of the
Clio's designers must be a practising audio
engineer. because not only is Clio clever,
it's also useable. In a depressingly large
amount of equipment these attributes are
mutually exclusive. My only operational
complaint is that it took a while to figure out
how to store and retrieve measurements
using the disk.
The microphone supplied with Clio is an
electret type which is phantom powered ILW
I

I
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CLIO
TABLE
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THE RANGE OF TESTS

AND MEASUREMENTS
PROVIDED BY CLIO

Generation of test waveforms:
Sine, Pink, White, MLS
Electrical and Sound
Pressure Level meter
Oscilloscope with freeze function
Inductance-capacitance meter
Impedance vs frequency
Thiele -Small parameter measurement
Sine amplitude
and phase vs frequency
Fast Fourier Transform
Third -octave analysis
THD analysis
Impulse response analysis
MLS analysis
Cumulative spectral decay
Reverberation time Leq calculation.

from the Clio board. The microphone is very long
(25cm) and thin, allowing it to make
measurements without affecting the reading by
its presence. A high -quality microphone cable of
useful length is supplied. terminating in very well
made phono connectors. Phono to crocodile clip
leads are also supplied for general testing
purposes. When it is considered that in most
PCs the connectors will emerge at the back,
these leads are not really long enough. The
microphone has a frequency response that is flat
enough for most purposes without response
correction. Without a decent microphone most of
the acoustical measurements would be hearsay,
and the provision of a good transducer makes Clio
even better value for money.
The startup screen allows the user to branch
off into any type of analysis, but a nice touch is
that once in a branch it is possible to dive off to
the signal generator directly, make an
adjustment and then go right back to the branch.
This is much more efficient than coming back to
the startup screen. Additionally, the signal
generator screen controls the input sensitivity,
and the phantom power for the mic. It also
determines whether the measurements are in
the voltage domain or in the acoustic domain.
When using many of the branches for the first
time it is necessary to run a calibration routine
that generally requires input and output to be
connected together. Once this is done,
subsequent uses are immediate.
found the impedance sweep feature very
useful for testing new drive -unit designs. Being
able to measure the Theile -Small parameters is
also useful, but of less importance in active
speaker design. The oscilloscope tool is useful,
especially the freeze function, but is only single
trace and doesn't replace a conventional 'scope.
I

WITH SO MANY FEATURES

and
limited space,
will concentrate on the MLS
(maximum length sequence) testing mode. MLS
signals allows many loudspeaker tests to be
made in real -world conditions rather than in an
anechoic room. Normally, room reflections and
standing waves make a pig's ear of acoustical
measurements, but the MLS technique goes a
long way to getting round the problem.
Essentially. an MLS is a pseudorandom bit
I

pattern that appears like broadband noise to the
loudspeaker, (and to a conventional spectrum
analyser), but which is in fact a totally repeatable
deterministic signal.
The thing about deterministic signals is that it
is possible to lock on to them in the time axis by
comparing with a reference signal. When the
reference and the input are coincident in time,
there is a high correlation between the two. MLS
analysers use this principle to lock on to the first
version of a sound reproduced from a loudspeaker so that this can be captured before
reflections arrive. Once time lock is achieved.
the impulse response of the speaker can be
obtained by comparing the signal from the mic
with the original.
Time averaging of several impulse responses
can reduce the effect of ambient noise. From the
impulse response it is then possible to calculate
the frequency and phase response. In fact the
phase- response measurement can be very
good indeed because the correlation process
effectively removes the delay caused by the
distance between the speaker and the mic.
Conversely the position of the acoustic centre of
the transducer can be located.
In practice, the output from the mic is
captured, and then the operator has to specify a
time window outside of which the data are
ignored. The end of the window is positioned just
before the first reflections arrive. As with all
transform -based analysis, the shorter the
window, the worse the low- frequency analysis
gets (something to do with Heisenberg's
uncertainty theorem). Consequently, if this
technique is used in a very small room, only the
high frequency part of the analysis will be useful.
Although the measuring space does not have to
be anechoic or silent, it does have to be fairly
big. The problem with MLS testing in most office
or domestic space is lack of height, where
around 3m is a practical minimum. This may not
be a problem in the garden.
The manual provided with Clio points out all of
the pitfalls of MLS testing for the uninitiated and
even has a bibliography for serious study.
have very few complaints about Clio. There is
a horrendous switch-on thump on the analogue
outputs so it is important to remember to
disconnect the speakers before powering the
computer. The manual is full of good information,
but it's not in a very sensible order, and there's
no index. The treatment of disk files is not very
good, and would be helped by a practical
example. The oscilloscope would be better if it
was double beam.
Having said that, without a Clio it would be
necessary to spend a great deal more to get
these facilities. At the end of the day Clio
effectively helps me to design loudspeakers, and
that appreciate.
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Contact Rik Hoeree

MEET THE REPLACEMENT
FOR YOUR 8 TRACK DIGITAL
TAPE RECORDER

_

X

MO specialists Genex Research have

and an on -board SMPTE chase reader /generator, ensuring that the

already revolutionised the world of hi -bit

GX8000 slots in just where your tape -based 8 track used to be.

2 -track

And, unlike other MO 8- tracks you may have heard about, only the

recording with their ground-

breaking GX2000 magneto optical disk recorder. Now, the

GX8000 is available right now. already working hard for leading

remarkably cost -effective new GX8000 is set to replace tape -based

facilities around the world.

8 -track digital recorders in all applications from music

Being an optical, non- contact format, MO is extremely

recording to film and video post -production.

secure
MO 2.6GB

Essential for full compatibility with DVD and other new

formats, only the GX8000 is equipped to record at 16, 18,

4

20, 22 and 24 bits, and at sampling rates of 32, 44.056,

44.1, 47.952, 48 and 96kHz.

much so that HHB MO media is backed by

lifetime (100 years) warranty. And when you buy your
GX8000. we'll even give you your first 10 HHB 2.6GB
MO disks for free.
For further details on the the Genex GX8000 MO

Recorder, the future of digital 8 -track recording,

Only the GX8000 has features like simultaneous recording

contact HHB Communications today.

on all 8 channels at higher than 16 -bit, 9 -pin serial remote control

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genes Research

Worldwide distribution by HHB Communications

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

HHB Communications Inc
Tel: 207 773 2424

- so

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U. UK
E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk

Fax: 0181 962 5050

43 Deerfield Road. Portland. Maine 04101 1805. USA

Fax: 207 773 2422

E

-Mail: 75671.3316 ©compuserve.com

Visit HHB on line at: http: / /www.hhb.co uk
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Tascam

DA-38

The competition between the ADAT and DA -88 digital multitrack machines took a new twist when Tascam introduced

the DA -38.

DAVE FOISTER takes a tour of this serviceable junior machine

IDEAS have made such an
impact on the recording business as the
modular
digital
multitrack.
The
transformation it has brought to all layers
of the recording process, from the
bedroom studio to the world -class film dubbing complex, is all the more
remarkable for the fact that there have
only ever been two players in the game,
with two others licensing their formats
from them. This has produced a parallel
series of two -horse races, with Tascam
and Alesis vying for dominance across the
whole spectrum of applications. Alesis
was the first to bring out a replacement for
the original machine. but now Tascam has
expanded the DA range with a second
model offering some increased spec and
more streamlining at a lower price with
only one significant trade -off.
The most obvious change is the size
(the DA -38 is 1U smaller than the DA -88)
and this, coupled with the lower price,
could suggest that this is a pared -down,
entry -level machine. In fact it is neither
that. nor a replacement. but an additional
model designed for those applications
which do not need its most significant
omission -time code.
In all other respects it is fully compatible
with the DA -88. Not only are the DTRS

and reveals its unexpected advantage

FEW

The DA -38 comes across
as a

splendid machine, fully

all the facilities the SY-88 would bring to
an 88 -only system.
It is largely the lack of its own time -code
facilities that allows the DA -38 its smaller
profile, as all the switches for generation,

reading and display are missing. Some
other functions have been paired up on
'shifted' buttons to save space and clutter,
but the features are all still there and
almost as convenient to use. Thus full
monitor switching including automatic
source -tape selection is available, as well
as automated punch in and out with
rehearsal mode and frame -accurate
punch position editing.
Transport control is unchanged,
complete with shuttle wheel. and lockup
between machines is tight and fast. found
that however far the master machine had
run in fast wind the slave would lock to it
within a couple of seconds of hitting Play,
and often in a second. Certainly with small
tape movements the delay in the slave
joining the master was small enough not
to be a problem.
I

capable of meeting the demands

of professional use and keeping
up

with

an involved session

format and the -0 connector
arrangements identical, but the inter tape

1

machine synchronisation is the same. so
that multiple DA -38s can be intermingled
with multiple DA -88s up to the system limit
of 16 machines. Compatibility even
extends to the remote controllers, with
both the simple RC -808 and the
comprehensive RC -848 common to both
machines. The ability to mix and match the
machines reduces the negative effect of
the 38's lack of external synchronisation,
as a system can be assembled with one
DA -88, with its SY-88 sync card, and as
many DA -38s as required, whereupon the
whole lot locks together and also
interfaces fully with the outside world. with

32
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SONICALLY

the new machine is
excellent, courtesy of new convertors,
using 18 -bit A
convertors with
switchable dither. This dither can also be
used on digital inputs as the TDIF
interface can accept up to 24 bits with a
suitable interface.
Another important new facility on the DA38 is an internal matrix for routeing the
inputs and the recorded tracks both within
a single machine and around a multi machine system. Thus any of the eight
analogue inputs can be sent to any
combination of tracks without external
repatching. and tracks can be copied to any
other tracks within a machine or across to
another simply by setting up the required

D

Tascam's DA -38:
no time code,
but a saving can
be made when
piggy -backing
with DA -88s

routeing with the straightforward menus.
Various functions are accessed by this
scrolling menu system, but as they are
mostly set -and -forget system parameters
that's probably the best place for them. All
the things that are likely to be needed
routinely during a session are there on the
front, with plenty of juicy orange LEDs that
blink or light steadily to show the status of
the various functions.
The DA -38 comes across as a splendid
machine, fully capable of meeting the
demands of professional use and keeping
up with an involved session. Given that its
inability to handle time code with the rest
of the world can be overcome simply by
adding one DA -88 to however many 38s
are needed, it's hard to see any reason for
assembling an all -88 system any more
when the 38's price is lower and four
machines fit into the space of three of the
others. Whether Sony will be able to
squeeze all the XLRs onto the smaller
back panel to produce a rebadged
companion to the PCM-800 is another
matter, but the DA -38 can only help to
reinforce the Tascam MDM's position in the
marketplace, proving that the format was
good enough in the first place to continue
virtually unchanged as the range expands.
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CONTACT

US: Tascam, 7733 Telegraph
Road, Montebello, California 90640.
Tel: +1 213 726 0303.
Fax: +1 213 727 7641.

UK: Tascam,

5 Marlin House, The
Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts
WDI 8YA. Tel: +44 1923 819630.
z: +44 1923 236290.
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At TDK, we believe that repetition puts an end to all art.

That's why we know you can only accept the best for

recording, editing, mastering, presenting and archiving
your performance. For this reason, we developed TDK
STUDIO products, a range of digital audio media

providing

flawless

recording

characteristics

and

uncompromising reliability. From now on, there will be no
repetition due to technical failure of recording media, so
you can concentrate on your art first time, every time.

TDK CD -R STUDIO
Probably the first CD -R to overcome compatibility problems that
can occur when switching between recorders or players. With
its proprietary dye recording layer, TDK's CD -R STUDIO
ensures absolute accurate pit forming and an
extremely low error rate with all 1 x and 2 x drives.
Quality 100% guaranteed. TDK's CD -R STUDIO:
Playing length 74 minutes.

TDK MD STUDIO
Looking for a compact and 100% reliable
medium for jingles and masters? Then go on
air with TDK's MD STUDIO. Developed not
only for professional broadcast applications
but also for home use, MD STUDIO
combines an extremely low error rate with
an especially robust cartridge design.
Quality 100% guaranteed. TDK's MD
STUDIO: Playing length 74 minutes.

NU COMPROMISE!
JIO

\
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STUDIO PRODUCTS

-

THE CHOICE OF THE RECORDING PROFESSIONAL

TDK UK LIMITED TDK HOUSE 5-7, Queensway
Internet: http: / /www.tdk- europe.com
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Akdi

DR16 WITS SUPERVI£W

While others focus on the one -stop DAW Akai has gone unnoticed in its quiet revolution of family values. They provide an
integrated digital product range.

ZENON SCHOEPE traces the genealogy of the DRI6 hard -disk recorder- editor

AKAI HAS QUIETLY been

putting
together a fairly spectacular and complete
family product range while
other
manufacturers have been busy creating
their one Frankenstein monster DAW. With
the exception of the original DR4d the
now
company
can
offer
media
compatibility and similar operational
presentations through the DR8, the
DD1500, and now the DR16 with the most
recent addition of the DD8 which does the
best impersonation of a random access
replacement for digital modular multitracks
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to date.

The DR16 is part of this wider scheme
which has, perhaps. not been been
spotted by other manufacturers. With Akai
it is now possible to go completely digital
front to end without too much trouble or
expenditure. The DR16, like the DR8
before it, is essentially a derivative of the
flagship DD1500 which should be
regarded
as
the
complete
and
unrestricted manifestation of Akai's
technology. Where the DR8 was indeed
restricted to just 8 tracks the DR16
predictably realises 16 tracks making the
distinction between itself and the DD1500
harder to ascertain.

It is with SuperView that
the DRI6 moves on a stage in

intelligence and answers the
lack of visual indication of

track activity and a remote
Well its cheaper for starters, its a standalone rackmount without the DD1500's
rather excellent remote, but carries similar
mixing and EQ option capabilities (like the
DR8), but arguably less accessibly. It's
worth pointing out at this stage that Akai is
clearly not frightened to slice the salami to
suit application specific demands, and as a
consequence the range is extremely well
defined in purpose, capabilities, and, for
that matter, the depth of the buyer's pocket.
Internally the DR16 is for all intents and
purposes a DD1500, but will clearly appeal
to a different wish list, and role in life.
However, the biggest trick up its sleeve is
the recent introduction of the SuperView
graphics display package, also available
for the DR8, which imparts DD1500 -style
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visualisation of track and editing functions,
and has the clever skill of being able to
harness a standard PC -style keyboard to
act as a type of remote.
The functionality of the DR16 is closely
aligned to that of the DR8 with the
exception of the number of tracks
available, and would refer readers to the
review of that unit (Studio Sound, May
1995) for a detailed appraisal. However,
some of the smart attributes are worth
mentioning, as are some of the
differences.
The DR16 is a 16- track, hard -disk,
recorder -editor working on tape- machinestyle transport keys with predominantly
dedicated keys for editing functions, and a
built -in 16- channel programmable mixer
that can be supplemented by a
16- channel EQ option. It comes with eight
analogue inputs (switchable for three
sensitivities and controlled on front -panel
gain controls), and 16 outputs (switchable
for two levels) all on balanced jacks. The
last four outputs can be switched to output
the aux sends and the master output in a
I

Mix mode.

Convertors are 18 -bit, 64x oversampled
on the inputs, and 20 -bit, 8x
oversampled D As on the first 12 outputs,
with the interesting inclusion of 20 -bit, 8x
oversampled D As on the last four.
You get AES -EBU and SPDIF -Os as
standard, along with a SCSI expansion
port, external sync connector and remote
connectors for daisy- chaining eight
DR16s, or combinations of DR16s, and
DR8s. Other slots can be filled with
SMPTE, MIDI, ADAT, RS422, and biphase
interface cards, so the machine is
predominantly, although not exclusively
A

Ds

I

The DR16
is a 16- track,
hard -disk,

recorder- editor

with dedicated
keys for editing
functions, and
a 16-channel
programmable
mixer

aimed at post.
Visually the DR16 and DR8 are
extremely similar; the biggest difference
centring around the use of shift switches to
increment the blocks of eight CHANNEL ON
and RECORD -INPUT select switches. Sixteen
bar -graph meters normally follow the
tracks, but can be switched to show aux
send bus and master levels.
Routeing is by definition a little wider
ranging than that on the DR8 for obvious
reasons but internal digital bouncing is
part of the package.
Fo' the record, it is worth mentioning
that in extreme cases the DR16 will not
play back all 16 tracks simultaneously, and
was advised that this is most likely to
I

occur
when
attempting
multiple
simultaneous track punch -ins. However, it
is not something have encountered.
The DR16 has the DR8's excellent Take
function for storing five alternative takes
on single button access. A track, a section
of a track, or a selection of tracks, can all
be stored as a Take. One of the smartest
things the DR16 can do is to arrange its
data in Projects thereby enabling
numerous Projects to reside on disk
providing you have
simultaneously,
enough space for them. The Take function
can play a role in these as Takes can serve
as a means of copying audio chunks or
complete sections between different
Projects. This means you can effectively
perform completely different versions on
I

the same audio.
Projects also play a part in the backup
routine, which is to DAT
is relatively slow,
but is reliable in Akai's implementation, and
is still one of the cheapest methods. The
whole disk or just one Project can be backed

-it
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Two built -in amplifiers-one for the
woofer and one for the tweeter.
The result -while the bass is
pounding, the high frequencies
and vocals are crisp and clear.

.

Passive crossovers waste as much
as nalf of the amplifier power by
generating heat. EON Powered
Speakers have built-in active
crossovers that use We
amplifier power to
produce more of whát
you want -SOUND.

JBL Professional's low mass
itanium diaphragm provides
xtended high frequency
for sharper transients. Lighter
ass = higher efficiency =
ou can play louder.
Pk-

smooth high frequency
coverage so you'll sound
.s good in the cheap
eats as you do up front
.

ilt -in thermal protection.
The amplif ers overheat,
y shut themselves off

Heat is the #1 eney
of loudspeakers.
EON has a die-cast-----_
aluminum baffle
that absorbs heat
away from the woofer
and amps and quicicl

ore any damage can be
we guarantee it!

ne -and

Aluminum fins cast into
'
ports provide active
Cooling to the whole
system. The louder you
play, the more it cools!!

dissipates it to keep
them running cool. The
mo-e you crank it, the
better the system wor <s.

-EON

woofer cones are
computer-designed using
Finite Element Analysis

The highly durable
and versatile EON

techniques to develcp a
lightweight cone without
sacrificing strength.

polypropylene
enclosure allows the
speaker to stand upright,
tilt back for stage monitor
use, hang on a wall or
mount on a tripod
speaker stand.

_ Neodymium magnets

are
ten times lighter yet yield
the same strength as the

conventional ferrite
magnets used by our
competitors.

EON's flattened voice coil
wire allows for 22% more wire in
the magnetic gap than most
speakers using round wire.
More wire = higher efficiency
= plays louder.

Patented Differential
Drivee ^ results in a
woofer that weighs less
than 3 lbs yet plays
louder than similar
woofers weighing in at
more than 16 lbs! More
power. more punch...
less weight.

EON
S

O

U

N

New, low -distortion
Bi- Radials horn provides

Torroidal transformer
powers the amplifiers
without adding
excessive weight.
EON Powered Speakers
-the lightest in their class.
THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING TO LOOK FOR

Need more? Every EON Powered Speaker has features such as
an XLR input for easy connection ..a peak indicator that alerts the

operator before a problem starts...a button that gives you instant
PA when you plug in your microp -ione...a daisy chair output jack
that gives your sound system room to grow ... and an ergonomic
carrying handle mounted at the center of gravity.

EON POWERED

SPEAKER
CAN'T GET BY ON GOOD LOOKS ALONE.
EVEN AN

D

T

H
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up in this manner. Its also worth pointing out that
such Project backups can be transferred to the
DD1500 in line with the DR16's perceived position
in the postproduction chain. Projects, which can be
named, can also be deleted and loaded
selectively.
With the ADAT port option fitted, backup can
be performed to this modular digital multitrack.
Recording is 16 -bit linear PCM to up to eight
drives at sampling frequencies of 48kHz,
44.1 kHz, 32kHz, and 44.056kHz. Points of note
in common with the DR8 include 100 autolocate
points, 9 direct -access locate points, absolute
and relative time modes, tempo mapping.

varispeed
adjustable
preroll,
playback,
automated punch in and out, and an excellent
jog-shuffle dial.
Editing centres around entering In and Out
points for the intended action for tracks selected
on the CHANNEL ON and TRACK RECORD keys for
Copy, Copy and Insert, Move, Move and Insert,
Insert, Erase, Delete and Slip. There's an Undo,
and the process is simple and easy to grasp.
However, we're still effectively dealing with butt
edits, and this remains one area that has not kept
up with the evolution of the DR hard-disk family.

keys are used heavily in many of the
commands with combinations of these selecting
tracks in conjunction with numeric keys to 8.
Most functions require the holding down of
another key, but the important ones like
Transport Control, Screen and Timescale Zoom
In -Out (using the cursor keys) and the clip
editing processes are on dedicated keys -cut,
copy, paste, insert, erase and discard are
performed on the keyboard's DELETE, END, PAGE
PAGE
INSERT,
HOME and
UP
keys
DOWN,
respectively. There's a logic and consistency to
the keys used which once learnt is hard to forget.
You can also scroll up and down on zoomed
tracks. and increase and decrease the waveform
amplitude. Naming and entering Takes and Clips
is relatively straightforward as indeed is storing
and recalling locates. Throughout all this, the
most satisfactory aspect of using the keyboard is
that you can thump it in a way that you never
could the front -panel controls. This undoubtedly
aids operator satisfaction, and also allows you to
position the remote in a way that is comfortable
CONTROL

is

simple.We aim to provide you with high

quality analogue signal processing with plenty of warmth
and character from the 1960's.

1

Our products are designed for use
such

as

in all audio applications

live sound. warming up digital recordings. broadcast

and mastering, where their distinguished sound, coupled

with legendary reliability and ease of use has made them
the first choice of professionals the wo

over

-Id

We are proud © be the recipients

IIECIRONIC

of the 1997 Electronic Musician

MUSICIAN

Editors Choice Award, Won for
Compressor

us by the Joemnek

!
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EDITORS
CHOICE

Ted Fletcher

Designer

-

and convenient.

IF

I

JUDGED

THE ORB

to be a

wonderful machine then would have to say the
DR16 is better. While the front panel is largely
similar across both units, the DR8 benefits from a
little more clarity as the extra tracks on the DR16
have meant the introduction of some shift keys to
preserve the general presentation. However, if
you need those extra tracks then it's the DR16
you will have to turn to with its useful inclusion of
Projects which can make life a little easier, and
work a little more creative and unrestricted.
Backing up in also less of a hassle. Again I'll,
point the finger at plain butt editing, although
hear that this may yet be addressed by Akai.
The mixer and EQ section. although hardly
natural with its method of dialling in values one
at a time is certainly useful for monitoring
purposes if you intend to use the box as a
stand -alone particularly as you can Solo tracks,
although, in such an instance, the ability to fire
99 snapshots against time is questionable.
It syncs impeccably with varispeed to the
outside world, and also performs as a useful
interface box, especially between MIDI and MTC
and video transports if the relevant cards are fitted.
SuperView is such a simple and sensible idea
yet adds significant value to what is already a
very straightforward machine to use. It also adds
some new and useful Goto functions for its
associated In and Out points.
The DR16 places few new operational
demands on anyone who is familiar with the DR8
or, for that matter, the DR4. Its fast, efficient and
slick because it never compromises its core
function of recording, editing and syncing. Again,
I

IT IS WITH SUPERVIEW that the DR16
moves on a stage in intelligence and answers
the lack of visual indication of track activity and a
remote. Also working with the DR8, the IB807V
VGA board slots into the back of the unit and
gives a high quality, full -colour, monitor display,
while a standard PC keyboard can also be
connected to control editing and transport
functions in addition to naming sections. You get
one display, which can be zoomed in and out for
track detail, that tracks audio movement perfectly
and smoothly, with no jumping, juddering or
creeping. It's a work of art, but simply unveils
capabilities that are in the DR16 and DR8
anyway- remember they are derivatives of the
DD 1500.
The only major feature that SuperView does not
give you is remote jog -shuttle control from the
keyboard, but in practice this is less of a problem
than it might seem. On maximum zoom you can
clearly see the audio activity which can be
pinpointed accurately but there are still times when
resorting to the unit's front panel dial is essential.

SuperView does add one significant trick.
While you can continue to edit in the normal front
panel manner it introduces a Clipboard Edit
function that allows five clips of In and Out points
together with copy, delete or erase processes to
be stored and applied later. This really is a bonus
and takes away some of the DR16's requirement
to make a decision on the spot. You can copy,
cut, erase, discard, paste and insert to, and from,
the clipboard. Combined with the Take function it
really opens this machine up.
SuperView has boxes for the named
Clipboard and Take audio, in addition to full-time
16 -track meters, the four output meters. and the
project name. There's a large time -code display,
and a scrolling depiction of the 16 tracks running
across a Now line. and track statuses are
duplicated above the meters, and to the left of
the 16 tracks. The colours are pleasant,
unmistakably different to reflect different
processes, and the whole presentation is clear.
Operation from the QWERTY keyboard takes a
little getting to used to, but pays dividends with
transport control taken care of by the function
keys. Predictably the SHIFT, ALTERNATE and
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The legendary JOEMEEK Product Range.
Joemeek Compressor

RRP

The flagship of Ted Fletcher's Joemeek range
Compressor. This powerful analogue device

is

is

f 1250 a.t

the ubiquitous Stereo

used by many top producers

across the final mix, recreating the warm and powerful sound of the

t

Unless you have permanent access to
SC2 would be

tt

This unit

is

a

rack of vintage compressors,

a

unit such

particularly worthwhile addition to your effects resources

a

pretty damn good

distinctive sounding

...

...

the SC2

Its spectacular

is

as

I960's.The unit

the
1995

Studso Sound

..

in today's

is easy

to use and very reliable, essential characteristics

commercial studio environment.

stunningly quiet. Its also extremely

..

I

EQ

December 1995

VC1

Studio Channel

Now

a

in

f 599

RRP

rant

fully balanced 19" format with stereo linking, +4dB level, DI

output, full size metering, variable ratio control and many more new
features.The Joemeek Studio Channel now offers the versatile mic -pre,

compressor, enhancer direct to tape combination, with the acclaimed
'

Joemeek

'

sound, at

Be prepared

¢awu
)41
- =- 1lig

a

price which can't be ignored.

to re- master

all

of your old vocal tracks!

TUN

%EL=

=,

-

-411I

=

VC2 Tube Channel

RRP

Designed for today's digital studio and

as a

f 1499

companion to the famous

Joemeek Stereo Compressor, the Tube Channel's classic mic amp, mono
I'm in Heaven

..

I

Michael Molenda

Electronic Musician Oct 1996

compressor and enhancer are themselves enhanced by

a

powerful tube

1

amplifier for warmth and the classic Joemeek musical punch.
Producono una sonorita decisamente individuale che puo

Joemeek

..

piacere

numerosi musicisti

a

e

produttori

European Musician

..

-

October 1996

1

VC4 Enhancer

RRP

f 340 ...f 399

iR

111

After being inundated with requests to produce our enhancer on its
own for stereo mixes and mastering, we've done it!
The Joemeek VC4 Enhancer will add breath and sparkle to any signal.
Make vocals stand out, add an expensive sheen to guitar and bass sounds,

or recreate famous drum kits. A seriously powerful tool for final mixes.

tt

The Compression

is

fantastic. Using just two controls

compression from

a

feathered touch to

a

quilted brick

... a

is

VC3 Pro Channel

transparent range of
possible ....

i

The Joemeek Channel
'

The combination of front -end, compressor and enhancer

directly to tape
the Pro Channel

(

or disk
a

),

is

particularly useful for piping signals

bypassing the mixer entirely, but the in -line facility also makes

powerful post- recording tool

..

1

Paul

RRP

f 254.47.x.1 f 299..m

The r^

White - Sound on Sound

O-

'

philosophy on

a

budget.This box

is

compressor and Joemeek enhancer.The Joemeek VC3 Pro Channel

t,

is

essential when warming up digital sound, playing live or any function

which demands the highest quality signal processing on

The Legendary Joemeek User List

stunning!

A classic high performance microphone pre -amplifier,Joemeek optical

!!

a

budget.

The Joemeek VC3 Pro Channel will out -perform many similar boxes

:osting

3

times the price!

Tricky,Videosonics, Noise Labs, Grant Headley, Sear Sound N.Y, John Travis, Pulp,
Paramount Studios, Disney Corp, Full Flavour,The Tonight Show ( USA

), Sony

Mastering,

Prodigy, Tina Turner, Leftfield, Brian May, Hootie & The Blowfish, Terry Britten,

iOEMEEKJ

Hank Williams, Mark Knopfler, Peter Gabriel, ZZ Top, Green Day, The Record Plant,
Larrabee Studios Hollywood, Oceanway Los Angeles,The Rapino Brothers, Lisa Stansfield,

Simply Red, Cheryl Crow, Paul Weller, "Wind in the Willows ", Roy Thomas Baker,
Bob Rosa, Edwin Collins, INXS,Toshiba, EMI, Therapy, Radiohead...and many more !!

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
Swillert House, Heronsgate Ro. Chorleywood.

Hertfordshire, England WD3 588
Tel: +44 1923 284545 Fax: +44 1923 285168

tc electronic FINALJL[R
A spin -off

from the M5000 Digital Audio Mainframe, tc's Finalizer offers sophisticated equalisation, level normalising and

dynamics processing for mastering or putting the finishing touches to a mix.

PROBABLY THE MOST

aspired -

to signal processor on the market is the
tc electronic M5000. The machine remains

physically unchanged after several years
in production thanks to its pioneering use
of open architecture and consequent
upgradability. This design concept has
enabled it to sustain its position and add
new ideas as they become available. The
downside is its price and perceived
complexity, and these issues were
addressed by the M2000 (The Wizard)
which is now joined by The Finalizer
(another Wizard). both taking key
elements of the M5000 and putting them
in more affordable boxes.
Where the M2000 offers a broad palette
of studio effects. the Finalizer is intended
as a toolbox for mastering. and putting the
finishing touches to a mix. It offers a series
of modules to be chained together, from
flexible analogue or digital input through
EQ, level normalising. dynamics, and final
digital and analogue outputs complete
with dithering to the required number of
bits. The whole thing works exclusively in
stereo with all the necessary links
permanently in place.
EQ comprises high and low shelving
filters with variable slope plus three fully
parametric bands. This gives a usefully
versatile range with the delicacy and
precision necessary for mastering EQ,
and sounds exceptionally good. Dynamics
are in three separate modules for
expansion, compression and limiting, and
are given huge manipulative power by all
being multiband processors.
A common crossover page sets the

boundaries between three frequency
bands, and each dynamics module can
then
process
the
three
bands
independently if required. This runs right
the way through all the parameters, with
even the time constants being separately
adjustable for the three bands. Further

subtleties include variable compressor
response from peak to RMS, variable
limiter clipping from soft to hard, and a

38
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limiter ceiling tied to digital full scale in
terms of hundredths of a dB to
compensate for variations in other
devices' Over readings.

NORMALIZER shows a
graphic representation of the signal
waveform related to the available
headroom. and allows the gain to be
adjusted
to
maximise
its
use.
It incorporates its own limiter, with
switchable hard and soft clipping, and the
display shows the maximum number of
consecutive samples clipped during the
THE

last second, reinforcing the main display
with a bit more detail. It is possible to have
the normalizer set itself up automatically
just by playing the entire track through it,
after which it will make sure that the peaks
hit zero and no more.
A choice of three further processes is
available as an insert after the EQ.
Of particular use for mastering is the
Stereo Adjust option, which allows the leftright balance to be tweaked to put the
centre where it should be and also uses
MS techniques to alter the stereo width.
Alternatively a de -esser is available, with
full control over all its parameters including
time constants, side -chain filter frequency
and bell or shelving side-chain response.
The third insert possibility is less
expected; the Digital Radiance Generator
deliberately adds a variable amount of
second harmonic distortion with the
intention of producing analogue -like
warmth. It is quite a pleasant effect on

clinical material, subtle
enough to be adjusted precisely without
constituting an obvious degradation -no
fuzz box this.
What with all the utilities and other
setup tools, there's an awful lot to get
round on the Finalizer, enough to make it
an intimidating minefield if not well
implemented, particularly as there's only
1 U
of panel space to put all the user
interface on. Impressively, the graphic
screen, and small number of selection
particularly

DAVE FOISTER meets his master

tc electronic's
Finalizer is
intended as
a toolbox for
mastering,
and putting
the finishing
touches to
a mix

buttons combine with the big, solid
adjustment wheel to make the whole thing
surprisingly intuitive. Nothing's ever very
far away, and comprehensive metering is
always present, not being part of the LCD
window. LED bar graphs show input and
outpu: levels as well as gain reduction for
all three bands of dynamics, with extra
indicators for Normalizer and limiter
opera:ion. It all feels good and reassuringly
direct and informative, but if ultra -fast
setup is required the Wizard is there to
help.
Like the M2000 Wizard, the Finalizer is
able to ask a short series of questions
about the requirements -the nature of the
material,
source
the
degree
of
compression required and the type of
spectral balance needed -and then set
itself up with a suggested set of
parameters. These are then fully editable,
and like any configuration can be saved in
one of the 128 presets. There are also
128 ROM presets with a wide variety of
tailored responses, again to be used as
starting points for fine adjustment.
This much power just to tweak a
supposedly finished stereo signal could be
rather overwhelming, but in fact found it
quick and easy to find my way around it,
I

and produce clear improvements, and
enhancements to anything tried through
it. The idea that a mastering engineer's
special EQ can improve on something
you've already spent days perfecting can
be a bit hard to take sometimes, but a
couple of hours spent with the Finalizer
can show just what the possibilities are for
overall polishing and refinement.
I

I

CONTACT
TC ELECTRONIC, Sindalsvej
34, DK -8240 Risskov, Denmark.
Tel: +45 86 21 75 99.
Fax: +45 86 21 75 98.
Web: http://www.tcelectronic.com
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Introducing MFX3''15'.
the next generation
workstation by Fairlight.
boasting a new CPU and graphics en}tine, the
world's fastest digital audio workstation
is now even faster. With higi steed
networking, PCI bus support and an
elegant new controller Fairl ght just

redefined the benchmark in

digital audio.

.

again.

40Europe Londor (171) 267 3321
Fax (171) 267 0919
USA 1800 -4- FAIRLIGHT
Los Anteles (310) 287 1410
Fax (310) 287 0200

Asia Sydney (2) 997S 1230
Fax (2) 9975 1368
Japan Tokyo (3) 5450

8531

Fax (3; 5450 8530
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Fairman TR(
The gentle pleasures of simple valve circuitry are revealed in the form of the Tube Recording (hannel;

units in one: equaliser, compressor, and mic preamp.

it combines three

ZENON SCHOEPE finds a unit that's a turn -up for the books
anything else I've heard with valves in it.
That's a handy option, but it doesn't always
sound that nice. It's not what would call a
forgiving compressor.
However, run it right and the results are
very classy, and it's variable enough to
qualify as flexible. Of course, the whole
chain sounds like there are valves
invo'ved. The mic preamp is superb and in
this respect I'd say the compressor is at its
best on vocals as it's more fussy with line
level signals. It's like rediscovering a mic
you thought you knew quite well. Add
some EQ and you'll surprise yourself.
The turn -up for the books is, perhaps,
the most unlikely capability of the TRC
-as an instrument DI channel. It is
magnificent. Real quality and depth, and
the EQ lends itself so well to the task of
processing a guitar or bass.
In all its activities this box is silent and
as clean as you'd want it to be unless you
want to enjoy those valves. It sounds
expensive but then it is expensive.
What's clever about the Fairman is that
it combines three units in one and
achieves excellent performance but what it
doesn't attempt is to do is improve on the
old designs in terms of functionality. Not all
aspects of old gear are by definition better
than those of modern equipment
-convenient EQ band, EQ section or
compressor bypassing are cases in point.
What you have to do is wind back the gain
or threshold switches to zero.
It looks retro, but it could have been
made to look so much better-the VU
meter looks a tad basic -and it's so big,
6u -high to be precise, and it's still only
mono. You can link two TRC's VCAs for
stereo. but that's a lot of rack.
It
is
expensive, but it's almost
competitive when held against what you
could expect to pay for the constituent
original units even if you could persuade
someone to sell them to you.
Ultimately, the sort of person that the
TRC is aimed at is probably already
chomping excitedly at the bit. It's an
interesting and unique unit. We should be
glad that there are still manufacturers that
are bothered enough to build this sort of
device. Hear it. Q
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Fairman has can be routed to pre or post EQ, and also
achieved the not inconsiderable feat of has key position for frequency dependent
combining a handful of golden valve oldies compressing through the equaliser.
in one unit with the TRC (Tube Recording
Channel) by butting together a Fairchild THE EQUALISER does what it ought
670/650 compressor clone with Pultec to do despite the fact that it might look a
EQ -PM mid, and EQ -P1A high -low clone little restricted by modern EQ standards.
EQs.
The cut -only bands won't be familiar to
We're the realms of simple circuitry. anyone who has not had the chance to
seven valves, traditional components, and play with some really old stuff. However,
Elma switches in a
they
are
useful
unit that is a little bit
because they go back
intimidating at first
to the times when
The turn -up for the books
glance
with
its
adding
and
separate PSU. The
subtracting
really
is, perhaps, the most
single channel box
were separate, but
caters for mic (with
complimentary

phantom),

balanced

line and a front -panel
instrument input driven
through a gain pot,
and then we're into

unlikely capability of the
TR( -as an instrument Dl

processes.
It's impossible to
make the EQ sound
foul no matter what
you do to it. There are
no weak bands, in
fact it is surprisingly
powerful with the
parametric
bands
able to create Qs

the equaliser which
channel. It is magnificent.
has five
sections
operating in 2dB steps.
There
are
Real quality and depth
4-frequency high -cut
and low -cut filters
wide enough to span
running down to -18dB, and a 6- frequency the River Thames. Perhaps because of
+18dB low -boost peaking band. The high this, the degree of interaction between the
and mid bands are 10- frequency variable individual sections is a gentle pleasure.
Q parametrics arranged as dip and boost
sections
respectively
working
to THE COMPRESSOR IS more
maximums of -18dB and +18dB.
difficult to set, but the results are fine if you
A large mechanical vu can be switched can balance it right. The reason for this is
to read output level or gain reduction from that unlike your typical solid -state box the
the compressor which has variable attack and release setting presets really
threshold and output level, and 4- preset do make a difference, and you have to
attack (0.12ms, 8ms, 30ms and 120ms) experiment to find the good one. When
and release (40ms, 80ms. 160ms and you slap it hard then it really does topple
auto 40/320ms) times. The compressor into saturation which is more extreme than
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The TRC unit:
in the realms
of simple

circuitry, with
glowing
valves, and

traditional
components

CONTACT
FAIRMAN, Werner Studio Service, Mose Alle 3, DK -2610
Redovre, Denmark.
Tel: +45 36 72 27 23.
Fax: +45 36 72 26 23.
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Angela II

Dual path architecture provides 80 inputs in
the standard 40- channel chassis

Extremely easy to use and especially suitable
for project and production environments

Comprehensive 4 -band AMEK Eq on every input
Fader and Mute automation on every input

Auxiliary and 24 output buses with Master
level controls on all buses
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Proven AMEK
SUPERTRUE automation
with extensive on- and off line mix operations

40 channels of AMEK VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS provides a range of
computer -controlled Compressors, Gates
and other devices
AMEK Visual FX provides remote operation via
MIDI from the console of effects devices by major
manufacturers such as LEXICON, TC and YAMAHA-

Solo -In -Place and fully automated Solo -In -Place
systems with automation -controlled Solo
Defeat
Integral onboard jackfield

r

Magnificent design and first class
ergonomics
su.c..rc .c oc rota. sea

If

au.g 199e

Head Office, Factory fo Sales:
AMER Systems 6' Controls Ltd
Tel: 0161 834 6747/
0161 950 8767
Fax: 0161 834 0593
E- Mail:amek @console- city.com

In the USA:
AMEK US Operations, Inc.
Tel 818 508 9788
Fax 818 508 8619

AM EK
In Germany:
Mega Audio GmbH
Tel: 06721 2636
Fax 06721 13537

In

Singapore:

AMEK Systems 6' Controls Asia
Tel: 65 251 1629
Fax: 65 251 1297
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TRC
TUBE RECORDING CHANNEL
THE UNIT FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO
WANT ANALOG WARMTH

Any recording engineer who knows and loves the qualities of the Pultec equalizer and the Fairchild

compressor can easily hear the difference between Analog and Digital sound. The Fariman T.R.C.
combines the tube powered filter and compressor features of these treasured units into one high quality
recording channel.

Distributed worldwide by: Carl Johan von Cristierson
Musikhuset Aage Jensen, Landemcerket 27 -29, DK -1 19 Kobenhavn
Tel.: +45 33 14 89 96. Fax. +45 33 33 82 71
1

K.

Denmark.

New Technologies
The New -born Year beckons

with the prospect of plenty of
innovation. DAVE FOISTER

Lectrosonics UDR200B

gathers up the last of the AB

has introduced a new
receiver for its 200 Series UHF transmitter
range. It offers 256 selectable frequencies
in 100kHz steps, and features a unique
'tracking' front end that retunes as the
frequency is changed over the 25.6MHz
bandwidth. Its Opti -blend diversity system
incorporates two complete channels right
through to the audio outputs which are
then blended, rather than switching
signals earlier in the chain.

Lectrosonics

autumn harvest before tasting
the first fruit of 1997

Galaxy- Valley 730LT
Galaxy Audio, parent company of Valley
Audio, has introduced a new digital
730LT,
the
dynamics
processor,
describing it as a whole rack's worth of
processing power for the price of a single
device. The whole gamut of dynamics
including
is
processes
available,
compression, limiting, expansion, gating,
de- essing and ducking, all in the digital
domain, and on top of this it offers A -D
and D -A interfacing, and stereo width
control. Its front panel uses a new 'dead
face' display, that appears solid black
when not powered but reveals an array of
informative LEDs when switched on.
Galaxy - Valley Audio, US.
Tel: +1 316 263 2852.

Night Technologies

fixed centres, 2.5 octave widths, and
20dB of boost and cut, using NTI's
patented circuitry to avoid phase shift
and distortion.
Night Technologies, US.
Tel: +1 801 375 9288.

EQ3 -D

Night Technologies' range of processors
known as Nightpro has grown with the
addition of a new equaliser, building on the
reputation of the EQ3 with its distinctive
AirBand high- frequency EQ. Not only is
the EQ3 -D less expensive than its
forerunner, but it adds an extra feature to
the AirBand control itself, having a user adjustable frequency -elbow on its shelf.
This operates from 2.5kHz to 40kHz,
allowing the effect of the AirBand to be
shifted around to avoid noise and
sibilance in the source material. The other
five bands are retained as before, with

Lectrosonics' proprietary AutoSearch
function automatically scans the local RF
spectrum, detecting RF signals present in

-1
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Pro software
reaches v3.5

Opcode Studio Vision Pro
Opcode Systems' Studio Vision Pro now
reaches v3.5, with Power Mac Native
code, full support for Digidesign TDM
busing, new DSP features and enhanced
integration with Apple QuickTime. New
DSP possibilities include formant -based
pitch shifting, allowing pitch to be changed
without altering the timbre or timbre to be
changed while retaining original pitch,
changing male voices to female and vice
versa. Also new is Audiomorf, giving
'futuristic resynthesis over time' also using
formant technology.
Opcode Systems. US.
Tel: +1 415 856 3333.

Auditronics CD
Errormonitor
Auditronics, who already produces products
for checking errors on 1630 and DAT tapes,
has introduced the CD Errormonitor for doing
the same job with CDs. It can check for all
kinds of errors, both correctable and
uncorrectable, including BLEB, BERL, E32,
NV and Mutes. It also reads details of other
information for each track, such as time,
length, emphasis, ISRC and copy status, and
can produce reports and graphs on a PC. Full
documentation, sample output and FAQs are
available from:
Auditronics, Netherlands.
Tel: +31 172 419415. WWW:
http ://www.cistron.nl /-wpn/wpna.htm

Digital Audio

Earthworks M55

Labs now
shipping the
Big Block V8

Earthworks has added to its acclaimed
range of omni microphones with the M55.
In line with the established numbering

multitrack
digital audio
workstation

,

system, the new microphone claims a
frequency response to 55kHz within +1dB to
-3dB, being flat within 1dB from 9Hz to
40kHz. Earthworks' investigations into the
matter of impulse response and settling time
have shown the performance in this area to
be particularly good, leading them to state
that the microphone is accurate in both
frequency and time to a degree that is
unavailable from any other mic-ophone
they know.
Earthworks. US. Tel: +1 603 654 6427.
UK: Unity Audio. Tel: +44 1920 822890.

the vicinity and displaying their frequencies
on the front panel. The same display can
also show the user's name, frequency and
group names and numbers.
Lectrosonics, US. Tel: +1 800 821 1121.

BIG BLOCK
lxs

Opcode Systems'
Studio Vision
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PRODUCT
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IN BRIEF
HHB Data MiniDisc
HHB's ever-growing Media Products,section is now supporting the

emerging digital 4 -track market with
the MDD14C Data MiniDisc. Personal
recorders are already appearing from
Sony, Tascam and Yamaha, all using
the MiniDisc format, aid HHB's disc
has been developed specifically for
professional audio use, claiming
excellence in the key areas of carrier
to noise ratio and block error rates.
HHB, UK. Tel: +44 181 962 5000.
HHB US. Tek +1 207 773 2424.

Neutrik mains connectors
Crown IO Pocket Serial Interface

WI Martech MSS -10
Martech has begun a new range of high
definition audio modules with the MSS -10
microphone preamplifier. An unusually styled
case, with retro meter and carrying handle,
features independent mic and line gain controls,
and switchable phase, phantom and pad along
with a Mute switch. Martech makes bold claims
for the MSS -10's sonic qualities, and for a limited
time is backing them up with a 60 -day
money-back guarantee.
Martech, US. Tel: +1 818 284 3092.
Martinsound International, UK.
Tel: +44 1763 262656.

Crown has two new tools for its IQ line of
intelligent systems equipment. The SLM -8 tests,
monitors and reports amplifier and speaker
performance, monitoring both impedance (load)
and frequency response for eight channels
simultaneously. It performs an initial sweep to
obtain a reference evaluation after which test
curves may be taken at any time, and 16 bicoloured LEDs on the front panel indicate
changes to the stored reference points
automatically as well as showing pass -fail status
on all 8 channels.
The Pocket Serial Interface allows the Crown
Bus to be connected to a portable computer
remotely from the central control, linking the IQ
System loop to the host's RS232 port. The
connected computer can then be used to select
components on the Bus, retrieve data and
execute commands.
Crown, US. Tel: +1 219 294 8066.

Hamlet 5O3AES Stereo Scope
Hamlet, specialist in audio metering inserted
into picture, has introduced a new model
featuring AES -EBU inputs. The 503AES features
four digital inputs alongside its video choice of
component, composite or YC paths, and
produces digitally generated PPM, vu or Nordic
bar -graph displays inserted into the video signal.
It has peak level indicators and phase -display
options, and at the bottom of the screen shows
the audio clock -rate, professional or consumer
status, and error bits. The AES503 is designed
to complement the Video scope 302WVR
waveform-vector rasteriser.
Hamlet, UK. Tel: +44 1494 793763.

Lucid Technology digital -Os
1

Lucid Technology has two new products for
getting digital audio in and out of computers. IUD
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Neutrik, Liechtenstein.
Tel: +41 75 232 9666.
Europe: Neutrik (UK).
Tel: +44 1983 811441.

Tactile Technology
M4000 expansion

Belgium

EML N.V.

Tel: ++32 -89 -41 -5278
Fax: ++32-89-49-1662

Bulgaria

Protochnika

Tel: + +35 92 87 29 09
Fax: + +35 92 88 82 00
Cyprus
Tel: + +35 -7- 216 -6423

Radux

Denmark

ASCOM Trading A -S
Tel: ++45 -98 -18-5066
Fax: ++45-98-18-8832

Eygpt
Tel: + +20 -2- 245 -6199
Fax: 1420-2-247-8969

Alpha Audio

Finland
Tel: 4435 -80-68 -28399
Fax: ++35-80-68-28489

Hodcom

France
Mark IV Audio S.A.
Tel: ++33 1 64 80 00 90
Fax: + +33 1 60 06 5403

Germany
Mark IV Audio
Tel: ++49- 9421 -706-0
Fax: + +35 -9421 706 265

Audio & Video Systems
TEL: ++ 30 -1- 883 -7630
Fax: ++30-1-883-6377
Greece

Holland

lemke Roos Audio BV

Tel: ++31 -20- 697 -2121
Fax: ++31-20-697-4201

Israel

Rax

Intl

Co. Ltd

Tel: ++972 -3- 298 -252
Fax: ++972-3-296-452

Italy

Texin

Tel: ++39 39 95 6595
Fax: + +39 39 291 0015

Lebonon
Tel: ++96 11 35 21 08
Fax: + +96 11 35 21 08

Malta

Hi -Fi Services

011mpus

Tel: + +35 655 4193
Fax: ++35 656 0694

Maroc

Sufen Maroc

Tel: ++21 22 33 42 64
Fax: + +21 22 33 40 51

Tactile Technology has added an
expansion control surface to its
M4000 digitally controlled analogue
mixing system. The M415 is similar to
the main control surface, but without
the output controls, and carries all
the input controls including gain, EO,
routeing, and motorised faders. Since
the system can handle up to 240
input channels, this expansion gives
access to much more of the desk at
one time. Joining it is a new high resolution meter bridge, and a video
interface allowing all the information
from the desks LCD display to be
shown on any TV screen. along with
time code.
Tactile Technology, US.
+1

Fax: ++43-662 -4360 04

Great Britain
Shuttlesound
TEL: ++44 181 646 7114
Fax: ++44 181 640 7583

Picking up ow the return to favour of
the valve, a new device from
Tomorrow's Research Today combines
the best of tubes and transistors. The
Tubistor is claimed to sound like a
tube, but to sct electrically and
physically like a solid -state device,
and TRT states that Tubistors are
available as exact replacements for
all solid -state devices. This means
that any existing device can be
converted to tube characteristics by
having its key transistors replaced
with Tubistors, and TRT hopes to see
manufacturers bringing out Tubistor
versions of existing desgns and
individuals retrofitting the devices to
their favourite equipment.
TRT, US. Tel: +1 619 724 8999.

Tel:

Grothuron OHG

Tel: + +43- 662 -433 688

Fax: ++35-7-247-3165

Neutrik has introduced a new connector
range designed to handle mains in
the style of the Speakon system. The
three -pole PowerCon connector
comes in two versions for inlet and
outlet, and can handle 20 Amps
while meeting internatonal and
European safety standards. The
ground connector makes before
the other two, and all contacts are
designed to prevent arcing when the
plugs are disconnected under load.

Tubistor

Crown IQ lino additions

DISTRIBUTORS
Austria

714 522 8200.
yi

Norway
Tel:
Fax:

Scandec Systemer A.S.

+ +47

66 80 59 60
+ +47 66 80 59 59

Poland

Mega Music

Tel: ++ 48 58 48 7411
Fax: + +48 58 48 74 11

Russia

Rutam -5

Tel: ++7 812 5 50 09 72
Fax: ++7 812 5 50 09 77

Spain

Auprosa

Tel: ++34 3 351 77 62
Fax: + +34 3 340 27 66

Sweden
Nortelco Autliatur A.B.
Tel: + +46 8 98 49 00
Fax: + +46 8 98 49 60

Switzerland
Tel:
Fax:

Mark IV Audio A.G.

32 51 68 33
+ +41 32 51 12 21

+ +41

UAE

NMK Electronics

Tel: + +971 462 6683
Fax: ++971 462 6682

USA
Mark IV Audio inc.
Tel: ++ 616 695 6831
Fax: ++ 616 695 1304
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Condenser Studio Microphone

The Electro-Voice RE1000
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S.

D-94315 Straubing
Tel: (0 94 21) 706r41
Fax: (0 44 21)

706265*

TL AUDIO

PRODUCT
'6A

For general use. the ADA1000 is designed to
replace the low- resolution interfaces often found
in DAWs. delivering and retrieving 20 -bit SPDIF
or AES -EBU. It is an external unit offering the

three basic sampling -rates at low cost.
For the Mac. Lucid has a 24 -bit NuBus digital
-O card. the NB24. Recognising the large
numbers of NuBus Macs still in the market. the
card interfaces with external digital equipment
via SPDIF and is priced 'well below other
currently available cards'.
Lucid Technology. US. Tel: +1 206 742 1518.
I

Digital Audio Labs V8
Digital Audio Labs. producers of the CardD PC
cards and software. is now shipping the V8
multitrack digital -audio workstation system. The
V8 is a modular hardware platform. featuring a
main board with
an upgradable DSP
architecture. and a wide variety of input and
output options. including digital interfaces for
ADAT and DA -88 -type machines. The base
configuration is capable of recording and playing
up to 16 discrete tracks. and the system is
completed by automated mixing and a flexible
patching and routeing matrix.
DAL has a network of partners. known as
Gearheads. who will be supplying application
and DSP plug -in software for the V8 system.
Digital Audio Labs. US. Tel: +1 612 559 9098.

MotU PureDSP
Mark of the Unicorn 's PureDSP time -scaling
and pitch- shifting technology. previously only
available as part of the Digital Performer
system. is to be released as a plug -in for Pro
Tools
and
other
AudioSuite- compatible
systems. PureDSP applies formant correction
algorithms to the functions of pitch shifting and
time alteration to avoid the munchkinisation
familiar from most techniques. It claims the
ability to transpose monophonic material by as
much as an octave without destroying the
spectral characteristics of the source. and also
to translate male voices into female ones. and
vice versa using the optional SpectralShift

morphing software.
Mark of the Unicorn. US.
Tel: +1 617 576 2760.

0

IN BRIEF
Gold Lite
Gold Line has introduced what it
describes as the world's smallest
1kHz audio oscillator with a phantom
power test. The Gold Lite /1k is built
into a Neutrik XLR connector, and
requires no batteries, powering its
oscillator from 12V -48V phantom
power. Presence of power is indicated
by an LED in the end of the strain
relief, and the oscillator delivers a
stable 1 kHz tone at mic level for
identifying and testing lines.
Gold Line, US. Tel: +1 203 938 2588.

Fostex D15

Fostex has added a new DAT recorder
to its range, improving on the D10
with the addition of several new
features that make it, according to
Fostex, the most affordable chaselock- capable DAT recorder in the
world. The MI5 now has an optional
external sync card, giving full chase
synchronisation, and an RS422 card
adding 9-pin control. It has a new
graphical user-interface, multiple
reference levels and cue times.
Fostex, US. Tel: +1 310 921 1112.

specifically for pro audio use

AUSTRALIA

ITALY

ELECTRIC FACTORY

+61 3 9484 6708

FAX

ASIA a FAR EAST
VW MARKETING

+44 (0)1372 728481
FAX +44(0)1372 724009
TEL:

AUSTRIA

FAX +39 2 393 12609

JAPAN
HOOK UP INC.
TEL +81 35 256 2853
FAX. +81 35 256 2856

DAI KYUNG ELECT.

TEL.

0222- 4847400

TRADE CO.

FAX.

02224847400

TEL

A

&

NEW ZEALAND

TRADE

T

+371 2 371141
FAX: +371 2 370061

TEL.

B ELGIUM

AMPTEC

28 14 58

11

28 14 59

11

SASCOM

+1

DIGITAL MEDIA

TECHNOLOGY

+852 2721 0343
+852 2366 6883

FAX

CYPRUS

FAX.

TEL.

+357 2 490472
+357 2 490863

DENMARK
DANISH AUDIO

+45 3968 2811
FAX: +45 3965 2449
TEL

FINLAND
SOUND MEDIA

LTD

+358 0 510 2355
+358 0 510 2216

FAX

IWNCE
TEL +33
FAX +33

FAX

PORTUGAL
MUNDO MUSIC
TEL. +351 2 200 4616
FAX. +351 2 208 4949
C.I.S.
A &

T

TEL

+7 095 229 7516

1

1

SLOVENIA
NOVA
TEL: +386 609 620 933
FAX +386 61 263 260
SOUTH AFRICA
8TH AVENUE SOUND CC

SPAIN
REFLEXION ARTS
FAX

+49 5903 93 880
+49 5903 6141

SOUND CONTROL S A
AUDIO & VIDEO SYSTEM

8837 62930
FAX +30
8836 377
1

1

1.OLLAND
AUDIO ELECTRONICS

699 36

41

HANG KONG
DIGITAL MEDIA

TECHNOLOGY
-EL: +852 2721 0343

+852 2366 6883

ICELAND
-EL: +354 55 121 44

+354 56 121 44

INDIA
TEL: +91 22 881 4041

+91 22 881 0374

INDONESIA

FAX

ZAP AUDIO

+62 21 629 6009
+62 21 629 8453

+41 22 340 05 70
+41 22 340 05 75

SWITZERLAND
NAGRA - BROADCAST
TEL. +41 21

732 01 01
00

FAX. +41 21 732 01

TAIWAN
TRUE

SOUND TRADING

CO LTD
TEL

+886 2 595 8512
+886 2 594 0032

ADVANCETE1(

INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
TEL.

+886 2 719 2388
+886 2 716 0043

MULTIMEDIA STUDIO
TEL.

+66 2 311 5111
+66 2 311 6875

USA
SASCOM MARKETING
GROUP
TEL +1

FAX. +1

905 469 8080
905 469 1129

TL Audio
Worldwide Distribution
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THAILAND

FAX.

MULTI AUDIO PERKASA
TEL

FAX +46 8 702 20 16
SWITZERLAND

FAX

FOUND TEAM

643 20 07

OR: +46 8 640 12 60

FAX

E .F. PA SYSTEMS

FAX

ESTRAD MUSIC

FAX

+31 20 699 04 80

=AX: +31 20

FAX

SWEDEN

TEL

MATTITSEN

=AX:

+34 86 48 11 55
+34 86 48 20 65

TEL: +46 8

GREECE

TEL.

+27 11 792 3892
+27 11 792 3895

FAX

43 38 15 95
43 38 70 79

TEL.

TEL +30

956 6881

FAX. +7 095

A

FAX

TRADE

SINGAPORE/MALAYSIA
SWEE LEE COMPANY
TEL: +65 336 7886

GERMANY
TEL.

+632 633 3175
+632 631 3277

TEL

TEL.

MUSIC BUSINESS

S

07 10

FAX +65 339 7035

DISTRIBUTION

TEL

71

TRACKS

905 469 8080
905 469 1129

CHINA

TEL.

+47 22

TEL

PHILIPPINES

MARKETING GROUP
FAX

LYD'SYSTEMER,
FAX. +47 22 71 07 12

CANADA

+1

A2Z TECHNOLOGIES LTD
TEL: +649 275 3085
FAX +649 275 1860
NORWAY

+32
FAX: +32
TEL.

TEL

+82 2 747 6187
+82 2 766 8504

FAX

B ALTIC STATES

SYPHA has launched a new trade
annual containing technology and

ADgear and (MIL have joined forces
to recreate the now -deleted Urei 1178
mono compressor in a stereo form.
The Over Quality UR -76S emulates
the Urei in basic operation and panel
layout, and adds an input -level meter
switch, and significantly greater
signal -to -noise ratio.
GML, US. Tel: +1 818 781 1022.
Audix PH series speakers
Audit' PH -15vs and PH -25vs, popular
with multimedia systems, and other
applications where small self powered speakers are needed, have
been upgraded. Video shielding has
been added, and the amplifier power
has been increased to 50W peak.
Inputs are now balanced on floating
phonos, and extensive protection
against thermal overload, DC, and
short circuits has been added.
Audix, US. Tel: +1 714 588 8072.

+39 2 393 11571

TEL:

KOREA

TON EICHINGER

EMPIRE MUSIC

management articles, case studies
and a useful directory of Internet
resources. Topics include the future
impact of the Internet on broadcasting,
and current practical concerns and
considerations.
SYPHA, UK. Tel: +44 181 761 1042.
Neutrik Z Series
Neutrik has introduced its next
generation of XLR connectors. The Z
Series are designed to be extremely
fast and easy to assemble and to be
highly rugged. All the essential parts
are enclosed by a heavy -duty rubber
covering, and the gold -plated contacts
use Neutrik's patented tuning -fork
principle, and are available in solder
and Mil -Crimp versions.
Neutrik, US. Tel: +1 908 901 9488.
Neutrik, UK. Tel: +44 1983 811441.

PRODUX SRL

+61 3 9480 5988

TEL

The Internet for Broadcasters

ADgear -GML Over
Quality UR -76S

HHB MDD14O Data Minidisc developed

INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS

Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 IAN ;UK;
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 4907
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Superb design, quality manufacture. Custom design steel case with stove enamel paint finish.
1.6mm fibreglass double sided PCB through hole plated with solder resist. 2 stage computer
controlled audio testing. 1% metal film resistors used throughout.

RELIABLE

SILENT
TYPE

Audio design, manufacturing & marketing team have unparalleled pro audio Industry
experience including 9 years research and development project leader with Neve and 11
years installation and sales support with classic Trident A-range and TSM consoles. All in all a
total of more than 50 years design, engineering and sales experience in professional audio.

The TL

with ultra -wide
dynamic range and frequency response (10Hz to 40kHz) both of which offer better
than digital performance.
The TL Audio Crimson range exhibit unparalleled sonic integrity

PA3001

4

EQ3011

2 Chan 4

EQ3012

2 Chan

C3021

2 Chan

Chan pre -amp

band equaliser

(.399e'

.at

£399ex vat

parametric equaliser £399ex vat

compressor

Worldwide distribution: Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 - 1AN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

2

VP3051

Mono voice processor

EQ3013

2 Chan 4

SASCVIYI

Chan 100w

vat

£399ex vat
£999ex vat
available 1997

Canada & USA: Sascom Marketing Group
+1 905 - 469 8080. Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129

KETIING Tel:

uKEP

£399ex

band parametric

equaliser

£399ex vat

M

power amp'

A3041

WEB: www.sascom.com
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'hire they had a staff that wrote,

meered and produced around the artist, but
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Beginning with Chic, which he
After redefining 1970s dance music composer.
started with long-time friend and bassist, the
late Bernard Edwards (who passed away on
with Chic partner Bernard Edwards, April 18th in Japan, during a reunion tour

with Chic), Rodgers went on to produce
records for, and with, artists that covered every
conceivable contemporary genre, including
a major force in record production. Debbie Harry, David Bowie, Duran Duran,
Hall & Oates, Peter Gabriel, Sister Sledge,
Twins, Teddy Pendergrass, Philip
DALEY Thompson
Today he tells
Bailey, Bryan Ferry, the B-52s, Diana Ross,
Cathy Dennis, Paul Young, Stevie Ray and
everything is possible as his
Jimmy Vaughn, Stray Cats, Charlie Sexton,
Ric Ocasek, David Lee Roth and Eric Clapton.
writing, playing and production
A self-confessed workaholic, Rodgers has
worked on multiple projects simultaneously,
and most recently produced records for Paula
careers are all in full effect
Abdul, Marta Sanchez, Ripley Fairchild, Seal
and Samantha Cole. At one time he had two
rooms filled at Skyline Studios, where he had
THE EASE with which Nile Rodgers reels
off names from sessions 20 years past reveals an office through much of the 1980s, running
24 hours a day with his productions. It is
a highly evolved political instinct-one that
widely acknowledged in NY's studio community
was necessary to ensure a successful career
in the studio session scene that once thrived that his departure five years ago contributed
in his native New York City. Those were the considerably to that well- regarded studio's
demise in 1995. Rodgers' awards beyond
days when session players ruled the streets;
records include the Lifetime Achievement
the days before personal studio technology
and sequencing software substituted program- Award from NARAS in 1992, three Grammy
Awards, and numerous nominations and
ming skills for those of the session player,
taking substantial numbers of preproduction awards from chart publications and professional organisations.
sessions out of the studio.
A talk with Nile Rodgers covers more than
Back then Nile Rodgers wanted in. Nominated
by a collision of chops, fate and style, he was his chronology; it covers an alternative and
able to translate a youth spent playing wood- conciliatory approach to culture, one which
winds in school bands into a guitar gig with never becomes anchored to a particular
period or genre. From R&B to pop, to rock,
the touring company of the children's
to dance, Nile Rodgers' gift is that he seems
television show Sesame Street while he was
able to pull off the ultimate magic trick in
still in high school. Subsequently, with gigs
music: to synergise himself with the artists
the
redefined
he
Europe,
and
across the US
with whom he's working, and yet to maintain
adolescent notion of cutting classes.
a sense of self that ensures his value to
'I had studied clarinet in the bands, and
succeeding generations of artists.
it turned out that the clarinet's range is the
'Bernard was working at the General Post
same as that of the guitar, so I was able to
Office in Manhattan along side my girlfriend's
move to guitar and had an entire repertoire
mother,' Rodgers begins. 'I was playing at
that I already knew, he recalls.
the Apollo Theatre, but I wanted to put together
The same guitar that enabled him to fill
the spot in the Sesame Street company's jazzy a new band, one that was a combination of
fusion and Elizabethan music. In those days,
backing quartet -where the classics of the
ages gave way to the classics of contemporary fusion music was pop music and I thought
juvenilia, including the memorable 'Rubber of myself as a Renaissance man, I mean,
really Renaissance -I wasn't kidding about
Ducky' song -also gave him an instrument
with which to attack the world of contemporary the Elizabethan music-so I called Bernard
up and tried to explain what I wanted to do.
music. The husband of Lorena Long, who
He called me the weirdest person he had
played Susan, the female lead, on Sesame
Street, was the manager of the Apollo Theatre ever talked to, and then he hung up on me.
in Harlem. And when he needed a new guitar The funny thing was, Bernard and I had
player for the house band there, Lorena Long played together before on sessions, but we
didn't know it. Eventually we did get together
recommended Nile Rodgers...
and it became a life-long friendship.
'Back then everything was concept in music.
TODAY Rodgers is ensconced in a small but
You had groups like LaBelle, and Tony Williams,
densely packed studio in his comfortable
and Kiss. Everything was concept, and the
home in Connecticut's affluent Fairfield
County, an hour or so away from the streets more outrageous the better. Bernard and
[drummer] Tony Thompson and I had been
of New York. No studio -no house, for that
matter-could comfortably contain the gold, putting together bands with different names
and different players. We called ourselves
platinum and multiplatinum records that
Rodgers has since piled up as a producer and the Boiz, Orange Julius, then the Knife-

Nile Rodgers went on to become

DAN
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Wielding Punks. None of it worked. Even
though our music was rock fusion, we were
all black musicians except for [keyboardist]
Rob Sabino, who was Puerto Rican. The
record executives just didn't get it.
'We started to change the music and the
sound to something we thought we could
get a deal with. Then we hit on this idea
after I has seen Roxy Music play in London:
keep the rock music, but add R&B and put
women in the band to soften the sound and
the image. Make it funky and beautiful.
'That was Chic'
Chic's first recording was to be their first
hit, 'Dance, Dance, Dance' It was recorded
at Electric Lady and was paired with an
instrumental called Sao Paulo recorded at
Blank Tapes for the first single. The resulting
album was recorded at the Power Station
and Sound Ideas, and was among the first
engineering projects Bob Clearmountain
undertook. Production duties were assumed
by Rodgers & Edwards.
The same guitar that enabled him

to

fill the spot in

the Sesame Street

company's jazzy backing quartet

-where the classics of the ages gave
way to the classics of contemporary

juvenilia, including the memorable
`Rubber Ducky' song -also gave him an

instrument with which to attack the

world of contemporary music
'We became producers out of necessity,'
Rodgers recalls. 'We were musicians first, but
the producers who we worked with were either
intimidated by us musically, or else they
were musicians too and wanted to jam.
'As musicians, if we were left to our own
devices, Bernard and I would revert to fusion
so we had to learn to channel ourselves to
stay focused. That's where Bernard was smart:
he told me, "Every song you write, there's
25 more songs in there". To this day, I still
overwrite like that. We also learned about
production from Luther Vandross and Ashford
& Simpson who used to let us sit in the control
room when we played on their sessions.'
From Chic's 1977 debut, 'Le Freak' (the
band's third single) went to No.1, and became
the biggest- selling single in Warner Bros
Records' history. By 1984, Rodgers & Edwards
production work had exploded to include II
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Debbie Harry's 'Kou Koo; David liuwic's
'A 'Let's

Dance' and Madonna's tike a Virgin
And Sister Sledge, and Diana Ross, too,'
Rodgers confirms. 'People were coming to
us because we had the sound that they
wanted, but the funny thing was, we would
change that sound for each artist, so in a
way we didn't understand why they wanted
us. For Diana Ross, Bernard and I totally
changed our style: she represented class
and elegance, so we wrote more sophisticated
songs than we did for Sister Sledge. For us,
the songs always came first and were the
basis of the productions. We came from
the Motown era, where they had a staff
that wrote, engineered and produced around
the artist, but using the same people kept
the Motown vibe. We used all sorts of things
as inspiration. When we were introduced to
Sister Sledge, [Atlantic Records president]
Jerry Greenberg told us, "These girls as like
family to us': And we wrote 'We Are
Family' for them.

RODGERS' STUDIO of choice in the

early days was NY's Power Station-since
renamed Avatar -which was equipped with
old Neve consoles.
'It was the best studio in town,' he recalls.
'It's still great, and I still use it. I tried to make
a deal to have an office there when I was
doing the Thompson Twins record [Here's
To Future Days, 1985]'
But when Power Station could not
accommodate him, Rodgers transferred his
attentions and set up at the SSL- equipped
Skyline. 'I love to track on Neves, but I like
the SSL for its convenience, especially its
automation, so the equipment was part of
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the reason

went to Skyline, but also
because of the maintenance there which
was great. And because it was convenient
to where I lived.'
The list of engineers whose work has
supported that of Nile Rodgers is impressive
-not least for the fact that many were
relatively unknown before they worked
with him.
'I'm a workaholic,' he confesses,' and I have
to have an engineer who can keep up with
me. What happened a lot is the assistant
engineer, who was usually a lot younger,
would put in the hours and he would get
promoted to being my main engineer.
Clearmountain was one of them, as was
Scott Litt, who was with me for a long time;
I turned him on to Katrina and the Waves;
and he had a big hit with 'Walking On
Sunshine, and now he's best known for his
work with REM. Another one was Rob Eaton,
who Madonna used to call "Eatin' and Watchin'
TV" Jason Corsaro was another one.
'I've always relied heavily on my engineers.
I have a very high -tech home studio, but
I'm really a musician. My mind is flooded
with musical information, and I can't run a
console and do arrangements at the same
time. I need an engineer who is technically
minded, but who also wants to take chances.
Stamina is a big part of the job'
Rodgers' reliance on other engineers does
not detract from his own skills, however.
One area he is keen to discuss is that of
microphone choice.
'With Bryan Ferry, it was interesting.
I tried, but could not make him sound like
Bryan Ferry, for the longest time, doing his
vocals. Then he told me, "My vocal mic EaI
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is an [EV] RE -20" and

I

uses that for vocals ?"

I

said, "What? Who
set one up, and
sure enough, he sounds like Bryan Ferry.
'Peter Gabriel is one of the few artists
I ever sought out myself to produce. We
worked on a film score track ['Out, Out'
from Gremlins, 1984]. I kept trying to get
him to sound like Peter Gabriel and was
having trouble. Then he told me, "Here's
how you get the Peter Gabriel vocal sound
-take every piece of outboard gear you have
and put it on his mic, blend it, and don't
make it annoying". And that actually worked.
'My personal preference is a Neumann

he has enjoyed similar success.
'I was always a big fan of them,' Rodgers
says of his liason with the B-52s. 'I thought
the two most innovative rock groups of the
time were them and Devo. What I thought
was that their records had been kind of
thin- sounding before, so I did a lot more
layering of instruments and vocals on the
Cosmic Thing album. It was not done so to
be obvious to the ear, but the layering of
Cindy's and Kate's vocals -which don't
sound doubled and tripled, but they are
-especially makes the records sound warmer.
'I also wanted to emphasise that they
sounded like a band, so I made the records
sound fatter by experimenting with the
tuning of the drums. I remember the record
`Another thing with vocals is that
that Peter Gabriel made without using
cymbals, and I started concentrating on
I'm trying different mks as I qo
the space that drums take up in a recording.
The record actually sounds more expensive
along -like with Paula Abdul.
than the ones that came before it; it's the
antithesis of a garage -band sound, though
that
is still their roots and that's there, too.
I usually set microphones up
The production approach doesn't take away
from the fun of the band, but it adds a
press- conference -style and put
notch of production'
The 1990s saw Rodgers work with a
preponderance of rock acts that write their
each one on a different track:
own material -Eric Clapton; Wet, Wet, Wet;
Bob Dylan; and David Bowie, to name a
few. But the close of the decade sees him
tube U-47, although I like whatever works returning to the more expansive area of
with the vocalist. With Fred Schneider
dance and R&B acts with responsibilities
from the B-52s likes to use a ribbon mic,
for songwriting coming back to the fore.
like an old RCA 77 or 44. I gave him one
'Now I'm working with a lot of dance
for his birthday.
and R&B acts again, so I'm writing more,'
'Another thing with vocals is that I'm
he confirms. And on guitar, what's happened
trying different mics as I go along-like with is that, on my earlier records, the guitar
Paula Abdul. I usually set microphones up was the most rhythmic thing on the record.
press conference -style and put each one on It had a very piercing, cutting sound quality
a different track. Sometimes I'll go back and to it. I used to take the warmth out of the
do that with a few of the same mics at a a amp. Now, with other things to do the
different time, just to see if the vocal still
rhythm, my guitar playing has more textures.
sounds the same on them'
On the Neve, I go through the console; on
Rodgers' authority with dance music is
an SSL, I'll bypass the console and go direct
undisputed, extending beyond production through a Focusrite or Neve preamp into
and into songwriting. But his CV extends
the tape machine.
beyond dance and R&B, and into rock where
'And the music; the music is always
his role is more confined, yet with which
changing' O

NILE RODGERS NOME STUDIO
'RICHARD HILTON, my main tech,
designed my studio. He started with
me on the Eddie Murphy soundtrack
['I Got It', Coming To America, 1988].
'I still have the first high -end tape
recorder I ever bought, a Sony PCM -3324
there, and I keep a 3348 in Manhattan
for use there instead of having to rent
one. I now use a Pro Tools hard -disk
recording system, but I was a die -hard
Synclavier user for years just donated
mine to a music college. The first record
I used that on was 'Like a Virgin', But
never compose on synthesisers; I still
do that on guitar. I have a couple of
Mackie consoles linked together for
48 inputs.
'The room is small, so monitor off
Yamaha NS -10s, and those are fine.
There's tons of stuff in the racks but
the stuff I can't live without is my old
MXR rackmounted stuff: flangers and
phasers. I also like the Eventide gear.'

-I
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roducers, studios and artists are getting more attention than
e% er these days. Just listen to the soundtracks of Oscar winners
Apollo 13 and Dead Man Walking and you'll hear incredible

multitrack editing and mixing made possible only by Sonic.
Tune in to this year's Grammy -winning recordings to hear

96 KHz sampling capable

the superb sound quality delivered by Sonic Studio, the
DAW that gives you the power to do your most exciting

High- density CD /DVD support

and creative work.

24 bit digital audio architecture
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Sub- nanosecond

Sonic Studio delivers the performance and the quality

jitter

Real -time digital media

networking

you've been waiting for. Background loading, multitasking and high -speed networking turn your Sonic
systems into a seamless media workgroup.
Spend your time creating -not waiting.
Get your hands on the industry's favorite digital
workhorse. And while you may not have to worry too

much about groupies, you can expect to get chased around.
By

new business.
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Termed `dancing around the bleeding edge of technology' by the

crew, The English Patient can claim both technical sophistication and

Oscar potential.

RICHARD BUSKIN

talks to the film's

supervising sound editor, sound recordist, and rerecording mixers
THE ENGLISH PATIENT is a movie of
the moment. It is garnering much of its
critical acclaim not only for the acting and
story line, but also for its stunning photography
and sound. The latter comes courtesy of an
expert crew and the inventive use of cuttingedge technology, not the least of which is a
full Sonic Solutions network. Sonic was
among the first manufacturers to introduce a
networked configuration, and according to
the feedback of those who used it on this
film it lives up to the company's promises.
'Seeing that any one workstation could
access the edit decision list of any other
workstation, it effectively meant that the
person who was cutting the footsteps would
be able to peer over the shoulder of the
person who was cutting the music,' says
Picture Editor and Head Sound Rerecordist,
Walter Murch. There were three main sound effects editors, background editors, a footsteps
editor, a music editor, and various assistants
all cutting the film, and the network allowed
each of them to economise and fine-tune
their work to match that of everyone else.
That's always been my goal in terms of
cutting the sound for a film, but it's never
been so easily realised as on this project'
'The network setup also worked well when
we were mixing, and a certain sound effect
needed to be changed or fixed,' adds Effects
Mixer, Mark Berger. 'An editor would run
down to the Sonic station which would have
its own video picture, pull up some sound
effect off of the network and start to work
off-line while we'd go on to do something
else. Then, after a few minutes we'd get the
call that the effect was ready, so we'd go back,
and they'd switch over to stage sync. The
time code that was running the stage was
also feeding the Sonic, and so we'd bring the
Sonic up on our tie -lines and, lo and behold,
there was what we'd been asking for.
'When we'd look at it on the big screen

we might see that it was just a little bit out
of sync, but we had a separate control through
our Ketchum Advance Retard box, and we'd
set that up so that each Sonic that we were
feeding had a separate time-code spigot. In
that way, from the stage we could advance
or retard the individual workstation that was
feeding the effect to us without having to
crawl to and from the editor'
Still, Berger points out that there was one
difficulty when using the Sonic Solutions

`The most difficult scenes were the

ones in which there was no sound,

especially those in the desert. How do
you create a sense that it's very, very

quiet, even while there is some activity
going on there ?' -Mark Berger

with 1990s electronics without transformers
had been played back through 1960s electronics with transformers, edited in an 18 -bit
digital system, rerecorded back through 1960s
electronics, played back through 1960s electronics, had just been bent too much! So
what we did was to equip a certain number
of our playback dubbers with exactly the
same playback amplifiers that were in the
Sondor recorders, and then by using those
machines to playback and record into the
Sonic we were able to achieve an almost
perfect match.'
SET IN NORTH AFRICA and Italy before
and during WWII, the ,blirantax Films release
stars Ralph Fiennes, Juliette Binoche, Willem
Dafoe, Kristin Scott Thomas, Naveen Andrews
and Colin Firth, in an epic drama of troubled
love. It was produced by Academy-Award
winner Saul Zaentz, and written and directed
by Anthony Minghella.
Principal photography began on the 4th
September 1995 at the legendary Cinecitta
Studios in Rome. Thereafter the company
moved on to the town of Pienza in Tuscany,
the coastal town of Viareggio and the Venice
Lido, before commencing a 9-week stretch
in Tunisia on 13th November for Sahara
desert locations as well as those doubling
for Cairo in Egypt.
London was the locale for ADR at Angel
Recording Studios as well as the recording
of the Academy of St Martin in the Fields
orchestra at AIR Lyndhurst, while Foley,
overdubs and mixing took place back in
Berkeley, California. There the Saul Zaentz
Company and Fantasy
Records occupy a
7- storey complex

system within the Fantasy Records setup,
and it was one to which he and his colleagues
paid very close attention. 'We used Sondor
that houses offices,
recorders, which are very good and very flat, film editing -mixing
and we had Magnatech playback machines,' facilities, and two
he says, 'but we found that if something was state-of-the -art
recorded on a Sondor, played back into the recording studios
Sonic off a Magnatech dubber, and then put that are equipped
back onto mag using a Magnatech, the sound with 64- channel and
would change. Due to the different frequency 80-channel Otari
responses of the two recorders and the playPremier consoles
back machine, the dialogue would have more and JBL monitors.
Chris Newman
transients and lose a lot of the smoothness
that we had given it.
THE SOUND RECORDIST
'After all, something that had been recorded CHRIS NEWMAN
'In terns of the dialogue the recorder of
choice was the Nagra-D,' he says, 'and the
mixer was a 7-input, highly modified Sonosax
with four dedicated outputs for the D, and
many auxiliary outputs for headphone feeds.
'The primary boom mic was a Sennheiser
816, second choice would be a Schoeps
hypercardioid, and we did a great deal of
work with Sennheiser radio mics with the
multitrack format. One of the things that
you don't really sense from the production
track is how quietly people were speaking.
It all sounds as if they were speaking in a
relaxed, conversational manner, but actually
in some cases there was very, very little
acoustic output, and so getting signal -to-noise
was a challenge, whether it was a question
of manipulating the background or getting
the actors to talk louder. That is why we
used the close -miking technique so much.
'I only ever run one tape recorder on the
Kristin Scott Thomas and Ralph Fiennes in Thantph Patient. Vat) of the things
set -my theory is that the machine is either
that you don't really sense from the production track is how quietly people w
trustworthy, or it is not -and, given all of the
speaking. It all sounds as if they were speaking in a relaxed, conversational
weird locations in which we were, we had
manner, but actually in some cases there was very, very little acoustic output'
no problems with the Nagra -D. In fact, to
-Chris Newman, Sound Recordist
keep sand out in the desert we used gigantic
plastic bags over the equipment, and we
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FILM EDITOR AND

HEAD RERECORDING MIXER
WALTER MURCH
'During location shooting I had to return
to the United States due to a family
medical emergency, and for a time it
looked as if I would have to quit the film.
However, they wanted me to continue, and
so in order for me to catch up and be able
to edit at home the film had to be
converted to the Avid system.
After about four months Saul Zaentz,
Anthony Minghella and I were all happy
with what we had, and then at that point
the work on the
ít

r
Walter Murch
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Naveen Andrews and Juliette Binoche
ín a scene from The English Patient
.

;

24 -track analogue from AIR Studios and we
remixed it downstairs [on Stage 2] at Fantasy
Records Studios. That was mixed directly on
the Sonic Solutions, it was edited on the Sonic
Solutions, and then a workstation for the
music was with us on the recording stage
as we were doing the finals. So, in effect the
music last saw mag film when it left AIR
Studios. All of the work on the music was
done digitally until we made the final 6 -track
master. In fact we produced a 6 -track final
mix that folded down to 5.1, as well as the
SR version.
'As you cut on the Avid you have four tracks
available to you at any one time -you actually
have 24 tracks, but you can only manipulate
four at once. So, generally speaking, I was
cutting one and a half tracks of dialogue,
one and a half tracks of music, and one or
two tracks of sound effects depending on
how intense the scene was. I was sketching
out the sound effects as I was assembling
the film, and then once we had a lock Pat ow

SonicStudio workgroup configuration for The English Patient
ue

Malaga*
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music began. Through-

out the editorial
process I was laying
up temp music with
the film and getting
synthesised temp
music from the
composer Gabriel
Yared who was
working in France. As
a result, by the time
that we had a locked
picture we also had a

`.

.

'-.

fully cut music score, although it was all
synthesised. After that we simply had to
record the music with the orchestra and
make fine adjustments.
'Once the music had been recorded we
did a quick temp mix, and then previewed
the film, even though the final premixes had
already begun. We were doing two things at
once; not only previewing the film and
changing it, but also doing the final premixes.
Necessarily these were being done to a version
that was becoming outdated as we made
changes to the picture after the previews, and
the Sonic Solutions was great at that stage
because we were able to take the 6 -track
premixes that we'd done to an out -of-date
picture, load them into the Sonic, reconform
them to the present version, and then output
them either directly onto the stage, onto
DA-88s or onto magnetic film. The Sonic
made it possible to do a lot of conforming
very easily and very accurately.

'The music came to us SR- encoded on
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worked the controls through the plastic.
Occasionally some sand would get in, but it
kept it to a minimum.
'When you're the production sound mixer
you never know exactly what is going to
happen to your material in postproduction,
but I have to say that on this film, especially
in light of the fact that I wasn't there during
the dialogue premixing, the choices that
Walter Murch and Pat Jackson made were
exactly what I would have done if I could
have exercised my aesthetic. The emphasis
really is on the words, and the integration
of ADR with production is magnificent.'
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Sixteen SonicStudio Workstations with local disk storage and 4 file servers all networked via Sonic MediaNet
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STUDER D424

Magneto -Optical Recorder

POSTPRODUCTION
.

16, 20, 24 bit resolution
Compatible with SADiE Workstation 2CH studio recorder
Razor -blade type editing
Digital I/O External clock
synchronization Open
architecture based on SCSI
interface ISO (2.6 GB) and
non -ISO (2.2 GB) drives
available RS422 9 pin serial
Interface Fast data transfer
Ergonomical remote control
(option)
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Kyrsten Comoglio editing effects
on a Sonic Solutions
Jackson took what I had done, extended
and amplified it, and made it fully realised.
The effects came from various sources and
they were all fed into the central brain of
the Sonic Solutions system which could be
accessed by anyone who was cutting'

ASSOCIATE EDITOR and
SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
PAT JACKSON
interesting aspect was the technical
implication of having the production sound
recorded on a Nagra -D, so that instead of
there being two channels there were four
channels. We were getting dailies that had
been very roughly folded down from four
tracks to one, based on Chris Newman's notes
in the field, and that was what we were
working with in the cutting room.
Meanwhile, the sound department was
editing on Sonic Solutions, and trying to
make all of the systems talk to each other,
and take advantage of what digital is
supposed to offer.
That led us to the question as to whether
the Sonic could auto-assemble four channels
of audio, and how to reconcile the technical
specifications of the 20-bit Nagra with
those of the 18 -bit Sonic Solutions. The
Sonic could deal with 20-bit, but it would
take up even more drive space. We digitised
the Nagra -D production tapes onto many,
many drives for the Sonic, and then using
the picture department edit list we auto assembled the production sound, and output
it to 6-track mag from which we mixed.
However, to come out of the Sonic onto
'An

the mag we needed some fancy D -A
convertors, and so, in deciding where we
were going to draw the line, we transferred
the Nagra sound into the Sonic in several
different ways. We truncated the 20 bits
down to 18, we dithered them down, we
used a fancy D -A convertor going out to
the 6-track, and we used the Sonic D -A
convertor. So we had four different flavours,
but none that really stood out from the
others, and we therefore decided to take
the simplest choice, which was to truncate
the Nagra 20 bits down to 18.
'Then we discovered that the incarnation
of the Sonic Solutions software that we
were using could not easily auto-assemble
four channels of audio. While Chris Newman
had made the decision to use Channel 4
of the Nagra as his principal channel the
Sonic wanted to use Channel 1, and so at

`There is no industry standard. The

cutting room is in a state of flux, and
for the foreseeable future every big

job is going to entail a lot of dancing
around the bleeding edge of the

technology' -Pat Jackson
every little stage there was some adjustment
that had to be made. We had to fool the
Sonic into thinking that Channel 4 was
Channel 1, and the record -keeping became
a challenge that we didn't want to think
about.
'Two of the sound editors had never worked
on Sonic before, they were much more at
home using Digidesign's Pro Tools. By the
end of the project I think they recognised
that the Sonic is a great system, but for the
manipulation of digital sound processing it
was much easier to do it in Pro Tools. As a
result, for some of the more complicated
sequences Doug Murray cut in Sonic and in
Pro Tools, and then kind of bumped the Pro

THE OVO ENGLISH PATIENT
AT THE RECENT AES SHOW in
Los Angeles, Sonic Solutions was playing
a trailer for the film in the DVD format
with AC3 digital surround sound and
MPEG2 video. This was part of a demo
disc that included a variety of different
movies which could be listened to either
in stereo or surround versions, the
purpose being to show off Sonic's DVD
for more information call:
Switzerland (worldwide) +41 1 870 75 11,
Austria +43 1 866 54 -0, France +33 1 45 14 47 86,
Germany +49 30 72 39 34 -0, UK +44 181 207 50 50,
Canada +1 416 510 13 47, Japan +81 3 34 65 22 11,
Singapore +65 225 51 15, USA +1 615 391 33 99

STUDER

Creative premastering system.
'This system uses the DVD Studio
which is a new Sonic product,' explains
the company's DVD Product Marketing
Manager, Mark Ely. 'it does MPEG2 video
encoding, and Dolby digital encoding,
and it ties into our audio workstation
network as well. So, you can do audio
preparation on the Sonic studio, and then
move those files into our DVD environment to do the proper formatting, proper

authoring and create an actual disc.'
Nevertheless, due to a tight production
schedule, the aforementioned AES demo,
surprisingly, failed to make use of Sonic's
DVD -friendly, first of it's kind, 24 -bit, 96kHz
DAW. 'Unfortunately we didn't have
24-bit sources,' says Ely. 'Our source was
on digital Betacam and on DA -88, so
we only had 16 -bit sources. However,
we've since started putting together
some demo material that includes 24-bit
audio, and we've got some 96kHz audio
that we're working with as well, so that
will soon be available for all to see.
'Basically, DVD is a very nice entertainment distribution format, and so
what Sonic is trying to do is enable

that by producing the tools that allow
production professionals to go in and
actually create the material'

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT

A

Harman International Company
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"lt sounds brilliant,"

explains
musician /songwriter Rob Fisher
when asked why he chose the
Euphonix CS2000M for Stone
Room, a new indeperdent studio
in London.

STONE

for his work with "Naked E es"
s
and "Climie Fisher" and tep
Rick Astley, Amy Grant, and Germaine Jackson
Fisher, famous

ROOM

-

'y

continues:
"Since installing the Euphonic, engineers andr"
producers working here have been very
impressed. Digital control of analog signal
paths is a great concept from both an audio
w
quality and a ,,

'

AIL

"Euphonix SnapShot Recall"' instantly stores
and resets the entire console surface and it
can be triggered from time cc de, which seems
so obvious to those familiar with sequencers.
The real time graphic display of EQ and
Dynamics shows at a glance exactly what is
being done to the sound, anc the automation
gives total control while being very easy to
use."
"On top of all this, it sounds brilliant.
Recordings and mixes are totally
transparent. The punchiness of
Euphonix mic pre -amps is even more
evident when recording a live band
in our studio."

'

Want to sound
brilliant too?
Contact the
Euphonix office
nearest you.

Headquarters
(Palo Alto, West US)
220 Portage Avenue
Palo

Alto

CA 94306

Tel: (415) 855 0400
Fax (415) 855 0410

London
(Europe)

Los Angeles
(West U. & Intl)

New York
(East US)

Nashville

11112 Ven ura Blvd

2

West 45th St Suite 605
New York NY 10036

1102 17th Ave Suite 202
Nashville TN 37212

6

Studio Cil' :A 9160,1

Tel: (813) 766 1666

Tal: (212) 302 0696

Tel: (615) 327 2933

Fax (81E ) 766 3401

Fax: (212) 302 0797

Fax: (615) 327 3306

Tel: (171) 602 4575
Fax: (171) 603 6775

F SPECTRAL
A EUPHONIX COMPANY

(Contra( US)

Suppliers of digital audio workstations

Berghem Mews, Blythe
London W14 OHN

Rd

Toll Free: 800 437 5832

alQ car
VISO

oo..cr- a.,e

o

.r.ao,.,e

lMt MIOe//bw.eyMatx.t:ew

Web site: http: / /wwv_spactralinc.com

POSTPRODUCTION
Tools session over to the Sonic. That was
fine, except that there were hundreds and
hundreds of changes up to the last moment,
and if you needed to extend something and
you had only transferred over the file of the
piece that you had cut, then there was no
Bead extension.
'So that's the level of technical complexity
that seems to be the name of the game in
modem movie sound. There is no industry
standard. The digital cutting room is in a
state of flux, and for the foreseeable future
every big job is going to entail a lot of

dancing around the bleeding edge of the
technology!

RERECORDING MIXER
MARK BERGER
Ve verc doing a lot of ADR to replace
dialogue, and that was for several reasons:
Sometimes it was due to production problems
with wind machines or special effects,
some of it had to do with foreign accents
making certain lines hard to understand,
and a lot of it was down to fine tuning of
the dialogue. Anthony Minghella often
wrote new lines to provide information
and better explain the plot, and once the
actors read these on an ADR stage they
would then be dubbed to the existing
footage. A lot of times this was done when
the character had his or her back to the

CAREER WITH A
SOUND FUTURE

camera, while at
other times there
were scenes where
we replaced the

9.

Exclusive
Digidesign®
Appointment

Training with "Individual" Studio Time

LONDON 0171 609 2653 AMSTERDAM 020 6894189 PARIS 1 -4811 9696
MUNICH 089 67 51 67 SYDNEY 01- 2113711 SINGAPORE 65 -334 2523 KUALA
WMPAR 03 -756 77212 BERLIN 030 -456 5137 VIENNA 01 -330 4133 AUCKLAND
09 -373 4712 HAMBURG 040-23 36 76 PERTH 09 -325 4533 ZURICH 01 -445 2040
ADELAIDE 08 -376 0991 BRISBANE 07 -367 0143 GLASGOW 0141 -221 3441
FRANKFURT 069 -543262 COLOGNE 0221 954 1220 STOCKHOLM 08 730 5100
MELBOURNE 03 534 4403 HOBART 002 315 446
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dialogue of actors
facing the camera.
In the instances
where certain words
had been changed
we would achieve
this by cheating,
because generally
the ear will fool the
Mark Berger
eye. If you hit
certain consonants when you're looking at
somebody -Ps and Bs and Ts; things that
are very identifiable -and if they appear to
be in sync, then you can slide by some of
the softer consonants and vowels. In
other words, as long as the ear supplies
the eye with certain reference points, you
have a lot of room to move around in
between those points.
'Overall, however, the most difficult
scenes were the ones in which there was
ito sound, especially those in the desert.
mean, how do you create a sense that it's
eery, very quiet, even while there is some
activity going on there? If you don't play
anything it sounds empty, and it also feels
like you're missing something, so we spent
a lot of time trying to create the sound of
nothing. What we ended up doing was to
create something and then take it away to
emphasise the emptiness. In the desert we
start off having these very high frequency,
chirpy cricket sounds, and these then go
away as the scene progresses. At other
times there's something going through
the front and the surrounds, and we then
take it away from the surrounds so that,
even though you still hear it from the front,
you can feel that something else is missing.
We used Lexicon 480s and 224s a lot to
create the surrounds for the music and
for the effects, and we used digital delay
lines to create more of a sense of the
surround' Q
I
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MODERN DAY
CLASSICS

Rode NT2 Condenser Microphone
Includes shock mount

Rode Classic Valve Microphone

Includes external power s ipply
(pictured in background), stand mount
and aluminium flightase.
Suggested selling price excluding VAT:
£999.00

and aluminium flightcase.

Suggested selling price excluding
£425.00

Don't be fooled by their low prices. More and more leading studios

Meanwhile the remarkable new Classic valve microphone, based

the world over are leaving their 'big name' microphones in the

around the highly prized GE 6072 twin triode vacuum tube and

cupboard as they discover the uniquely smooth sound and

custom -manufactured Jensen output transformer, is also attracting

sparkling presence of these superbly engineered microphones

rave reviews. "This mic instantly justifies all the fuss and hype over

from Australian manufacturer Rode.

valve audio gear and certainly does hit the nerve if you're looking for

"Quite extraordinary for the price" said Studio Sound of the NT2

warmth and grunt factors" said Australian Digital magazine.

Condenser mic. "The only major problem we experienced was

If you

giving it back" eulogised Audio Media.

your nearest Rode dealer today and prepare for a pleasant surprise.

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

thought you couldn't afford

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK
Fax: 0181 962 5050

In Denmark: Interstage

E

-Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk

Phistersvej 31, DK -2900 Hellerup, Denmark
Tel: 39- 46 -00 -46 Fax: 39- 46 -00 -40
.

Visit HHB on line at: http: //www.hhb.co.uk
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truly world class microphone, visit
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RICHMOND
FILM
SERVICES

Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326
THE HIRE
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The M149 - Neumann's New Tube
Remember the saying "If it don't glow, it

don't go "? Those of you old enough will
remember the glory days of valve mics.
The warmth. The crystal clarity.
And now Neumann have launched their
first new tube mic for over 30 years. From

X

the heritage of the classic M49 and U47
mics, the M149 is born.
There can be no finer mic for recording

classical and natural acoustic applications
and, capable of handling SPLs of 120dB

i=1,

di

or-io

cip

More space. more gear. even faster service.
We've moved on. And were with you every hour of
every day.

(THD<0.5 °/0), it will take any brass or

percussion instrument in its stride.
With 9 switchable patterns and the lowest
self-noise of any tube mic on the market,
the M149 has been designed for todays'

digital recording.
The new M149

-

Vintage Neumann. Now.

NEUMANN

Neumann, FREEPOST,
High Wycombe, Bucks H1'12 3BR.

Tel: 01494 551551. Fax: 01494 551550.

From a single cable to a digital multitrack
recorder. FX Rentals is the Pro -Audio hire service
you can rely on.
We Never Close
By being better. we've grown.
Rentals is now the largest
Pro -Audio rental company in the
UK and Europe. But no matter how
big we get - you can be sure we'll
never blow you out.
FX

FX

RENTALS
TEL 0181 746 2121
FAX 0181 746 4100

FX Rentals. 38-40 Telford Way. London W3 7XS.

Replacing film and television

dialogue has been used for ends
as diverse as restoring the

articulation of drunken actors

or ensuring strict political
censorship.

KEVIN HILTON

hears voices tell him how its done,
and gets that synching feeling

DUBBING IS A DIRTY WORD to the
real film fan. Think of the countless foreign

language classics that have been almost
ruined by inappropriate British or American
voices that don't quite match the lip
movements, and it's easy to see why most
cineastes prefer subtitled movies-despite
the distraction of reading the dialogue.
In some films bad dubbing has added to
the enjoyment: the actorly vocal performances
given to the lowliest villager in Sergio Leone's
Spaghetti Westerns, and the total lack of
relationship between the words and the lips
in Bruce Lee's chopsockey epics are the best
examples of completely noticeable dubbing
and revoicing.
But in some countries film buffs don't have
any option. Italy still revoices all foreign
language movies, a practice that began under
Mussolini with the purpose of censoring
any evil outside influence. And although
the political motive disappeared after the
war, dubbing did not.
The neorealists and other auteurs, like
Federico Fellini, would very often use
nonprofessional actors just because they
looked the part. Coming across them by
chance, the director would shoot the
footage, getting them to say whatever came
into their heads, writing the script and
having it dubbed -in by a professional voice
artist later. Italy then became known for
international productions, using a mixture
of American, French, and British talent, as
well as home -grown performers, each of
whom would speak in their own language,
thereby making more work for the tracklayers and dubbing engineers.
reasons (too mt=ch background noise Jr a
fault on the recording), if the origina.
performance is deemed unsuitable, if a line
of the script has to be changed at the last
minute, the preparation of restored classics
and, of course, the preparation of foreign language versions.
Crucial to the dubbing process is the
creation of loops, which generally consist of
the visual scene concerned (to give the actor,
or 'talent', something to work with), an audio
recording track for the new dialogue (which
is used continuously until the desired take
is recorded) and a loop of the original performance as a guide. For most of cinema's still
relatively short life, automatic dialogue replacement (ADR) was carried out on analogue
tape -based systems like the Magnatex, but,
as with other elements of the postproduction
On the set of The Prince and the Pauper.
process, it has now been taken over by
Main picture top right, shows left to
nonlinear digital workstations.
right, Virginia Beare as Mary; Philip Sarson
Just as this has changed the profile of the
as Edward; Keith Michell as Henry VIII; and music recording and post fields, the growing
Elizabeth Ann O'brien as Elizabeth
influence of digital has introduced new styles

TODAY, THE MAIN reasons for revoicing
and dubbing are if the location soundtrack
is unsuitable or unusable for technical
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of ADR facility to this sector. While the large scale dubbing theatre attached to a film studio
still exists and is crucial for most work, smaller

rooms can now take a great amount of the
work beforehand.
'ADR is the process of collecting dialogue
in the studio and then tightening it up to
the picture during postproduction,' defines
Jeff Bloom, Director of SyncrhoArts, designer
of the VocAlign system for electronically
tying speech to picture. 'It's changed from
ten years ago because it's not necessary to
go to high -end studios anymore. It can be
done in more compact suites'
Ross Caston, Sales Manager of Fairlight
ESP backs up this statement by saying: 'To
a certain extent there is less and less specialisation in dialogue replacement. It's becoming
something that everyone can do because they
have DAWs, which are fully capable of this
kind of work. It's especially true of foreign

Studio Sound
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The employment of young untrained actors on The Prince and The Pauper

necessitated extensive dialogue rerecording to Audiofile

'11

language versions, where they can go into
smaller facilities and do this high volume,
dedicated work. With original film production,
where big name stars are involved, the work
is still being done on serious dubbing stages'
The growth of hard-disk-based units in
this field is undeniable, but those working
in it still say that they're just another tool.
'Nowadays, people are using at least one

(omputer -based systems may
have given technicians the ability to

match words directly to the picture,
but sometimes this is not enough
to fool the human brain
comments Charles Maynes of Los
Angeles film sound facility Creative Cafe.
'Doing dialogue is very similar to mixing
music, but there are only so many talents
around like Bob Clearmountain and Mike
Hedges, for example. It's the same with
dialogue. Just because you have the tools
doesn't make you a great editor -you need
the experience, which is something you've
got to accrue. In some ways it's a lot more
difficult than doing music'
Creative Cafe is owned by one of the top
names in dialogue dubbing and sound-effects
editing, Stephen Hunter Flick, who has
worked on numerous productions, including
Robocop and Twister, winning an Oscar for
his work on Speed. The facility has some 25
Digidesign Pro Tools systems, plus five Avid
AudioVisions, Media Stores, and two Film
Composers, which are for rental.
DAW,'

BOTH PRO TOOLS and AudioVision
have specific tools for ADR work, which
recreate the linear, analogue loops of
predigital working. This follows for other
DAWs, many of which offer countdown
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functions to cue actors in, continual looping,
naming of loops, time compression, pitch
shifting, rehearse mode and varispeed.
ADR is integral to Fairlight's MFX3 and
MFX3 Mini workstations and is based around
AD -DUB, which can provide up to 500 loops.
This system comes in two parts: the AD -DUB R
and the AD -DUB T, which can run off-line
with VHS machines and a word processor to
prepare foreign-language versions. The MFX3
is used by such US majors as Todd AO and
Warners, while the AD -DUB developed from
the needs of two Spanish facilities, Best Digital
and K2000.
SSL's ADR facilities come as standard on
any of its systems utilising VisionTrack,
including ScreenSound and Scenaria, with
an option for Axiom -Aysis. The new v4.0
software for Pro Tools will see integration of
VocAlign, which can tie rerecorded dialogue
tightly to a performance, without the need
for either the talent voicing accurately or
the editor repositioning or treating the track
to make it fit. AudioVision can also incorporate
this stand -alone device, although this system
has its own 'fit to mark' facility.
Bloom's work in this field goes back to

of facilities are using VocAlign, some editors
prefer to rely on their instincts, as Charles
Maynes of Creative Cafe explains. 'VocAlign
is a very, very good tool, but it's a next
generation tool,' he says. 'A lot of dialogue
editors have been at this game since pre
computer days and they known how to trim
the words to fit'
Computer -based systems may have given
technicians the ability to trim or expand
words electronically and match them directly
to the picture, but sometimes this is not
enough to fool that ultimate sound processor,
the human brain. Even if something looks
perfectly in sync, the brain can sometimes
tell you that things are not quite right. It's
the impression of the sound not appearing
to emanate from what is obviously the source
(the person speaking), which has been likened
to watching the screen with the sound off
and the radio turned on.
This is all the more frustrating if the
dialogue concerned has been revoiced by the
same actor, because there is always some
leeway given to foreign-language dubs as the
words and lip movements are rarely going
to match anyway. One of the reasons for the
brain noticing the difference is the change of
sound in space; if something was recorded
on location in a field, but a line was replaced
in a nice, dead voice booth with a top-ofthe -range Neumann, then the differences
are only too obvious.

A RECENT PRODUCTION that used a
relatively high proportion of revoicing was
the BBC tea-time serial The Prince and the
Pauper. This was shot on location in big,
reverberant castles with a large number of
young untrained actors who did not necessarily
give the best performance on site. The lines
were rerecorded in a dedicated voice studio
at BBC TV Centre in West London and then
loaded into the AMS Neve AudioFile being
used for the overall audio postproduction.
'For the scene we'd be working on, there
would be four different sources,' explains
dubbing mixer Craig Irving. 'The original
take, the wild track that was recorded live,
and the two post -sync tracks. The track layer would fill the gap where the original
line had been with atmos, prepare the sync
track and then record the new take, which
was on a track of its own'
As the new takes were recorded using a
Neumann U87, Irving had to process the
tracks to.match them to what had been laid
down on location. Illy

an earlier device,
WordFit, which was
later included on
the DAR Sound Station. The power
of this tool was
demonstrated on
a sequence from
a BAFTA- awardwinning British
movie, where
the original
performance was
marred by one of
the actors being
slightly the worse
for drink. The scene
was later revoiced
(sober) and matched
perfectly using
WordFit.
While a number
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matched the EQ on the Logic 2 console
that was used to mix the whole production,
and put in some bass cut,' he says. 'We
also used a Lexicon 300, which is superb,
for matching the room acoustics'
After the lines had been made to match
their surroundings, they had to match the
actors' lips. This was done in two ways,'
says Irving. 'The track -layers do it as
accurately as they can and then cut words
apart or play with individual words or
syllables. Failing that, we used a small
amount of the Time -Flex function on the
AudioFile. But what we found was that
Philip Sarson [the young actor playing both
the prince and the pauper] was incredibly
good at matching his lines to the picture.
All it took was a little snip afterwards'
In Hollywood, the preferred method is
to use alternative voice takes that were
recorded on location, as everything will
match. Sometimes, due to physical defects,
very high background noise or the director
wanting to change a line or looking for a
better performance, this is not possible.
'On Twister there was horrendous background noise,' comments Charles Maynes,
'and most of the dialogue was rerecorded
in the studio. In that case we were doing
entire scenes, so there's much more liberty,
and the rerecording mixer can add whatever
ambience is necessary. It's different when
you working with individual lines, so you
try to match the production recording as
much as possible by using placement, the
sane kind of mic and EQ.'
All this can go some way to stop the brain
noticing any change in ambience, but with
'I
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foreign- language versions the problem
remains that the sound of one tongue is
being matched to the lip movements of
another. The same problem occurs when
different words are added to same- language
scripts, as in The Prince and the Pauper.
'It happened on a couple of occasions,'
says Irving. 'For example the word "sir"
was recorded where, historically, it should
have been "sire ". When you do that you
have to pick the most expressive lip movement. As long as the mouth moves and
something comes out, then you can usually
get the sync through conventional means.'
When it comes to foreign-language dubs,
there are ways to get round everything.
'It's an inherent problem,' agrees Jeff Bloom,
'and the solution is for the translator to sync
up words in their own language that have
similar lip movements. As long as you end
up with half more syllables then there's
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Hong Kong and China

not going to be any trouble. With VocAlign
we can use a guide track recorded by the
translator, which the actors then match.
Whatever happens, a lot depends on the
skill of the performer'
A production undertaken by Creative
Cafe using VocAlign was the English
-language version of Jackie Chan's kung fu
extravaganza Police Story 3- Supercop,
which was recorded in Cantonese.
'By matching the amplitude envelope of
the words, we made the English sounds
match the Cantonese shapes,' says Charle .
Maynes. 'It now looks as though it was shot
in English, and the reviews were full of
praise for this. The joke is that when we
were doing it, everybody said we ought to
slip the soundtrack by five frames to make
it look like the old kung fu movies!' Q
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64 virtual frocks per unit
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dialogue editing
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"While mixing a recent project needed to get to the source tracks for
some additional editing. Starting with only the back -up DAT's and having
never used the Soundscape before, rented the system and in only a few
hours, with little instruction, was up and running, efficiently continuing
my session with no down time. was impressed with the Soundscape
software and it's features, could even edit whilst simultaneously chasing
timecode. The sound quality was great and when asked the price, well...
Very Impressive!!! "
I

I

I

I

I

Alan Howarth, Sound

igner on such films as Haloween, Stargate,

The

In this age of global communications
good new travels fast... especially in this
industry. Talk to any of our users (there are
over 2000) and they'll all tell you the same thing. Soundscape
SSHDRI has the creative tools to improve productivity, the software is
incredibly fast and reliable and saved them a great deal of time and money. This
is why more and more of the worlds top professionals in sound design and
motion picture editing are changing to Soundscape and the PC for their audio
editing. From dialogue replacement and Foley recording to that blockbuster
movie soundtrack the SSHDRI has some of the fastest and most powerful
editing features available.

your existing Digital Audio editor expandable from 8 to 128 tracks, with real
time editing while chasing time code and have fully parametric EQ? Does it give
you 18 bit dynamic range and volume contours generated in real time, with
professional I/O and audio quality uncompromised by noise from your
computer. With glitchless audio scrubbing for accurate editing and perfect
placement of sound effects. Soundscape offers all of this at a price much lower
than you would expect.
Is

If your serious

about Video why not get serious about Audio and ring or fax

Soundscape noun....

Prices from only (2500 inc.VAT (8 track system)

With software specifically designed to run on the SSHDR it
is possible to take a project from source reels to digital
I

time
stretch /compression, sample rate conversion and EDL
file support of all standard formats with full auto conform
via RS422, CDR mastering software for audio CDR's,
master. New software now available features optional
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external control with the Penny & Giles MM I6 and JL

Cooper CS I 0 controllers.
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«COMMENT

The incredible shrinking play
Back -slapping joviality blends with subversion as the BBC celebrates its
60 years. Concealing yesterday's glory to suit today's politics is making life
tough for the Corporation's PR department writes KEVIN HILTON
If you've been anywhere near the UK in the
past couple of months, or have access to BB(

Prime or Worldwide, you'll know that the
public service broadcaster is celebrating 60 years
of television programming. Naturally enough

the Beeb is rather proud of this achievement
and has marked the occasion. Prominent among

the celebrations has been

a

viewer survey to

judge the best BB( shows of all time -again

something one would expect.

What wasn't expected was the way the
results were massaged to support the
current regime at Broadcasting House.
Another surprise was the politically
disastrous move of announcing a further
shrinking down of the Corporation as part
of Director General John Birt's programme
to turn the BBC into a resource sharing
profit base covering radio and TV simultaneously, just days after the back-slapping
of the celebratory show.
The dilemma posed by the 60th
anniversary awards programme was that
older programmes would win, showing
up the paucity of good programming
today. When the short-list was prepared,
it was dominated by classic shows in all
categories. To modernise things a bit,
recent programmes were added and these
comprehensively beat the older competition,
proving the point that the BBC was
better now than it was in the past.
Relying on the fact that people will
tend towards the more recent if presented
with a list, the Beeb successfully traded
on its recent history, rather than its past,
and making the point, it was hoped, that
it was a better broadcaster today, despite
the changes in its structure. This admirable
piece of publicity management fooled
no -one, as most major newspapers in the
UK pointed out what had been going on.
So it didn't really act as a smoke -screen
for further announcements of how the

Corporation is either being slimmed down
or divided into independent profit bases.
Given that the BBC has made its
international reputation on costume
drama, closing down the costume department verges on the bizarre, unless dealing
with outside suppliers really can provide
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cost savings. While this move strongly
affects BBC TV, it is the future of radio
that concerns many. Although the Beeb
has embraced the future for wireless with
DAB, the continuing forced convergence
between TV and radio would appear to be
to the detriment of the pictureless medium.

THE LATEST EXAMPLE of this is
the announcement at the end of last year
to the effect that TV and radio outside
broadcasts would be amalgamated under
the banner of BBC Resources, the technical
services profit point within the BBC. From
1st April (I always find it amazing that
companies insist on implementing major
changes on this date -it gives people like
me the opportunity to make a cheap joke)
a new structure will exist, under an overall
Head of OBs, Jeff Baker, former boss of
the Beeb's Open University operation
and an ex-Head of Sound at TV Centre.
Baker has been described as the last
craft -oriented head of department within
the BBC by those disgruntled with the
increasingly managerial turn the Corporation
is taking. Reporting to Baker will be a
new operations director, with a team of
deputies, which may go some way to
stripping out the levels of management
that were so identified with the BBC (in
the past it was described as a huge
amorphous monolith), but it could make
the task of finding the right person to
talk to more difficult.
Or it could if this change is not superseded by another, to wit Resources making
the move from directorate to limited
company, and becoming a subsidiary of
the BBC. A final decision on this is expected
either this month or during February, but
would further emphasise the Corporation's
new commercial nature. With its central
and regional facilities, Resources is an
impressive proposition, according to the
1995 annual report, 'a £650m turnover
business trading very close to break -even
for the first time'. At present Resources
works on 86% of BBC programmes, with
£33m worth of services being sold to other
broadcast organisations.
Some people get very twitchy about
changes to the BBC; they're probably too
hung up on memories of all those old
programmes and the values of publicservice broadcasting. While its public-

service role is still a vital one, the BBC
has had to change, if only to maintain its
status and charter. This has meant a
slimming down and a realisation that if
it expects people to still pay the licence
fee, then it should be mindful of the fact
that it's spending other people's money.
An example of this can be found at the
much battered and criticised Radio FM,
which has been through a painful period
of casting off its old -fashioned image and
rebuilding, both in terms of its music
policy and audience share. At the end of
1996 the station moved into new studios,
which have a pared down, technologyready approach. This has seen a move to
all self-op suites only using operators for
live -band performances. As deputy
controller Andy Parfitt puts it: 'We're
using public money so we've got to be
1

The short -list was dominated
by classic shows in all

categories.

To

modernise things

a bit, recent programmes were

added and these beat the older
competition, proving the point

that the BBC was better now
than it was in the past
as efficient as possible with it'.
While that appears to mix Reithian
ideals with Birtian economics, it is an
honest, public- service approach. Which
is what the BBC appears to be taking,
tempering it with economic realities. What
we could do without is the spin doctoring
and the lack of courage when it comes
to owning up to what is being done.
But that always seems to be the way:
those who work in communications
seems to have the greatest problems in
communicating.
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test broadcaster to make

L

:be critical move to digital desks is Italy's RAI.

SUE SILLITOE

tunes

in

to check on the project's philosophy and progress

ITALIAN STATE BROADCASTER
Radiotelevisione Italia (RAI) has embarked
on a major investment programme to equip
its radio production facilities with the latest
in digital technology. The broadcaster has
already completed the refurbishment of one
studio in Turin, and one in Rome -both of
these have been equipped with Solid State
Logic Axiom consoles-and they will begin
work on a second Axiom studio in Rome later
this year. Other studios in Rome, Milan and
Naples are also earmarked for reconstruction,
although it is too early to say what digital
equipment will be used in these rooms.
R41's Technical Manager Enrico Guido, who
took over the rebuilding project from its
original instigator Vincenzo Viggiani, expects
it to take at least two years to complete all
the refurbishments in the various sites. He
adds that the aim of the project is to bring
RAI's audio production facilities for radio and
television into the digital age.
'Whatever we undertake from now on will
be digital,' he elaborates. 'We have started
by investing in three Axiom systems and
certainly SSL will be an option for the other
studios we are planning to refurbish:
The most recent studio to undergo transformation is based in RAI's historic radio
production building in Rome. The original
design of the building-and RAI's occupancy
of it -dates back to the 1930s when the state
broadcaster was still in its infancy. Although
the building incorporates some spectacular
Art Deco touches, it was generally felt that
most of the studios were well past their
sell-by date, and were in need of upgrading.
The job fell to UK -based Munro Associates.
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'We had reached the point where we really
needed to do something to bring our studios
up to date-both in terms of technology and
acoustics,' explains Guido. 'In the past RAI
has always designed its own studios, but on
this occasion we felt that we needed specialist
help, so for the first time in RAI's history we
used an external studio design company'

THE STUDIO, KNOWN as Sala B, is
used for RAI's internal radio production, live
broadcasts and for some audio preparation

broadcasters to be up to the standard we
expect. Also, because it is an integrated
system with a built -in hard disk recorder,
we will be able to turn projects round very
quickly. A key factor in our decision to buy
Axioms for Rome and Turin was the highly
sophisticated level of integration beneath a
control surface that is both familiar and
intuitive. It was important that our operators
felt comfortable with the control surface, just
as it was important that the system provided
the maximum amount of speed and flexibility.'

for television. Enrico

Guido expects it will
eventually be opened
up to outside clients.
'Because the recording
room is large enough
for a full orchestra we
may allow it to be used
for commercial projects
where producers and
conductors want to
work with either of
RAI's two orchestras,'
he explains.
The two Axioms
installed so far replace
Studer 900 consoles

-as

will the third
when it is eventually
installed in the studio
above Sala B in Rome.
'Although we have
never had SSL equipment before, we chose
Axiom because it has
been proved by other

Axiom digital consoles contrast with the Art Deco setting
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The console installed in Rome has 48 mono
channels, 16 stereo channels and 60 hours
of DiskTrack storage. The Turin studio has
been equipped with a 32 -mono channel
version with eight stereo channels and
48 hours of DiskTrack. When the third Axiom
is installed it will be identical to the one in
Sala B and the two desks will be interconnected
so that the studios can share resources.
'By linking the two desks it will be possible
for one studio to control the audio recording
in the other studio,' says Guido. 'We have
gone this route because we are looking for
the maximum amount of flexibility. It will
also make it much easier to organise our
operators' shifts, and to plan which projects
we want in the respective rooms'
At present, the Axiom in Sala B is not being
used for surround -sound, although potentially
the console is ready for it. 'The studio we
have completed is not suitable for surround
sound monitoring,' reveals Andy Munro. 'It

isn't necessary because the room is a music
recording studio. The second room, however,
will have surround -sound monitoring because
it is intended for mix work'
With all of the Axioms installed at RAI,
SSL has built in default routeing and configuration for auxiliaries to suit the way RAI
operators work. In Rome, these default settings
were fine -tuned during the one -week training
session provided by SSL shortly before the
studio opened.
'Our operators have all commented on
how easy the Axiom is to use,' says Guido.
'They feel that it looks very familiar, and
they were relieved that it didn't involve lots
of software menus or a completely new way
of thinking:
Rather than just training one or two staff
to use the console, RAI has included all of
its main operators in the training programme
so that everyone has a basic understanding
of how the desk works. 'The six people who
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its wider acceptance of digital as the format
for the future. The broadcaster is already
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to take this approach with every installation
we do- whether it be an Axiom, or any other
digital console-because we feel it is important
that all our staff feel comfortable with all of
the equipment in general use in our studios'
Guido adds that the training programme
has given RAI a chance to reorganise its
engineering staff because it has identified
which staff are most at ease with the desk.
'The course gave everyone an opportunity
to show what they were capable of,' he
says. 'Training is an important issue, and it
is good for staff to requalify, and to learn
new skills'
Although the Axiom has a built -in harddisk recorder, RAI has also interfaced the
system in Rome with a Studer D827 48track digital recorder. This gives the
flexibility to move projects from studio to
studio. This is important for scheduling
reasons as often it isn't possible to
complete a production in the same room.
'Whatever we record on the DiskTrack
also goes to the multitrack,' Guido says. 'If
we want, we can mix the project the same
day using the audio recorded on the
DiskTrack, or we can move the project
elsewhere by simply taking the multitrack
tape to another studio. With the multitrack
running all the time we can transfer
digitally from the tape to the hard disk and
get the benefits of hard -disk recording:

RIO'S INVESTMENT in digital reflects

With users like
Edwyn Collins,
Rick Wakeman,
Bananafish, Radiohead,
Hugh Padgham, Bryan Ferry,
Pearl Jam, Tears for Fears, Neil
N
Diamond, Sheryl Crow, U2, Abbey Road,
Paisley Park, and many many more, we can only think of one
reason not to buy you don't make music.

C

will use the desk most have obviously been
trained, but we also allowed other engineering
staff to attend the training course so they
can at least get the desk working. We intend

experimenting with digital transmission and
has been running a pilot scheme for two
years in Aosta in the north of the country.
Guido says that once it has ironed out any
teething problems digital transmission will
be extended to the rest of Italy: 'The digital
re- equipping or our studios is part of a much
larger project that includes digital transmission
of programming throughout the country. It
will take some time to complete, but that is
the way we are heading.
'By having the facilities to produce sound
digitally we are completing the chain, otherwise we would have to keep converting
from analogue to digital which would
inevitably mean a deterioration in quality'
The Axiom in Turin is already in daily
use on a wide variety of radio productions,
while in Rome the console is only just
beginning to be put through its paces. The
first session in Rome takes place on Friday,
January 17th -a day with the same
connotations in Italy as Friday the 13th in
the US and UK. Does this mean RAI is
tempting fate? Guido doesn't seem concerned.
He's too busy scanning the programme
schedule to see when the builders can start
work on the third Axiom room which, like
Sala B, will be a race against the clock to finish.

CONTACT
RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIA
via Asiago 10, 00195 Roma, Italy.
Tel: +39 6 36 86 62 91.
Fax: +39 6 36 86 65 56.
\Email: guido@rai.it
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If you thought that the Hendrix back catalogue hag finally dried up you're about to learn that it's not so.

SIMON CROFT

reveals the sound of things to come, and talks to engineer Eddie Kramer

THE MUSIC OF JIMI HENDRIX is
back. Not that it has ever been away, but
since his untimely death on 1st September
1970 Hendrix has been the subject of some
reprehensible releases, and some reissues of
questionable quality. Now the man's music
-which always seemed to come from somewhere between the Mississippi and Mars -is
to be reissued, having been completely
remastered for CD and audiophile 180gm
vinyl release. There is a new Hendrix album
on the way, and even some outstanding tracks
that have never been released before.
Now the Hendrix estate has gone to court
and gained ownership of his recordings, every
tape in the library has been backed up to
Dolby SR and digital formats for posterity.
The Hendrix family sensibly entrusted this
labour of love, and the subsequent remastering
to the engineeer who was there for the
original recordings, Eddie Kramer.
'It all sounds fresh, it sounds great,' Kramer
enthuses. Thank God we found, for the most
part, the original flat masters, in fantastic
shape. No shedding, we didn't have to bake
a thing. Some of the tapes are the original
LR56 BASF. Some are copies, but for the most
part they are the original flat tapes'
Kramer's comments on previous remasters
of Are You Experienced, Axis Bold as Love,
Smash Hits and Electric Ladyland are largely
unprintable, and particularly unsuitable for
small children. However, it is fair to summarise
his feelings by saying that the new versions
have much greater transparency, compared
with releases based on EQ'd masters.
'Once the machine was lined up, we were
really blown away by the clarity of the stereo
image,' Kramer affirms. That was the one thing
that really stood out for us.
'Hendrix fans, and music fans in general,
will be thrilled, I think. Engineers, and the
Hendrix family who have heard the result
have said, "My God; it does sound a lot
clearer, and an awful lot better ". I'm really

thrilled about that.
'I am even more thrilled that the family
has gotten the tapes back, and that they
are now with the rightful owners, and that
I've had the privilege of working with the
tapes again'
Mastering was done at Stirling Sound,
using an Ampex ATR I00 tape machine, and
a mixture of equalisation that included two
Pultecs, a Sontec unit, and sometimes a
combination of both. A Focusrite Blue 330
-the mastering EQ with rotary switches
-also saw some action. The output of this
chain was fed to a Sonic Solutions system
without limiting, and then onto the 1630,
ready for preparation of the CD master.
'On Electric Ladyland I used the Pultecs
because I thought that particular album
deserved that particular type of EQ whereas
the other ones I felt the Sontec was needed,'
Kramer considers. 'We also used a Focusrite
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equaliser. You're talking about a third of a
dB, very tiny amounts of EQ here. But the
amazing thing is you can put /_dB or '/,dB at
10k and it sounds like 20dB! You have to be
very, very careful'
'

HELPING INTERPRET HENDRIX'
artistic vision was one of Kramer's original
responsibilities-as such he was careful to
gain the benefits of 1990s technology
without messing with the mixes themselves.
He is appalled by the idea of adding digital
reverb, for instance.
'No, no, that's really interfering,' he insists.
'But tonally, if a certain track is lacking in
bottom end and you can add bottom end,
bring out the bass guitar and bass drum
without effecting the vocal and the guitar,
then do it. Of course, if someone comes up
with a multitrack tape that has never been
mixed before that's a different story, but
once again, would I mix it with a view to
making it sound like a 1990s type band?
No, I would mix it with a view to making it
sound like Jimi Hendrix from the 1960s.
Obviously, with all the technology I can
bring to bear to make it very present and
full bodied.
'Thinking about the way records were
mastered in the 1960s and 1970s, they were
limited by a mechanical process. Records
were cut on a lacquer, which is an imprecise
system. There was a real art to trying to get
anything on a disc at the best of times. You
were dealing with styluses that were being
heated to a certain temperature, and were
cutting to a certain depth. Then you would
have tracking errors and distortion.
'By the time you'd hit the end of the side
you would not be able to put too much bass
on. You have trouble with phase, trouble

K RA
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with all sorts of things. 'So here we are in
the 1990s where you can put
the full frequency
range on and not
worry about these
things. Not that we've
taken liberties, but
we've enhanced what
was there and
hopefully made it
sound like something
that Jimi would have
'r
wanted?
There is also a new
album, First Rays o/the
New Rising Sun, which
includes not only some
previously unreleased
material, but also combines
the tracks on Cry of Love
with others, such as 'Dolly
Dagger', which found their way onto
other albums.
'It's really the last album he did, with all
the extra tracks. It's probably the way Jimi
would have wanted it. It's about 69 minutes
of music. It really is lovely, it flows very well,
and it sounds gorgeous'
According to Kramer, there is more
material to come, thanks to tapes which
were in the possession of Hendrix' manager
Chas Chandler, who died recently. 'It is true
that Chas had some master tapes. I've heard
them, and they are brilliant. There are songs
that have never been released before, and
alternative takes of previously released songs.
'Trust me, over the next few years there's
going to be some marvellous stuff released
-really wonderful, wonderful stuff'
Kramer engineered every Hendrix album
from Are You Experienced to Cry of Love, as

well as coproducing the

posthumous releases
War Heroes, Rainbow
Bridge and Hendrix
in the West.
'The first time

heard some of these
tapes after 25 years
it freaked me out
because I couldn't
believe I had done
so many crazy
things,' he says.
'I guess the
passage of time
.I had dimmed the
memory banks
l'c
slightly, but when
I heard it I went, "Christ,
I remember what I did then!" He ponders
for a moment.
'Yeah, I was panning left to right, but at
the same tïme I was moving the faders
down and up, trying to get the sound of a
motor cycle going across from left to right.
Hey, I remember what I did there, it was a
7' /2ips slap delay going to an EMT plate set
at 1.6 seconds'
The earliest material was recotded at
Olympic Sound Studios in the UK, using
successive submixes from 4-track to stereo,
in order to free up another pair of tracks.
But by Apri! 1968, Kramer had succumbed
to repeated requests and joined Hendrix at
the Record Plant in New York.
Kramer describes the studio's desk at the
time as 'the biggest piece of junk I'd ever
worked on.
'I was working on 12- track; the 12 -track
was a -inch format, a bastardised format. It
was absolutely horrendous and noisy. It did
I

'
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ON GEAR

DESPITE HIS LEGENDARY status

as an engineer and producer-or
perhaps because of
Kramer is not a
massive gear freak. In fact, he believes
he works best with a simplified setup
rather than a rack full of widgets.
Kramer is a Mackie endorsee and
owns a 32- input, 8-bus console.

it-

Kramer says he ha5ni31ce liberties when remastering
the Hendrix backs$tá¡pgu 'We've enhanced what was
there . ' -Wally ade it sound like something
Jimi would have wanted

'The reason they've cornered the
market is because they are so bloody
good,' he says. 'They have excellent
sales service, the console sounds
great and its cheap. They very rarely go
wrong. What more could you want? I
have a 32:8 at home. I mean the retail
price in the United States is under
$5,000.
'You really can't go far wrong. A
couple of reverbs, a nice old analogue
machine, some tube mic preamps and
you're home. You could make a record
in your bathroom!'
Likes: Old Neves, API's and to a
lesser extent SSLs, which he will u
but bypasses the mic amps. Says t
Euphonix is okay sonically, but it's not
for him.
Dislikes: Digital multitrack and
desks. Kramer says that if you look at
the listings in Billboard, most hit
records have been put through
something nice and analogue at some
point to make them sound warmer, so
why use digital during recording?
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not last long. We took four songs of Jimi's
and transferred them from 4 to 12. Jimi filled
up the last eight tracks. Then they decided
to scrap the 12 -track machine and buy a
16 -track machine, which was a damn good
thing. So when the 12 -track was transferred
to 16, Jimi filled up the rest of the tracks.
All my 4-track recording had already been
through three generations before it even hit
the 16- track, so it's amazing that it sounds
okay'
As is well documented, around a year
later Hendrix decamped to the $1m studio
that he had Kramer build for him; Electric
Lady. The studio used an Ampex 16- track,
but Kramer could see the trend and had it
wired 24- track.
In order to understand anything of the
Hendrix sound, however, you need to start
not with the multitrack or the mixing
board, but with the man himself.
'Of course, he had just a superb amount
of control over his instrument,' Kramer
acknowledges. 'To watch him play with his
massive hands, he could barré the whole
neck of the guitar with his thumb.
'The guy had such control, not only over
his guitar, but also over his sound. He knew
instinctively how much distortion to get
and where to place the guitar in relation to
the speaker to get the sustain. He was a
total master of the instrument and of sound.
'A lot of the early stuff, particularly the
stuff that Chas was involved in, was not as
loud as you think. If you listen to the multitrack tape, the guitars are not that loud.
Later on, when Chas was not in the picture,
the volume came up. If you listen to Little
Wing that's quiet'
The Hendrix armoury of effects pedals
included wah wah, fuzz boxes that were
often customised by Roger Meyer, and the
Univibe rotating speaker effect. With more
tracks to record on, Hendrix and Kramer
started to record the guitar in stereo, using
a Y lead from the instrument, two Univibe
pedals, and two Marshall 100w amp setups.
Kramer, who trained as a musician before
becoming a sound engineer, is often reluctant
to talk about specific recording techniques,
but is prepared to reveal the basic concepts
behind the guitar miking method he has
evolved from the Hendrix days.
'It's a combination of three microphones
on a single source to get the tone. When
you put three microphones on a single source,
you avoid the phasing problems you get
when you mic two speakers.'
Kramer's chosen setup is an Electro-Voice
M160, Sennheiser MD421 and a Shure 57
with some pre -delay (usually on 15ips) to
an EMT plate.
'I'm not going to tell you the exact
positioning of everything but it's usually
very close miked and then I'll have a
Neumann 67 or something like that as a
distant mic. The others are very, very close
to the cones, I mean a '/-inch away'

OTHER INGREDIENTS in the
unmistakable Hendrix sound include stereo
phasing backwards guitar parts, and rhythmic
use of the desk's pan pots. The Beatles had
used phasing before Hendrix- indeed, George
Martin revealed to Kramer during an Olympic
recording session that the fundamentals
came from a1949 BBC Radiophonic handbook
-but for Axis Bold as Love, Kramer's assistant
engineer worked out how to create phasing
in stereo, using nothing more than two tape
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machines and a VFO control. The pair
decided to demonstrate
the innovation
using the drum
fill that starts the
heavily effected
section that can
be heard on the
album today.
'We put that on and
said, "Jimi, we've got
something we want to
play you". We sit him
down in the middle,
put the tape on, with
the two machines and
the VFO with the big
knob controlling the
speed of the motor on
the second machine.
'We start the tape up
and the drums are going from left to right.
You have to do it below 60 cycles (in the
UK at least) at around 59, and you can hear
the thing going swiissshh. It flies across
from left to right and its the most amazing
stereo phase, flange or whatever you've
ever heard.
'He freaks out, he's on the floor and he
says, "Oh my God, It's like this dream I had,
I dreamed this sound, it's like being under
water, it's the sound I heard in my dream,
play it again, play it again ". After that,
everything had to be phased because he
dug the sound so much'
Although Hendrix was always a consummate
improviser, Kramer stresses that much of
effortless, seemingly almost casual, motifs
stemmed from intense periods of planning.
'I would give him a '/,-inch tape, and if
he wanted to do a backward solo, he would

WORKING
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'1 KNEW JIMMY and John Paul Jones prior to them being in Zeppelin,
both being session musicians,' Kramer
recalls. 'John Paul- Jones' real name
was John Baldwin and he was the bass
player. I have wonderful photographs of
him at Olympic, playing Fender bass
with a pick. And I have marvellous
mental images of him walking in with a
B15, pushing it with one arm, score
under the other arm and bass guitar

in his hand.
'He would go up to the conductor's
rostrum, open up the score, plug his
bass into the amp with a mic on it and a
little screen around it. Then he would
conduct with the bass in his hands,
playing and conducting like a 50 -piece

orchestra. He was a fantastic arranger.
He still is. I do like him as a musician
and as a person.
'Page came in a couple of times and I
was the assistant engineer when he
played on the Kinks track, which I think
was "You Really Got Me ". I know he was
on a lot of sessions I did at Olympic. For
instance "Hurdy Gurdy Man ", he was on.
He was the killer guy people would call
in for sessions.'John Paul -Jones called
me up one day and said, "Come over, I
want to play you this acetate of this
new band I'm in ". This was just before I
left for the States -March or April 1968.
He said, "It's called Led Zeppelin ", and I

study it, backwards:
the whole bloody song,'
Kramer recalls. 'He would
know exactly, to the
point where you would
play the tape and you'd
have no clue where you
were because its playing
backwards, and he'd
say, "Yeah, right there".
On the button, he
would know exactly
where to come in,
how long to play the
solo, and he knew
what it would sound
like when it came
back. He was
fantastic, he was just amazing'
Kramer's trademark use of faders and
pan-pots came partly from the lack of
outboard. 'We had reverb, tape delay, tape
delay and reverb- and...erm, more tape delay.
That was basically it. Compression and
panning of course. 'The panning that I do is
rhythmically orientated. The idea that I have
in my head is that it's supposed to draw
attention to a particular rhythmic pattern.
Or if it's a guitar solo, I try to build it so
that it is sweeping across from speaker to
speaker and then it ends up in the middle
usually, at the peak of the solo'
Now in his own studio, Hendrix felt free
to take part in the mixing process, and during
the Electric Ladyland sessions became a
second pair of hands for Kramer. 'If there was
any kind of mistake we would just keep
going,' says Kramer. 'It would be a perfomtance
mix of about 16 minutes long.
'He'd be grabbing pan pots. I would be
grabbing pan pots and faders. Things would

LED ZEPPELIN
thought what a lousy name -which
shows how much I know. But it sounded
amazing, I couldn't believe the sound of
the band.
'When they came over in 1969 I
recorded a whole bunch of tracks with
them for Led Zeppelin 11 at various funky
8 -track studios in New York. We mixed
the whole album in one weekend at A &R
Studios on a 12- channel Altec mixer
with two pan pots. Now you figure it out.
A couple of EMT plates and that was it.
'You couldn't get any bigger than John
Bonham, the World's greatest rock
drummer. No matter what you did, stick
any bloody mics out there, it would
sound like John Bonham. You want a
John Bonham sound? You've got to be
him, tune the kit the way he did and hit
them the way he did.
'Zeppelin 11 is quite dry -it's not as
ambient as the later albums. It was later
on on Houses of the Holy and Physical
Graffiti, that was recorded at Hadley
Grange and the Stones' house, the
Stargrove. That started that whole thing
of putting the drums in a separate room.
'And then on "Black Country Woman ",
we recorded the acoustic guitars
outside on the lawn. That's when you
can hear this aeroplane coming
overhead. I hit the talkback button and
said, "What about this aeroplane ?"
Robert said, "Nah, leave it in ".'
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`*3I be moving up and down on the VFO, trying means sure of the best way forward. Kramer
to make the tape delay slower or faster. And believes that what Hendrix
he'd be going, "Yes, yes, no, no, that one;
really needed was
and we'd be laughing and falling over one
time out to
another.
experiment with
'It was very exciting. Once we had
new areas of music,
started that process, it carried on into the
without the pressure
final album. For a multitude of reasons,
of producing an
when he died it was obviously a severe
album. Had Hendrix
blow to the world. And to me. I couldn't
been given that space,
go back into the studio for about two
the tragic turn of
months. It was really such a shock.
events after his Isle
'Fortunately, Jimi and I were able to mix
of Wight Festival
a bunch of tracks before he died. And you
appearance may have
could really feel the difference of his input. been averted.
He and I would mix together, it was really
'A lot of people think
a joint mixing performance if you will'
that Jimi was this stonedout, freaked -out guy, not in
THE CRY OF LOVE .,mw Hendrix clearly control. Bullshit. This guy
moving in new directions, but listening to
was so in control of his
this and The Band of Gypsies album leaves sound, of his music. He knew
a feeling that the great guitarist was by no exactly what he was going to do, how he
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was going to do it, and what it was going
to sound like,' Kramer says vehemently.
'If he would describe to me: I want it to
sound green, or yellow, or purple or
something, I knew, kind of, what he was
talking about, and I could try to go for that
sound. But the work that he put in prior
to coming into the studio was so critical.
He was prepared. I've seen his notes: pages
and pages of notes. I've seen legal pads
full of notes; a whole song broken down
into chords, where he would put his hands
on the fretboard, what the bass and drums
were supposed to play, the type of
rhythmic feel. It may sound casual or kind
of crazy, but it was extremely worked out.
'Obviously, a lot was left to chance. A
goodly amount of what we did was flying
by the seat of our pants, no question, but
he was prepared. That's what made it so
damn funny. Jimi was one of the funniest
guys in the studio. I mean he would be
cracking jokes and making fun of himself
-and me, and Mitch, and Noel -and be
laughing all the time. He was a lot of fun
in the studio. It was like our playground. Q

NEWS FROM
TUBE -TECH

25.

SELECTED
K RAMER
CREDITS

'/'M WORKING ON this movie
called Festival Express, and it's
footage that was recently uncovered
of The Band, The Grateful Dead, Janis
Joplin, Traffic,' reveals Kramer.
'They were on this train going from
one end of Canada to the other. They
did concerts in Toronto, Winnipeg
and Calgary. And they also show
documentary footage on the train.
There's marvellous footage of Janis
jamming with Jerry Garcia and
Buddy Guy. It's an amazing documentary. It was a 5- camera shoot
with 80 hours of film and the same
amount of audio done on 8- track.'
RECENT ALBUMS: Paul Rogers,
Ex -Spin Doctor Erik Shenkman's new

AUSTRIA 1021 236 26
DENMARK 1431 99 88
GERMANY 10891 609
7055 ITALY 10511 766

123, BELGIUM (0891 41

5278. BRAZIL (0111 604 8339
77, FINLAND 1901592 055, FRANCE 116( 87 74 80 90
4947, GREECE 1011 823 8200, HOLLAND 1010) 411
648, JAPAN (03) 5489 3281, KOREA 1021 741 7386.
NORWAY 1551 951 975, PORTUGAL 111 353 8331. RUSSIA 10951 956 1826,
SINGAPORE 481 5688, SWEDEN (0461 32 03 70, SWITZERLAND 101) 840 0144,
TAIWAN (8861 2719 2388. UK 116911 658550, USA 1805( 373 1878
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Lydkratt Aps Ved Damhusseen 38
DK 2720 Vanlose DENMARK

band The Chrysalids, pop band
Mystery Bloom and The Out of
Control Blues Band.
NEW BOOK: Photographic study
From the Other Side of the Glass.
'There's just a myriad of things I'm
constantly working on.'
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The Fully Digital Audi
Mixing Console Syst

s cge Lec

Vertriebsgesellschaft für professionelle Audiotechnik

Valentinstraße 43

D -96103 HALLSTADT

Tel. +49 (01951 9 72 25-25

Fax -32

Bahnhofstra

D-79843 LÖFFINGEN

Tel.

+491017654 9104-0 Fax 7073

\\'f
Pure Class A High -End Outboard

M2 mic preamp, AD2055 equalizer
and ÁD2044 compressor

Iiiii

C

C

tliTIDE C

'"'''''*Av...,**(S*
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AD2077 Mastering Equalizer iir, `""'

e

4 o

/

U5 ultra-five DI preamp

,,._

4

& 2dB switched steps,
100-. discrete pure Class A, 0.5dB,
104 switched frequencies, "Q" and shape, -94dB low noise, +30dB
DC coupled balanced -O, silent EQ relay switching
1

(.

I

4Vh..LUt`t I.D!y trVI
PO BOX 5976
San Clemente, CA 92673, U.S.A
tel: 714- 492 -2000

fax: 714- 492 -4284

M4 microphone preamp and R4 remote

UK

ASAP (Europe)

tel: 0171 231 9661

fax: 0171 231 9111

email: 101641,2551 6compuservecom

EUROPE
tel: +33-I -48 34 33 24

Juke Box Limited
fax: +33-1 -48 34 33 48

email: 100625,3125 @compuserve.con

MORE PERFORMANCE
FOR LESS MONEY
POWER
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SOUNDS UNBELIEVABLE

But it's true. Based on the already world- beating SV3700.
Panasonic's new SV3800 DAT recorder actually delivers superior

sound quality and enhanced features

...

Single Program Play mode

... at the new low price of just £1099 excluding VAT!
20 bit DACs for wider dynamic range. lower noise and greater
linearity - this DAT recorder sounds sensational.
AES /EBU, coaxial and optical digital

/0s, with selectable digital
output formats. Professional or consumer formats - they're all here.
I

Selectable 44.1 and 48kHz sampling rates

Precision engineered for professional use. Beware of "uprated"

consumer machines, the SV3800 is

- so you can

master at

pro machine from the ground up.

in broadcast, post -production and live

sound applications.
Shuttle wheel with dual speed range.
Skip Search and Program Number search for convenient cueing.

Adjustable analogue output level.
50 function parallel remote control.

Professional 'Error Rate' and 'Hours

the CD standard.

Setups easily selectable from the front panel for digital I/O terminals.
digital output format, analogue output level, single program play on/off,
blank skip on /off for program play and ID -6 status for SCMS.

Distributed by: HHB Communications Ltd
Fax: 0181 962 5050

sales@hhb.co.uk

displays.

Contact HHB Communications today fo details of your nearest HHB
DAT Centre.

73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU. UK
E -Mail:

In Use'

The Panasonic SV3800 represents incredible value in professional DAT.

Panasonic sv-E3ll
Tel: 0181 962 5000
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It all

began when Pioneer introduced 96kHz audio sampling on its DAT machine. Its appeal to engineers

was evident, and gradually it became important as an accepted standard on the Digital Versatile Disc.

FRANCIS RUMSEY

jumps aboard the bandwagon and plays along

Th
SUDDENLY 96kHz seems to have taken
off. The high sample rate phenomenon -until
recently little more than a slightly out-ofthe- ordinary option introduced by Pioneer
in its DAT machine -is securely on the pro audio agenda. You only had to take a quick
tour around the exhibition floor at the Audio
Engineering Society Convention in Los
Angeles to realise that many more people
are getting interested in higher sampling
rates, and that manufacturers are producing
product ranges capable of handling 96kHz
audio. So what is the reason for the activity?
We can't put 96kHz audio on a CD, or on
any other consumer format can we? And
even if we could, why would we want to?
One of the main reasons why 96kHz is
important just now is that it has been accepted
as an option for audio representation in the
DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) format. The DVD
1.0 standard also allows for linear PCM
resolutions of 16, 20 or 24 bits, and up to
eight audio channel blocks in the space of
one video block on the disc, so multiple
channels are possible. The 48kHz sampling
rate is the other primary rate allowed in the
DVD standard, with no 44.1kHz (the CD rate)
in sight. (These, by the way, are the DVD Video specifications -the DVD -Audio specification has yet to be agreed, but it is most
encouraging that even the video specification
allows for many of the options that audio
engineers have been pressing for, including
linear PCM and multiple channels, as well
as data-reduced multichannel sound in AC -3
or MPEG -2 formats.) A DVD disc could, therefore, hold over two hours of 2- channel, 96kHz,
24 -bit audio if necessary, without using any
compression (provided it was used for audio
alone-no pictures).

PERSONALLY I would go for multichannel
surround sound rather than 96kHz if I had
to choose between them, but the option is
there to have either, or both, depending on
how the disk is used. Indeed it is possible to
have six channels of 96kHz, 16 -bit sound
on a DVD, but only if two of the channels
are used as the mandatory 2- channelcompatible down mix. At 48kHz there is no
problem with managing a 5- channel mix
and a separate 2- channel mix.
Despite what many believe about the
audibility (or otherwise) of super high
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frequency audio information, there are
many professionals who seem prepared to
invest in 96kHz sampling equipment. The
less rapid roll -off required of anti -alias and
reconstruction filters is cited as just one
example of benefits -the 44.1kHz rate was
only just adequate to convey the accepted
audio band provided that you implemented
a brick -wall filter at the top end, and it was
dictated by the technology available at the
time. If you cast your mind back to the
time it was defined, you will remember that
designers were limited by convertor technology and the need to get maximum
playing time out of CDs. Neither of these
factors needs to be considered as a
constraint now, and it is unlikely that we
would have thought 44.1kHz a desirable
sampling rate had we been considering
audio quality alone. There is a school of
thought that promotes a sampling rate
somewhere between 44.1kHz and 96kHz as
ideal, and 60kHz or 64kHz has been
mentioned in this respect, but my feeling is
that there is too much of a band -wagon
rolling with 96kHz for these rates to get a
look -in. The only fly in the ointment is that
96kHz is not simply related to 44.1kHz, so
sample rate conversion is less straightforward, but sample rate conversion
technology has reached a point where
integer ratio conversion is no longer needed
for high sound quality, provided that care is
taken in filter design. James Moorer, in a
paper presented to the AES recently, stated
that with care taken over numerical issues
there need be no audible difference
between a signal converted from 88.2kHz
to 44.1kHz and one converted from 96kHz
to 44.1kHz. Bob Stuart and Rhonda Wilson
One of the main reasons why

96k1i

that it has

is important just now is
been accepted as an option

for audio representation in the
DVD

(Digital Versatile Disc) format

enon

have also shown that a 96kHz sampling
frequency can be used to provide benefits
additional to bandwidth extension. Using
optimum noise shaping they have been
able to demonstrate that you can expect a
dynamic range equivalent to around 22 bits
from a 96kHz, 16 -bit channel, simply
because there is more inaudible bandwidth
over which to spread the quantising noise.
Those involved in lossless coding have also
pointed out that 96kHz streams offer a
greater potential for data rate savings than
48kHz or 44.1kHz. This is because there is
more redundancy in the data stream,
allowing it to be coded more efficiently. So
in fact, with lossless coding, one often ends
up with a data rate for 96kHz audio not
greatly in excess of that required for 48kHz.
So clearly it is not so much of an issue
whether you can hear above 20kHz, since
there are a number of other advantages of
using a higher sampling rate, and if you can
hear above 20kHz then good for you.
-

MOVING TOWARDS a 96kHz standard
sampling rate Is not wabout its problems. For
one thing it is not yet accepted as an AES
standard sampling rate, although that will
clearly not stop people using it. The AES is
having to consider reopening the sampling
rate issue for standardisation work because
of all these developments. 96kHz presents
problems with digital audio interfacing and
with filter design, since everything is happening twice as fast. Your stand -alone digital
mixer will not just switch over to 96kHz -it
was designed to operate at 44.1kHz or 48,
and its filter coefficients are set accordingly.
Similarly, its digital interfaces will only operate
at the standard rates specified in AES 3,
possibly plus or minus a bit of varispeed
(but not enough for this purpose!). So a lot
of new equipment will be required, or some
extensive modifications to existing equipment.
Good for the manufacturers (perhaps), but
bad for you because it means more investment.
Perhaps good for you, though, if enough
customers start pestering you for higher
quality audio. Audio sampled at 96kHz also
gobbles up tape and disc space twice as fast
as conventional digital audio, but it must be
acknowledged that even this is less of a
problem these days. Disc space can be added,
and it really isn't very expensive now. You LW
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'W0 will still need more of it, though.
Crystal Semiconductors has just announced
a range of 96kHz silicon, which should help
things along somewhat. They have jumped
the gun on AES standardisation and will run
the AES interface at double speed, just as
one or two other have chosen to do. Whilst
this is not compatible with standard interfaces,
it does use the same protocol. Cable lengths
cannot be as great, and susceptibility to
losses is greater, but with appropriate cables
and careful handling it should be fine for
most purposes. Crystal has also announced
a 96kHz A-D convertor (CS5936) which
claims 24 -bit resolution. Moorer of Sonic
Solutions reports that they have found one
existing AES transceiver chip that seems to
work reliably at 96kHz, in the form of the
Motorola 56401, but he warns that it is not
guaranteed for this purpose by the manu-

facturer. The other option for digital interface
design is to adapt the standard speed AES 3
interface to carry mono 96kHz audio instead
of stereo 48kHz audio. In this case both
subframes would be used for the one channel,
but it requires twice as many interfaces for
the same number of channels as a double
speed interface. It also has the disadvantage
that there is no identification of left and
right channels in stereo operation, unless
some modification is made to the use of
channel status or user bits. The advantage
is hardware compatibility with AES 3. Nagra
has demonstrated a version of its Nagra -D
recorder adapted for 96kHz, offering two
channels instead of four, since it needs the
extra two channels to store the extra data
created by the higher sampling rate. dCS
has also demonstrated 96kHz conversion
equipment in conjunction with Nagra, and

It seems there is little question

but that 96kl1z is here to stay as
a growing feature of professional

sound recording -its inclusion in
the

DVD

standard has guaranteed

it. One has to admire Pioneer for

its tenacity in sticking to its guns
over this sampling rate, since the

company was regarded by many

A PORTABLE CASE OF
DOUBLE DIVERSITY
The Micron DDH -1, a fully -portable radio microphone
diversity system for the sound recordist
Utilising two of the popular Micron SDR570 diversity receivers, the DDH -1 is
2- channel true diversity system - available in UHF and VHF versions - which
designed to fit alongside sound recordists' most popular mixers.
The DDH -1 provides both external DC powering and antenna
distribution, via its own band -passed RF distribution amplifier.
It offers excellent extremes-of -range performance, with rugged
construction for high reliability in the field.
Renowned for being among the most natural- sounding
radio microphone systems available - all Micron transmitters
and receivers are fitted with the unique CNS
Complementary Noise Suppression system, to maximise
dynamic range, transient performance and interference
immunity.

Micron systems are used world -wide by freelance sound
recordists and major broadcasters, for all
wireless microphone applications.

System illustrated
- Micron SDR/DDH -1 combination

- SQN -4 mixer
- Ambient NP -1
- entire

battery system

set -up weighs Just over

3

5kg

by Audio Engineering

A Diversity of Compact Choice
AUDIO ENGINEERING LIMITED
LONDON E8 3LP

TELEPHONE: +44 (0)171 -254 5475
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FITZROY HOUSE
UNITED KINGDOM

ABBOT STREET

FACSIMILE: +44 (0)171 -249 0347

a
is

as out on a limb when it first

started showing its 96kHz

DAT

machine a few years ago
has a product (the dCS 972 DDC) which
can convert between different sample
rates and resolutions with optimal audio
quality, including down -conversion of
24 -96 format (24 bit, 96kHz) to 16 -44.1.
Sonic Solutions also has workstation
hardware and software that will handle
96kHz, 24 -bit material, and this relates
closely to its work with DVD mastering,
since the company is one of those at the
forefront with software for creating DVD
material.
It seems there is little question but that
96kHz is here to stay as a growing feature
of professional sound recording -its
inclusion in the DVD standard has
guaranteed it. One has to admire Pioneer
for its tenacity in sticking to its guns over
this sampling rate, since the company was
regarded by many as out on a limb when
it first started showing its 96kHz DAT
machine a few years ago. Pioneer clearly
has a lot of clout with the DVD Consortium,
and this is bound to have had something
to do with the adoption of this sampling
frequency, but it is now up to the rest of
the audio industry to decide how it is
going to deal with material in this format.
It remains to be seen how enthusiastically
the record industry will deal with DVD as
an audio carrier, and whether it will appreciate
the value of higher sampling rates and
resolutions on consumer media. The way
they have used SBM and other resolution
-enhancing technologies on CD may be a
pointer. Some have offered the opinion
that record companies want a new audio
format like a hole in the head -nothing
should challenge the profitable CD
market -but it has to be acknowledged
that the classical CD market is becoming
saturated now, and perhaps we need a
new reason to start recording the repertoire
all over again. One thing is for certain,
mastering engineers will have plenty of
work for the foreseeable future.
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Studiospares Ltd.
61 -63 Rochester Place, London NW1 9JU
Tel
E

0171 482 1692

FAX 0171

catalogue

Studiopare

485 4168

-MAIL 101745 1553@ compuserve.com

Studiospares Deutschland GmbH.
Kölnerstrasse 195 -197, 50226 Frechen, Köln, Germany.
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NEVE

NEVE 8036 CONFIGURED 24/8!16

NEVE 5315 CONFIGURED 36/8/2

R /PATCHBAY
FITTED 24 x 1064's, GROUP MODULES 1943/I's, 4 REV
RTNS, 2 x 2254A COMP!UMfTERS 16 MTR BRIDGE

REMOTE PATCHBAY

CONSOLE FITTED 36 x 33114's, 36 x 33752's GROUP
MODULES UNE NIPS 33445 / 33416.

NEVE 8036 CONFIGURED 20/8/12 R!PATCHBAY

NEVE 5315 CONFIGURED 36!4/2

Fff TED 20 x 1064's. GROUP MODULES 1900's, 4 REV
RTNS, 2x 2254 & I x 2254A COMP/UMfTERS 8 MTR BRIDGE

36 x 3314's, GROUP MODULES 33723, UNE AMPS
33415 i 33416.

NEVE 8036 CONFIGURED 24/8/16 R /PATCHBAY
FITTED 24 x 108I's, GROUP MODULES 194311's, 4 x 2254E
COMP /UMffERS, 16 MTR BRIDGE
NEVE 8014 CONFIGURED
GROUP MODULES 1883's,

16/4 /16 FIT TED

R/HAND

16

NEVE MELBOURNE 12/4/2 FITTED

12 x 33114's,
GROUP MODULES R x 33723's.
NEVE BCMIO IO x 1073's, GROUP MODULE
1895, UNE AMPS 1272's.

x 1073's,

PATCHBAY, I6 METER BRIDGE

NEVE

12/8 SUBFRAME FITTED
UNE AMPS 33415's & PATCHBAY.

IN STOCK 8 / 10 / 12 SIZE FRAME
BUCKETS TO EXTEND ABOVE FRAMES. WrTH
ALL GROUP MODULES 1943/1': or 1900'..
PLEASE NOTE

NEVE 8/2

NEVE 8068

CONFIGURED 32/16/32 REMOTE PATCHBAY
FITTED 28 x 31102 GROUP MODULES AUX MODULES 32430
2 x 32264A COMP /LIMITERS
NEVE 8026 20/8/16 RIGHT PATCHBAY FITTED 20 x 1066's
GROUP MODULES 1943's 4 x 2254A COMP /LIMITERS
8 MTR BRIDGE
83049's / 1900's / 19471'. / 33141'. / 1918'i
1883's / 33416's / 33415' / 337264'. / 33752's
34133' / 33421'. / 33601's / 1271's / 1272'.

(

12

THE SUfTC11SE CONSOLE

x 33752's,
)

FITTED 8 x 34128's.

IN STOCK
NEVE MODULES
I 33115's
33114 / 1095
/
1081
I
2254
1064
/LIMfTERS
2254A / 33609's

COMPRESSOR

*

LARGE SELECTION OF PIVE GPO PATCI4RAYS

TEL: 01932 872672 FAX: 01932 874364
TEL: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 872672
FAX: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 874364

PATCHBAY FflTED

PAIR NAKGDCI21 MICROPHONES

ALL STOCK OWNED BY A.E.S. PRO AUDIO

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

WANTED YOUR NEVE /
CONSOLE...WE WILL

SSL

PURCHASE &
COLLECT ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE

Studio
soon

RATES: Recruitment £35 per single column centimetre. All other sections £30 (minimum 2cm X 1)
Box number £10 extra per insertion

To place an advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified),
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd. Ludgate House,

Published: monthly
Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves. Classified Advertisement Manager

245 Blackfriars Road. London SE1 9UR. UK.
Tel: 0171 620 3636 Fax: 0171 401 8036

APPOINTMENTS

dìgìdesìgn®
A

Division of Avid Technology, Inc.
ROE SALES MANAGER

The world's leading manufacturer of digital recording and editing
systems require an ROE (Rest of Europe) Sales Manager to work out

of our Pinewood office, near Langley, Buckinghamshire.
You will be responsible for:
ROE sales

All box numbers reply to the address above

Advertiser's
Index
AAFMcKay
AKAI
AMER
AMS NEVE
ASAP EUROPE
AUDIO ENGINEERING
AUDIO TECHNICA
AVITEC
RAG END

BETERDTNAMIC
DANISH PRO AUDIO
DIGIDESIGN
EUPHONIX
FAIRLIGHT
FAIRMAN
FOCUSRITE
FX RENTALS
GENELEC
MMB

ROE direction and strategy
Management of extensive distributor accounts

JBL
JOE MEEK
K.S.WAVES
LTDKRAFT
MACKIE
MKIV /EV
NEUTRIK

You must offer:
Successful sales background in audio products

ORMAN

Strong knowledge of hard disk recording and computers
Good communication and organisational skills
Interest in foreign markets & travel

RICHMOND FILM SERVICES

RE -AN

Write with C.V. to:
Many Causon, Avid Technology Europe
Pinewood Studios Iver Heath Bucks
(44) 1753 653322 - telephone (44)

ENGLAND
753 654999 - fax

SLO
1

Ltd.

ONH

ROGERS
SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING
SENNHEISER
SONIC SOLUTIONS
SONY
SOUNDFIELD
SOUNDSCAPE
SSL
STAGETEC
STUDER

STUMOSPARES
STUDIO SOUND INTEIINATI0NAL
TC ELECTRONIC
TOR
THAT CORP
TL AUDIO

70
27
41
IFC

77

80
88
67
23
51

68
16

57
30
42
21

60
83
31, 50, 78
35
37
18
76
IOC

45
72
71

28
60
72
58
60
53
14 -15
26

54
77
56
81

18
OBC

33
13
47

APPOINTMENTS

STUDIO
FOR SALE
PRIVATE RECORDING

DIGITAL AUDIO SUPPORT AND
DEVELOPMENT CO- ORDINATOR

STUDIO /RESIDENCE

PETERBOROUGH

Salate £19,269 - £23,913

This new role is designed to provide specialist support and expertise to RNIB's Talking Book
Service, Regional Transcription Centres and Audio Libraries, and to take a leading role in the
design and implementation of digital information systems.
We are looking for someone who can communicate clearly, has highly developed technical
expertise, particularly in digital audio techniques, can motivate and manage staff to deliver
complex projects and quality services, and can win the confidence of the team.

For an information pack and application form. please write to the
Personnel Office. RNIB. Bakewell Road, Orton Southgate,
Peterborough. Cambs., PE2 6XU.
CVs unsupported by a completed
application form will not be considered.
Closing date 22 January 1997.
RNIB is committed to equal opportunities.

RN

Royal National Institute for the Blind

I

Detached

situated

property

South

London /Surrey borders, comprising of good
sized purpose built control room and studio

area, fully sound -proofed, acoustically
treated, and currently wired for 24 track/16
track slave, plus large desk (equipment not
included). Air conditioning, planning consent
and no parking problems.
Separate living accommodation comprises of
2

reception rooms.

3

bedrooms /office.

modern kitchen, large bathroom with Jacuzzi
and shower. Double garage. Property recently
completely refurbished. Easy access to
central London.

11

Price £195.000 freehold

challenging blindness

Contact: Sue on 0181 668 3457

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: DUBBING SUITE

-

VOICE -OVER STUDIO

series multi- format (recording, mixing, post -pro & on- air/TX) mixing desk with power supplies. 24 duai input
MCF outputs with appropriate monitoring. 6 built -in Calrec
2 stereo, 3 mono &
Compressor/limiters, telephone FX unit. 8 aux sends (2 stereo, 6 mono). Built -in bantam patch bay. Stereo & mono
PPMs Plasma displays, P &G faders with 8 VCAs. A number of spare modules and power supplies.

CALREC

M

channels into eight groups.

1

STUDER DYAXIS II post production DAW. Apple Macintosh Quadra 650 and Apple 20" multiscan display. DYAXIS Il 4
track processor with DOLBY AC2 Compression card and 1 Gb internal HD. External Plug & Play module with 1 Maxoptic
1.2 Gb mag -op drive. 12 x 1.2 Gb mag -op disks. Studer Multimix 2.3 software + Studer Smart Log.

STUDER A810 '/ inch centre track timecode recorder in trolley with meter bridge. STUDER A80 'A inch console
HHB CDR INDEXER for Marantz CDR -1.
recorder with meter bridge. MARANTZ CDR -1 compact disc recorder.
FOSTEX D2OB DAT recorder with FOSTEX 8320 remote control. TASCAM 122 Mk II 3 head cassette recorder.
TECHNICS RSB905 3 head cassette recorder.
AUDIO KINETICS Q -LOCK 3.10 with remote control and cards for STUDER A810, FOSTEX D2OB and BETACAM SP.
YAM3 Portable timecoder reader & power supply. ASTON TD20 Timecode reader /inserter.
PRO -BEL DIGITAL DA with 2 x 6241 cards and
outputs. RDL 2 CHANNEL VIDEO DA.

1

x 5241

card

DOWNING CM7108 RF distribution amp with 8

BEYER MC740 multi -pattern condenser microphone (2 off). AKG C414EB multi -pattern condenser microphone (1 off).
BEYER DT202 headphones (2 off). BEYER microphone stands with extending boom (2 off). ANGLEPOISE type
microphone stands (2 off). CALREC Phantom Power supply.
JVC FX330L PLL stereo tuner.
6 FT FREE STANDING RACK CABINET with 16 rows of M &M 26 way jack strips.
CABINET with runners for BETACAM SP. 3 FT FREE STANDING RACK CABINET.

AURATONE speakers

1

pair.

CELESTION

3

speakers

1

pair.

3 FT

FREE STANDING RACK

WHARFEDALE LINK 600 powered loudspeaker.

ALESIS RA -100 power amplifier. DRAWMER DL231 Dual expander/compressor.
KLARK TEKNIK DN34 analogue time processor.

YAMAHA SPX90 Mk

1

effects

unit

ACOUSTIC TABLE.

ASSORTED SOFT FURNITURE.

STORAGE CUPBOARDS (2 off).

All the above equipment is currently installed in the Central Office of Information,
Hercules Road, SEI, and is to be sold as seen.
Offers around £30,000 would be entertained.
For an appointment to view, please call Doug Broom on 0171 261 8884.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
USED EQUIPMENT LIST
i4UDIó PHONE
+44 (0) 1225

cCEMPelSb

Studer A 827 remote toc 6 7005 This machure uwu
7e fully refurbished and available shortly
120.000
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Neve 24/8 lined 24
serious money
Neve 0036 fitted 24
32 frame

v

uipment

1081

x

s

2254E

4 x

-,.

-

£call
x

1064

s

4

x

0110 MTh 90 Mk 2

2254E -s in

C42.500

Neve 71120 48 channel In-line no patchbay
Superb
C35.000
Neve 0101- 56 channels 48 group in One iwth
b pb
C40.000
Neve 2476 26 x classic discrete 33122 3 band
«s 4 x comp/limits bargain',
C15.000
AMS Vutual Console 48 channels reset dynamics
Ccatl
SSL 4064G - Total Recall 6 years old G comp
P
noting excellent
£120 000
SSL 4048 E/G - 48 mono 8 stereo 156 r
rR G comp mic amps
C77 000
SSL 5316 20 4 16 mono. 4 stereo 8 IMO s
males ext p/b
C24. 995
Soondiracs ERIC 64 channels. HUGE Tram,.
'i 2 yr MINT
C20 000
Ames Hendrix 56 channel Supermove as nee.
045.000
Amek 2500
',noels. in-line MaslerMix
h 1988.
015.000
Amek I instem Sumer E -10 Iame 32 loaded
S
',Ile use excellent
£14.000
DDA AMR 24 .0 sr
36 frame PPM phase 1110, -

ecialists

-

-

THRE_nOLD
o

-9yfrers

MyTest
LV

''

in'

"

-

9

latchbay private use
ODA Profile - BRAND NEW VU

I

I

-

-

AMS Audioflle 28 green screen v8 12c.
. -lade 8 DAT bu Cards
-

Lexicon Opus Workstation
option CPU-2 AESEBU etc

s

lull

2

Dolby SP24

tir

168/24

feat!

comprehensive quality console
Ext p'b
£1.495
Pye 4
console ihscrete germanium 8 crunch;
w
,ubs ever"
1495
Sludiomaster 3 4 wedge 19' rack mount
£245
-.

2Gh Exabyte

cr

eg

£14.000

Dolby A in modern

24

£995

Timeline lynx System

film

code module

e

KCU remote

Bargain'

r1

-

MULTITRACKS
A

820 AT

i111111, anale

mah remote trolley
The

ULTIMATE',

1

C1

;

450

£595

MI

£695

2

'netted to -2T for mastering
1

Nakamichi B0150

-

"

C395
.

FX EQUIPMENT
Roland Dimension 0

EMT245

,

Lexicon 224

-

£595

._

i

..

atrile remote.

1

-

£695
C1.495

sett

Lexicon PCM 60

£500

Lexicon PCM 41

£350

969

-

563.

the ultimate harmoni

£995

Klark Teknik DN 780
4 m 8

£695

out analogue

. digital

£895

Roland SRV 2000

£395

-

reverb
-

delay mon

.ugital -o

MDB Window Recorder

10011

Akai

S

3200

Akai

S

1000

[695
C .050
0395

£0995

£695

C250

£595

i

16 bit sampler

C395

Pro Tools

£5.500
El

"

tun (retails

-man HD

250

..r
-

sai

MISCELLANEOUS

350
£150

EMT 948 turntables

-995

EMT place remotes
8 Neve hroes From

£1.000

[1.150
0150
0195
£195
f 300

-

-

tc

3

loads

speed
m

stack or

..

c

C75

PPM's - all BBC scale ,vrtn dnver cants horn
GPO 316 MUM
uads aros
BBC

-

mgn gain

ne

ai^;

'

Eso
C1

Mobile Studio For Sale

clock salve M7
3'.I1
1:35.

=-

,.

995
f1 000

ABG C24

Ccall

I595
£3.750

Loads and loads of gulf. cables racks etc.
Call for dotarlo

,,

350
r. stock
CK5
AKG D 202 dual capsule dynamic
Lomo 19A9 Russian valve mic stunning
Nevalon 51 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
Nevalon 416 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
Nevalon 47 BRAND NEW SPECIAL stereoNevalon 418 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
Nevaton 49 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
Nevalon 419 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
Sennheiser MKH40 boxed and excellent
Sennheiser 431 vocal mic as new
Sony ECM 959 M -S stereo har
Shure SM 57 - used 6 availanh
Shure SM 58 - NEW
Shure SM 57 NEW"

CBS

'

AKG 451E8

£175
C775

75
CJ95
£i00

fi50
£i70
C530

£420
E420

-

-

C-75
C-00
£59 ea
199
190

VISA. Mastercard. Access. Eurocard and

AmEx accepted
(A small surcharge applies to most credit
card transactions)

MONITORING
Quested 215:,
Genelec 1025A

2'

Audio Toyshop Ltd

C2Ú95

Tel: +44(0)1225 447222,
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333,
E- mail: toyboys@audio- toyshap.co.uk

C6. £95

= =

Rogers PM 510 S2
5f

Rogers íS37
Focusrite RED

C750
£250
5

CI 400

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

MARK THOMPSON, HELEN RIDER, STEVE LANE, CLIVE RICHARDS

* :SALE:

FAX OR PHONE FOR LIST
505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD, LONDON N7 8NS
TELEPHONE: 0171 609 5479 OR FAX: 0171 609 5483

LARK

WORLDWID

IFESSION,AL SALES LIMITED

WINTER BARGAINS!!
TRIDENT
DOLBY
Series 80 32/24 p/bay £9,995 XP -SR 24
Series 80C 32/94 p/b £14,995 M24 -A
OTARI
NEW KRK
MTR90 24 track,
.

rem auto
MX80 24 track,

rem/auto.....

£11,995
£7,995

£5,995
E995

MONITORS
AND SPARES

AT VERY LOW PRICES
CALL NOW!!

ph

£190

l

M7 malche'.

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

SOUNDTRACS
Jade 32 automation ..£19,995
5 Quartz 48 p/bay
£9,995
'1 CM4400 28/24 p/bay.. £1,995
2 Solo Logic 32 ex dem.. £3,995
Topaz 32
£2,250
Topaz 24
£1,750
PC MIDI 24.
£1,250

TOO

£995

Fairlight MF03 34'
E

£1.750

Cl )95

3

C3

57

Neumann UM
Teletunken 221b

£7.500

Una Major 8%32 Mk 3 great reverb Ex con
Una Major Slargale better than the movie'
r,Op

Apex CDR 40

oishedbyBt..r

"

AKG 451

..

-n

MIDI
Scali
Scali

-

Dolby 363 SR A -Imaculate. 2 channel
Meyer CP -10
5,ind parametric eg
BBE Sono Mar 802
beef up without BSE
Neumann PE V
-and discreet en's
IC 1128
graphrt r
White 4000
.lock- 3

£150
.,

Yamaha SPX 1000

£4.995

.r'

ABG C34

Delta Lab Ellectron ADM 2064

347h auto

Can be

-

'

ASC Reuox PR 99

-

Neumann CMV

Sony PCM 2500

Roland RSS

100 pair tube eq s Not cheap"
Neve 1073 12 available
Altec 436 tube limiter Green 8 MINT
Focusrrte RED 8 dua nric amp er demo
Nerve 33122 - all discrete 3 barn onlv 3 left
Neve Prism 6 eq s 4 dynamics
SSL G383 2 channel m¢ pre eg
,E.,on
0801600
APSex Compellor 300
hamlet mix comp
Valley People Gain Brain 2, single module
Valley People Kepee 2 9 in rack
UE

£1.695

.

Sony PCM 2800

H

K86

MICROPHONES

2T MACHINES
Foster D-10

Eventide

RCA BACS pair undergoing returb.shment

:

C1.995

_.

-

Studer

8

03.750

£995

1

Pikas

-

Sony MOS 03

systems available with loads of

UHU 8

kgtrA

2

Taseam DA U x 2 SC 88 card big remote and
meterbridge Private use t yr Old
£5.995

y

1

£19.000
DOA 0 series
"W162. NEW. lyr warranty £10.000
I2 NEW 1yr warranty
DDA FMR
£9.000
Allen 8 Heath G53
3 vl /8 ch expansion midi
02.500
Yamaha DMC 1000 5teieo software. DA A!D -s etc
W
urround
Cull

K A W

4 x t

-

56 channel YUS BRAND NEW

Yamaha 0MR 8

Worldwide

C11 500

012r1 MT11100 SR remote and locate internal SR
cards 1 private owner
£29.000

Nakamich MR-2

C15.000

£33.000

000 DMR 12

e

arriving soon Remote

-

e

gDOVeWS s

3

.

refurbished

'

of the

OUTBOARD

-

Studer Dyaxls 2 with multi-desk control surface
removable optical V 2 3 software
C9 995

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

CALL NOW!
TELEPHONE

01462 49060
FACSIMILE

01462 49070

DELIVERY

DIAL A FAXr-

FO

TOOPII17 UP TO GAO 101,1,1110 TOT OM TOUT

E

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SOUNDTRACS
DESKS
FOR SALE /
WANTED

From £500 to £ 10,000
12 months guarantee
CLASSIC
SOUNDTRACS EQ
excellent build quality

Call Tim Jones at
Studio Systems
WATFORD UK 01923 267733
Authorised Soundtracs
Service and Spares Centre

STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIED
for our

The deadline

Village

The-1

Adventures in Audio
Outboard Specialists
TLA

*Lexicon*

Joe Meek

CABLES

CONNECTORS

Focusrite

MICS

PROTOOLS

-

i

KRK

lie

Main Dealer

Spendor

2

v e yI

Z

STANDS

Nearfield Specialists
Dynaudio

-

O

SYNCHRONIZERS

* Yamaha

MACKIE - Main Dealer

Call Nick Melville- Rogers 0181 440 3440

February issue is

FOR ALL YOUR STUDIO SPARES

TEL:

17 JANUARY.

SOFTWARE

HEADPHONES
AMPLIFIERS
SPEAKERS

ADAPTERS

0171.237 1424

SERVING THE INDUSTRY

Call Rebecca Reeves on
+44 171 620 3636

to book your space now.

MASTERING AND DUPLICATION
Telephone: 0181 521 2424

0181 503 6360 Facsimile: 0181 521 4343

hup:lheww.kuowletlgcr,,..,i !ccr/bilronQrorr/G',nfil: Ge.,u, ,o-,lum.ro.ak

wit¡t

ce4

.

.

Soun.

HILTONGROVE

Recoraing
TECHNOLOGY
DIRECT

where sound advice counts

Alpha Business Centre, 60 South Grove, Walthanstow, London E17 7NX
Compact Discs Pro-Mastering Digibin Cassettes Reprographics Print
32 Bit Technology ISDN Lines MD2.3 Band DSP One-off CD's

COMPACT DISCS
HIGH END MASTERING

ONE OFF CD'S £20.000 + VAT

LATEST 32 -BIT DSP

Up to 74 Mins
500 CI) Singles Complete £690 + VAT
500 CD Albums Complete £820 + VAT

SUPER BIT MAPPING

1000 CD Singles Complete £995 + VAT
1000 CD Albums Complete £1190 + VAT

Sadie Digital Editing 1mer 3 hrs storage), Editing To Score, Post Mastering,

20 BIT DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO

20 BIT EDITING

Artwork, PQ Encoding.

SOUND RESTORATION, DE -CLICK etc

Telephone C.R.S. 01424 444141

COPY MASTERS

DIGITALLY DUPLICATED
CASSETTES

Unit M2

Albany Road
Prescot

Sip

Merseyside
L34 2SH
Tel: 0151 430 9001
Fax: 0151 430 7441

(N.W.) LIMITED

Hard disk CD mastering
One -off CDs from £10.00
Real time cassette copying
Copy masters, digital editing
Laser printed labels and inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality and presentation

Unparalleled service. nest prices
Fast turnaround - hours not days
Analogue /Digital Mastering and Post Production.

MARKET LEADERS

e 0181 446 3218 LONDON
a 01480 461880 CAMBRIDGE

DESIGN

Nip

i,,.,w., mpeol peAo.monce

co

4A

e mod

MOPS CI FARSNCE

FUI FIL MENT

PRINT

& ANALOGUE

ALL CO's RECORDED ON THE MARANTZ CDR620
COMPACT DISK MANUFACTURING IN THE UK.
FAST TURN AROUND. DIGITALLY DUPLICATED, LOOP BIN

DUPLICATED & REAL TIME COPIED CASSETTES

6 Grand Union Centre, West Row, London W10 565
Tel: 0181 960 7222 Fax: 0181 968 1378

Verification

FO MS

RF PRO

MASTERS (INCLUDING DCC FORMAT!)

Repeat Performance Mastering

Compiling, Cedar No Noise, De Clicking,

ARTWORK

ONE -OFF CD's DIGITAL

RPM

CD Pre -Mastering, Loop-Bin Mastering, Editing,

CDR Replication, Sound Analysis and

PRINT REPROGRAPHICS

CUSTOM WOUND BLANK CASSETTES 5 SCREW SHELLS
LUGS IN OR OUT,

oilo@.epem pe,nrnwn<e

ON -BODY PRINTING, B.A.T. TO D.A.T. COPYING

COMPUTER DISK DUPLICATION & BLANK FORMATTED

unit in )
albino mad
proem

raz

ulrrsrr;i.;

3.5" DISKS

Pro Tools, Sonic Solutions
Editing & Hire

CASSETTE CASES: SINGLE
CO CASES

INLAY CARDS

telephone: 0151 430 9u1

facsimile: 0/51 ti-30

i

-

real rime and Lipp hin cassette duplication.
c.d replication. print.
precisiate wound cassettes.

DISK LABELS
LABELS

Audio Restoration

DESIGN

DOUBLE

-

DISK CASES

ARTWORK

-

-4

PACK

CASSETTE LABELS

-

REPRO

-

FILMS

01992 -500101

-

PRINT

37, NEWBURY,

BERNS RG14 7YW

01635 552237 FAX. 01635 34179
MOBILE: 0860 224 202
TEL:

PAUL

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR

VIDEO

AUDIO & COMPUTER SUPPLIES

jbs records
Computer printed labels.
reel, Sony Betamax or R-DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST

-

CREDIT CARD PAYMENT FACILITIES.

Tel: 0171 483 3506

MUSIC and SPEECH
1/4"

6 PACK

CD LABELS.

THE STUDIOS, P.O. BOX

Solo,

-

VIDEO CASES

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.

TEL: 0161 9731884

FAX: 0161 905 2171

11MI 0,5 PHUIIUL !IONS

PHUSIIL I

o

L

I

NSING

Set IS

II151

HINU11011

Studio Sound Classified
Tel: 0171 620 3636
Fax: 0171 401 8036

& SERVICES

PRODUCTS

3 STEPS TO THE
BEST SELLING CD LABELLER

KIT INCLUDES:
40 Clarendon Rd West

1

\1'1s:

Chohton. Manchester M21 ORL

(roll( rot Room?
'sect. almost ails

design prinrgdrs
of the Lain) 't nm.i S..inc nnc 10 Iii.
Instead of wising un creating a reflection free one. in
this nets configuration ut noon the unwanted reflections
are masked by many randenured ION Res el reflections
from the front tit the norm. allowing conslstend) ficcur tie
response and imaging throughout the room regardless of
equipment las out.
This means that sers ditfereiii rooms can he nsade
suhlectnrls identical, presiding the closest thing set in
absolute reference nwniturme
If you're wt.. abort! your new s,,nvel runs.
von .l
Id he talAmg to

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design and
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of

Ambthair Services Ltd ..
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269

(DESIGN TEMPLATES FOR MAC
(DESIGN EXPRESS FOR PC

;THE NEATO LABELLER
1100 UNIQUE CDR LABELS

(COMPLETE INSTRUCTION GUIDE

TO REORDER YOUR LABELS CALL NEATO DIRECT

ANDREW J PARRY

rill (II6Ir1(1íO,57

Web:http://www.pncl.co.uk/-mhardy/as.html
mhardy0pncl.co.uk

Email:

EIEETR0A00USTIC

CD AUDIO. LU -HUM Hspuuabon
Vinyl Records - 12" & 7" with DMM Mastering
Neve DTC & Sonic Solutions Digital PreMastering
Lyrec Dolby HX Pro Cassette Duplication

Graphics Design

Printing

&

All Manufacturing In- House, Since 1977

EUROPADISK LTD
75 Varick Street. New York, NY 10013

('hssic(11

to

CD LABELLE

Rock

'AMS /NEVE LOGIC 2 CONSOLE
80 CHANNELS /48 INPUTS
'STUDER 48 TRACK (DASH)
'WIDE SELECTION OF MICROPHONES
'FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
BASED IN GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
TEL +4122.349.2225 FAX +41.22.349.8377

1212) 226 -4401 (800) 455-8555 FAX (212) 226 -8672

I

NEAT

DINEMEC SOUND
MOBILE STUDIO

Need U.S. production of your
audio or ROM product?

INTERNET http www dinemec ch

?

KIT

THE

E55

SOLUTION

Fmc (0181: 932 0480
111111110

THE STUDIO WIZARD
Will Design. Supply. Build. Train. Install. Debug and save you
moneys So if you want a studio that works like magic call me,

0860 666532
FROM A LITTLE ADVICE

Lockwood Audio
THE

nerf

TAW)?

JPe i.iiuls

SPARES AND REPAIRS
ong established dealer in used equipment

and records
Phone: +44 (0)
Fax:

Peter

.44

181
(0) 181

-

Studio Design

:

?

ir

Lrd

super,.i

Worle Wiee Wep -A

co uwiaerb

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX- BASF-MAXELL -3M- SONY -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

SOUND

VIDEO

VICES

THE

IIII0

1

7

1

0

1

7

1

AMAZN6 JOEMEEK

TUBE

CHAPEE.

-

4 3

1

4 3

1

-

02
02

STEREO COMPRESSORS. PROCIANNEL VOICE

TRY BEFORE YOU BOY

E81íWIL M MBE N

OPIDOE

II YOUR

1

2

1

2

CRAWL.

OWN STUDIO WITH YOUR OWN

Wut 1:W.14

NIB

SCHOOLS/
INSTRUCTION
BE

A RECORDING ENGINEER
TRAIN AT HOME ith Aem

Easy Home -Sludy practical

1

training in Multi -track
Recordinc. Join our
successft.I working
graduates or build your
own studio.

%.7-I0

Diploma.
Accredited.

rSTU D -IIJHIRr
LONDON LTD

7H,1

Wet vox..

Career guidance.

FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
Bnttania Way. Stanwell. Staines. Middx TW 19

&&

Shentonlield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660

Supplied tor most makes.
Tape Head Re- Lapping/Re -Profiling
Same day turn round.

TEL: 01784 256046

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre 1,71
Sntingbourne. Kent MEW 3RS England
(01795)428425 Fax (01795)422365

i}I.

NEW TAPE HEADS

ti

printer.
printers.
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

Spools. boxes. blades. splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes Cl 120. labels. library cases. inlay cards
Bulk audio C-Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

TO A COMPLETE
AT THE RIGHT PPOr1-

On 54 sheets for computer printing by laser
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix

i' r

International

fete: +44 (0) 1743 356161
fax +44 (0) 1743 359292
7
mobile:
0385 586079
email: 100714.2673(dicompuserve corn

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE

SIJ/-1¡Ls

207 4472
207 5283

CON,TglicTrON PROJECT

FOR

D*TAYEI

FREE INFORMATION:

U[1110 INSTITUTE
1111

2258 -A Union St. Suite

P

San Francisco. CA 94123

PRODUCT
F

A

R
X

B

A

C

BROCHURE SHOWCASE
K

a
+

1
1`

4

/.'
1.'

7

Prism Sound

CAN FOR )
(////i/I/

4

produces the DSA -1
hand -held AES /EBU
analyzer, the Dscope
FFT analyzer and
high- quality A/D and
D/ A converters.
The DSA -1 is the only
hand -held tool that
measures carrier
parameters and data
content. With
programmable
go /no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it solves interface problems fast.
For more information on Prism Sound range
of products, call:

I

The Cantor] catalogue
provides professional
audio users throughout
world with direct
ess to a range of
xl items. This latest
mon of the industry's
ential source details
added 500 NEW
Items to the extensive
range. With headquarters in the
L F and sales offices in France, Germany, Switzerland
and Ireland. Canford offers a service which caters for
the urgent needs of audio industries wherever in the
world. For flore information, or a copy of the Lanford
Catalogue tontact
Canford Audio plc, Crowther Road, Washington,
Tyne and Wear NF.38 OBW, UK.
Tel: +44 191 417 0057
Fax +44 191 416 0392
E Mail: Orcanford.co.uk

44

0

8

1

0

Have you seen the new catalogue
from Danish Pro Audits covering the
complete range of Brüel & Kjaer Series 4000
Professional Microphones and accessories the Microphones that are famous for keeping

their promises about superb transient response

- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion wide dynamic range. If you want to learn
more about Briiel & Kjwr microphones and
microphone techniques
hen get the new
catalogue.
t

Danish Pro Audio ApS
Hejrevang 11
3450 Altered
Denmark
Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax: +45 4814 2700

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988
Fax: +44 ON 1223 425023

E -mail:

msmics @image.dk

William James House, Cowley Road,

Cambridge CB4 4WX

L
Tektronix' Television Products
Catalogue
Inside this invaluable product catalogue are full details
of an ever -broadening range of monitoring, generating
and measurement products from Tektronix - the leading
supplier to the broadcast industry.
Tektronix' involvement in many international
standards organisations means we are able to bring
test solutions promptly to market. Our record in
addressing the video and audio industries' test and
monitoring needs for new
technologies is second to
,..+
none.

Anthony DeMaria Labs
These precision -built devices are made in

the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those
who want the best. Their well -earned
reputation for quality and reliability is
backed by an impressive list of owners and
users on both sides of the Atlantic.
Want to find out why?

Tel: +44 (0) 1628 403300

Fax: +44 (0) 1628 403301
TEKTRONIX

Now available in the U.K.

4th Avenue,
Globe Park, Marlow,
Bucks

For Sales, Service & Rental Call
ony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 - IAN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399

rIID FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS,
The Sept '96 Future Film Developments
(FFD) Product Guide is now available

The new

monitors
from
Harbeth:

FFD stock: Canare, Cannon, Supra,
Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose, Middle
Atlantic, beyerdynamic, Sennheiser, Rycote,
Shure, Sony,ASL, Matthey & many more.

d

FFD offer

the sound,
the looks,
the value.

a

custom cable and iackfield manufacturing service
phis technical advice.We also buy
and part exchange used audio
equipment through our
sister company LTF

cables Main characteristics are the extreme flexibility
also at lowest temperatures, the high quality of
materials and the excellent features. Among the audio
cables. multipair cables from 2 to 48 pairs are
available along with instrumental, microphone.
starquad and wiring cables both analog and digital
AES /EBU, besides speaker cables from 2 to 8
conductors. 2.5, 4 and 6 sq mm. with coaxial.
twinaxial and parallel manufacturing
Come and see us at
the 101st AES

onvention ooth 8 1540.

LINK S.n.c.
00156 - Roma - Italy Via Tiburtina. 912
Tel: +39-6 -4072831
Fax: +39- 6- 4073138
E-Mail:
LINK.PRO@IOL.IT,

64 Oxford Road
New Denham
Uxbridge UB9 4DN
Tel:01895 813730
Fax:01895 813701

L

Circle

For an Immediate response

either 'AMUCK Rebecca
Room; directly or mall to
R
Studio Sound, Ludgate Rouse,
245 BlackMars Road,
London St1 SUR.

eurocable

euroeable range includes audio. video and control

Whatever your audio/video
µ,irements, make sure you have
opy of the FFD Product Guide
with its 6000 items to hand!

Worldwide distribulors wanted

Xpression! ProAudio,
eth UK +1444 440955 fax: 440688

SL7 1YD

OU
NAME

DDRESS

the number you require further
information about

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

JANUARY 1997

8

R

9

OSTCODE
EL
AX

I

N F O R M A T

I

O N

WORLD TRADE CENTER
JUNE 4
7, 1997

1

tkilini-.1

MEXICO CITY
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MEXICO '96

THE
OVERWHELMING SUCCESS.
DEMAND FOR A YEARLY SHOW BY THE LOCAL

WAS

AN

AND INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS AND VISITORS

ALIKE

SO GREAT,

WAS

THAT

WE ACCEPTED

THE CHALLENGE BY SCHEDULING A REPEAT
PERFORMANCE FOR THE SHOW IN 1997.
THIS

OF A
ECONOMIC

GREAT POWERHOUSE

EMERGING FROM

ITS

MARKET

IS

INSTABILITY

AND WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE IN FULL SWING IN

TIME FOR OUR SECOND EXPOSITION.

THE SEMINARS AND CLINICS WILL CONTINUE
TO GROW AND SS! WILL BRING N MORE
WORLD RENOWN

INTERNATIONAL AND

LOCAL

PROFESSIONALS THAN EVER BEFORE.

DO NOT
BE PART

MISS THIS

OF

GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO

LATIN- AMERICA'S

PRIMARY MUSIC

INDUSTRY MARKET SHOW, AS AMERICA LOOKS

FORWARD TO CONTINUING BUSINESS WITH

ITS

FUTURE #1 TRADING PARTNER.

1
ii

Web Address:
hilp: / /www.ssiexpos.con

n

ii,

..4

liternational
Contact: Chris Adams

SR 400G

High Point Dr. Hartsdale, NY 10530 USA Tel: (914) 993-048? Fax: (914) 328 -8819
Specify

if

Exhibitor or Visitor Information

u
October 16th -20t11í

January 19th -23rd

April
1997

Cannes, France.
Jane Garton, Press Manager.
Paris.Tel: +33 01 41 90 44 39.
Email: jane_garton@midem-

paris.ccmail.compuserve.com

Olympia 2, London, UK
Tel: +44 181 742 2828.
Fax: +44 181 742 3182.
Web: http://www.intranetexpo.com

January 30th -31st
Ive! Show 1997
The Roundhouse, London, UK.
Nexus. UK.
Tel: +44 1322 660070.
Fax: +44 1322 615636

April 21st-23rd
Cable & Satellite 1997

February 1997

Earls Court 2. London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 910 7884. Email:

Febnsary 4th -8th
The ISDN & ATM Show

catherine.barrett@reedex.co.uk.
Web: http: / /www.cabsat.co.uk/

Olympia 2. London, UK.
Tel: +44 1733 3094304.
Fax: +44 1733 390042.

April 23rd -25th
Entech 97

February 22nd -25th
Middle East Broadcast 97

April 23rd-28th

Electronic Cinema
Festival 97

February 26th
-March 2nd

Montreux, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20.
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51.
Email: crawford@symposia.ch
Web:http://www.montreux.ch/sy
mposia

light
Sound, Frankfurt.
Tel: +49 69 75 75 6415.
Fax: +49 69 875 75 6950.
Web: http: / /www.messe

April 28th -28th
The Measure of Audio
AES UK Conference

frankfurt.de

t

Melbourne Exhibition Centre,
Australia. Tel: +61 2 876 3530.

The International

Bahrain International Exhibition
Centre. Tel: +973 550033;
UK. Tel: +44 171 486 1951.

March

997

March 5th -6th
ng

Iuipment Show (SBES)
Jurys Hotel & Towers,
Ballsbridge, Dublin.
Tel: +44 1491 838575
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk.

March 13th-151h

Conference Room, Baden Powell House, Queen's Gate,
London SW7, UK.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
Fax: +44 1628 667002.
Email: AESUK@aol.com

May 1997
May
Pro Audio Light

ope

and Music China 97

Barcelona. Spain.

Beijing Exhibition Centre,
Beijing, China.
Tel: +852 2861 3331.

Tel: +44 171 287 2087.

March 22nd-25th
s c.

MOC Centre, Munich Germany.
Tel: +49 8142 14167.
Fax: +49 89 32399 351.
Email: 102nd-chairman @aes.org
Web: http:/ /www.aes.org

March 23rd-26th

May
Expo Comm Wireless
Korea 97
Korea Exhibition Centre, Seoul,
Korea. Tel: +82 2 555 7153.
Fax: +82 2 556 9474.

May 2nd-4th

Ir, t,
Brompton Hall Earls Court.
London. UK.
Tel: +44 181 568 8374.
Fax: +44 181 232 8288.

Rimini Trade Fair. Italy.
Tel: +39 51 264003.
Fax: +39 51 238755.
Email: nets@nets.it

May 2nd -4th

International
Olympia 2. London, UK.
Tel: +44 1865 388000.
Fax: +44 1865 7365 736354.
Email: conferences @leamed.co.uk
Web: http: //www.iwuk.com

May 21st-23rd
MIDEM ASIA 97
Hong Kong.
Jane Garton, Press Manager.
Paris.Tel: +33 01 41 90 44 39.
Email: jane_garton@midem-

paris.ccmail.compuserve.com

May 23rd-25th
Music Instruments Asia
97 and Dance Tech 97
Singapore.
Tel: +65 337 5574.
Fax: +65 336 06239.

Email: create@pacific.net.sg

June 1997
June 3rd-5th
REPLltech International

US

July 1997
July 1st-4th
SMPTE 97
Darling Harbour,
Sydney,Australia.
Tel: +61 2 9976 3245.
Fax: +61 2 9976 3774
email cnnferenre(e peg.apc.Org

July 3rd -5th
Bangkok International Trade
Centre, Bangkok, Thailand.
Tel: +65 227 0688.
Fax: +65 227 0913.

September 1997
September 8t1í -11th
MIDEM Latin America &
Caribbean Music Market
Miami Beach, Florida.
Tel: +1 33 1 41 90 44 39.
Fax: +1 33 1 41 90 44 50.
Email: jane-gartonOmidem-

paris.ccmail.compuserve.com.

San Jose,California. US.
Tel: +1 609 279 1700.
Fax: +1 609 279 1999.

US: Tel +1 305 573 06 58.
Fax: +1 305 573 70 77.

June 4th -7th
4th Annual Latin American Pro Audio &
Music Expo Mexico 97

September 12th-16th
IBC 97, Amsterdam.
Tel: +44 171 240 3839.
Fax: +44 171 240 3724.

World Trade Centre,
Mexico City. Email:
chris@ssiexpos.com
Web: http: / /www.ssiexpos.com

Email: show@ibc.org.uk
Web: http: //www.ibc.org.uk/ibc/

June 7th-1 Oth
Nightwave 97

Jacob K Javits Convention
Centre, New York, US.
Tel: +1 212 661 2355.
Fax: +1 212 682 0477.
Web: http: //www.aes.org

Rimini Exhibition Centre, Italy.
Tel: +39 541 711249.
Fax: +39 541 786686.

September 26th -29th
AES 103rd Convention

June 24th-27th
Exposhow & Pro-Audio 97

October 1997

LENEXPO Exhibition Complex.
St Petersburg, Russia.
Irina Neduma:
Tel: +7 812 325 6245.
Fax: +7 812 325 6245.

October 2nd -5th
18th Nordic Sound
Symposium

June 25th -27th
AES 8th Regional

Convention 97
Sunshine City Convention Centre,

EDITORIAL Executive Editor: Zenon Schoepe Editor.

CT_soun

Ikebukuro.
Tokyo. Japan.
Tel: +81 45 939 7009.
Fax: +81 45 939 7091 Web:
http:/ /www. aes.org

April
15th -16th
Intranet

International Audio,
Video, Broadcasting and
Telecommunications
Show (IBIS 97)
Milan, Italy.

October 29th-30th
22nd Sound Broadcasting
Equipment Show (SBES)
Hall 7, National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham, UK.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
Fax: +44 1491 832575.
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk

November 1997
November 4th -6th
Vision & Audio 97
Earls Court 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 118 975 6218.
Fax: +44 118 975 6216.
Email: info @aprs.co.uk
Web: http: / /www.aprs.co.uk

November 18th-20th
Digital Media W.
Earls Court 2, London, UK
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.
Fax: +44 181 995 3633.
Email: digimedia@atlas.co.uk
Web: http: //www.digmedia.co.uk

June 1998
June 2nd -5th
38
World Trade Centre. Singapore
Tel: +65 338 4747.
Fax: +65 339 5651.

October 1998
October 12th
-November 6th
ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference
Minneapolis, Minnesota. US.
Tel: +41 22 730 5969.

November 1998
November 10th -11th
23rd Sound Broadcasting
Equipment Show ISBES)
Hall 8, National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham, UK.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk

Bolkesjo. Norway.
Seem Audio:

October 1999

Tel: +47 66 98 27 00.
Fax: +47 66 84 55 40.
Email: soundsymp@nrk.no
Web: http:/ /www.nrk.no /soundsymp/

October 8th -17th
Telecom 99
Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 22 730 5969.
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i
DVD may be `versatile' as

to audio,

far as the video and computer industries are concerned, but when it comes

BILL FOSTER

argues, the uncertainty of the grey eminencies

about the DVD -Audio standard, now places premastering engineers
THERE IS NO DOUBT that the DVD disc
potential of storing up to 17Gb of
-with
data -is the 'maiden's prayer' when it comes
to the delivery of near- broadcast quality video
pictures or the storage of multilayer computer
games with complex graphics. But, in their
rush to get these discs to market and recover
some of the huge sums that have been invested
in the search for a workable high density
CD solution, DVD's developers have almost
totally ignored the requirements of the audio
industry.
Perhaps a little background might be useful.
A DVD disc is capable of delivering data
at a rate of 10.08 million bits per second
(Mbit /s), around eight times faster than CD's
1.44Mbit /s -or an equivalent rate to an 8x
CD -ROM drive. The DVD -Video format also
supports a variable bit rate so that during
less complex video scenes it can slow down
to under 2Mbit /s, thus saving space and
increasing the playing time.
Unlike CD, the file structure on all DVD
discs -whether they be video, ROM or audio
-is the same. This creates the potential for
much greater cross -platform compatibility
than has been possible with the existing
compact disc formats.
Apart from a few minor details, the
standards for both DVD -Video and DVD ROM are now set. The DVD -Audio
standard, however, is not.
There have been a number of
proposals for DVD -Audio,
ranging from two channels
of 24 -bit resolution audio
sampled at 96kHz, to an
8- channel, lossless encoded signal sampled and
quantised at a choice
of frequencies and
word lengths according to the quality and
playing time required.
These and other proposals are currently
being evaluated by a
subcommittee of the
Japanese -based DVD
Consortium.
Many of the original
calculations for the
multichannel proposal'
were based upon the
assumption that, without
video, there would be
10.08Mbit /s available for
audio. Unfortunately, this idea
hit a brick wall during the
Copenhagen AES when a representative from the DVD Consortium
pointed out that the DVD format reserved
around 3Mbit /s for video, irrespective of
i

in a

in

he DVD

consortium

quandary over how to proceed

whether it is used or not. In fact, taking into
account other .system overheads, the
maximum data rate available for audio is
6.144Mbit/s.
So, for some of the audio people it was back
to the drawing board.
One of the major selling points of DVD Video is that it is backward compatible with
conventional audio CDs. To this end DVD Video players support 44.1kHz audio in
addition to 48kHz (the sample rate used by

tering facilities have for some time been
'future proofing their CD production masters
by recording them at higher sampling rates,
especially where the source material is
analogue. While 96kHz is currently the highest
available sampling rate, many engineers are
choosing 88.2kHz as they believe that downsampling from 88.2kHz to 44.1kHz produces
a sonically better audio CD master. To effect

all video machines with digital audio recording
capability) and 96kHz, which it is anticipated

complex sample -rate conversion with the
inherent risk to audio quality that this brings.

this conversion needs only a simple decimation,
while coming down from 96kHz requires a

-by the Japanese, anyway -will ultimately

THE NEWS that 88.2kHz is not supported
replace 48kHz.
In the l)VD format now places premastering
But at the recent AES in Los Angeles it
emerged (by way of a passing comment made engineers in a quandary. Should they master
by another member of the DVD Consortium at 88.2kHz in order to retain the quality of
the CD -which will be by far the largest
during a workshop on DVD) that the DVD
format does not support 88.2kHz, and this
percentage of the market for some years to
is now causing considerable concern to those come -or should they master at 96kHz on
in audio who see a long life still ahead for
the basis that anyone with an ear for quality
will dump their CD player in favour of a DVD
the audio CD.
Many of the world's leading audio premas- machine at the first available opportunity?
Because very few digital mixes these days
appear to be done on anything other than
DAT-and anyone using that format gets what
they pay for-perhaps the only real area of
concern is for the (slowly) growing band
of engineers using M -O recorders such
as the Sony PCM-9000 and Genex
GX8000. They will need to make
a decision at the time of the
recording or mixing session
as to the intended final use
for the material. In the
case of analogue tapes,
the answer is probably
to encode twice during
premastering; once for
each sampling rate.
Luckily, the DVDAudio format is still
at the discussion
stages and so there
is time, in theory, to
lobby the DVD
Consortium for the
addition of 88.2kHz.
But, as the DVD -Video
format does not
support 88.2kHz, it
would preclude discs
recorded at this sampling
frequency from being
played on DVD-Video
machines, requiring
consumers to buy a second
unit. That may work fine in
Japan's fast moving domestic
electronics market, but is likely
to be greeted with less enthusiasm
elsewhere in the world.
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1lil N I; t'THE HR824 ACTIVE MONITOR.

1

I

Imaging
and definition are
compromised. The

If you've been

trusting the quality
of your creative product to passive
monitors, there's an
astonishing revelation
waiting for you.
In our opinion, the
active, biamplified
HR824 is the most
accurate near-field

"sweet spot"
gets `Try

small.
Like biamped
speakers, wave guides
Bie
David
acoustic
engineer
Mackie
aren't a new concept.
uses scanning laser vibrometry to map
monitor available
But it takes optimized
HR824 tweeter dome vibrations.
so accurate that it esinternal electronics
sentially has no "sound" of its own.
and a systems approach to make them
Rather, Mackie Designs' High Resoluwork in near -field applications.
tion Series*' HR824 is the first small
The HR824's wave guide (Fig. B)
monitor with power response so flat that
maximizes dispersion,
it can serve as a completely neutral contime aligns the acousductor for whatever signal you send it
tic center of the HF
transducer to the LF
transducer's center,
SCIENCE, NOT SNAKE OIL.
and avoids enclosure
Internally- biamplified, servo (HR824)
diffraction (notice that
controlled speakers aren't a new concept.
the monitor's face is
But to keep the cost of such monitors
perfectly smooth.) The exponential
reasonable, it's taken advances in
guide also increases low treble sensimeasurement instrumentation, transtivity, enabling the HF transducer to
ducers, and electronics technology.
handle more power and produce flat
In developing the HR Series, Mackie
response at high SPLs.
Designs sought out the most talented
acoustic engineers and then made an
CLEAN. ARTICULATED BASS.
enormous commitment to exotic
result
The
HR824
is
the
technology.
Seasoned recording engineers can't
of painstaking research and money-isbelieve the HR824's controlled low
no- object components, not to mention
bass extension. They hear low frequency
thousands of hours of listening tests and
accuracy that simply can't be achieved
with passive speakers using external
tens of thousands of dollars in tooling.
amplifiers. Why?
FLAT RESPONSE...
First, the HR824's FR Series 150 ON OR OFF -AXIS.
watt bass amplifier is directly coupled
in a servo loop to the 8.75-inch
One of the first things you notice
mineral -filled polypropylene low
about the HR824 is the gigantic "sweet
frequency transducer.
spot." The detailed sound field stays with
It constantly monitors the LF
you as you move back and forth across
unit's motional parameters and applies
far
enough
and
extends
the console
appropriate control and damping.
behind you that musicians and producAn oversized magnet structure and
ers can hear the same accurate playback.
extra -long voice coil lets the woofer
The reason is our proprietary exachieve over 16 mm of cone excursion.
ponential high frequency wave guide.
Bass notes start and stop instantly,
Without it, a monitor speaker tends to
without "tubbiness."
project critical high frequencies in a
Second, the HR824's low frequency
narrow beam (Fig. A) while creating
driver is coupled to a pair of aluminum
undesirable edge diffraction as sound
mass -loaded, acoustic- insulated 6.5waves interact with the edges of the
inch passive drivers. These ultra -rigid
speaker.
drivers eliminate problems like vent
noise, power compression, and low
frequency distortion and couple
much more effectively with the control
H R821
room's air mass. They achieve the
Active
equivalent radiating area of a 12 -inch

-

-

-

-

Monitors
accept

balanced

or unbal-

&

anced 'r."
and XLR
inputs. Jacks
removable 1EC

far doonv,.,r,l w
that the speaker ran he
placed clos. t" nar ".,II
surfaces.
power cord

woofer cone, allowing the HR824 to
deliver FLAT response to 42Hz with a
38Hr, 3dB -down point.
Third, the woofer enclosure is airdisplaced with high- density adiabatic
foam. It damps internal midrange
reflections so they can't bleed
back through the LF
tranS-

ducer cone and "each your ears. The
typical problem of small- monitor
midrange "boldness" is c1:ß- ,tnated.

ATRUE PISTON IC

Fig. C: Uneven

fabric dome
tweeter motion
diatom high
frequencies.

HIGH - FREQUENCY RADIATOR.
We scoured the earth for the finest
high frequency transducers and then
subjected them to rigorous evaluation.

One test, scanning laser vibrometry, gives
a true picture of surface vibration
patterns. Two test results are shown in

Fig. D: HR824
alloy dome's

uniform,
accurate pistoni
motion.

Mackie is one of the few active

monitor manufacturers that also has
experience building stand -alone professional power amps. Our HR824
employs two smaller versions of our
FR Series M.1200 power amplifier
loo watts (with i5oW bursts) for high

-

frequencies, and 15o watts (200W
peak output) for low frequencies.
Both amps make use of high-speed,
latch -proof Fast Recovery design using
extremehv low negative feedback.

TAILOR THEM TO YOUR SPACE.
Because control rooms come in
all shapes, sizes and cubic volumes,
each HR824 has a three- position
Low Frequency Acoustic Space control. It maintains flat bass response
whether you place your monitors away
from walls (whole spare), against the wall
(half space)
The Mackie HR824 Active Monitor.
.SdB from 42 to 20k1-ta.

the upper right hand corner of this ad.
Figure C is a conventional fabric dome
tweeter in motion. You needn't be an
acoustic engineer to see that the dome
is NOT behaving as a true piston.
Figure D shows our High Resolution
metal alloy dome at the same frequency.
It acts as a rigid piston up to 22kHz,

delivering pristine, uncolored treble
output that reproduceseractO what
you're recording.
INDIVIDUALLY OPTIMIZED.
We precisely match each transducer's actual output via electronic
adjustments. During final assembly,
each HR824 is carefully hand -trimmed
to ±1.5dB, 42Hz- 20kHz. As proof,
each monitor comes certified with its
own serialized, guaranteed frequency
response printout.
The HR824's front board has
"radiused" edges to further eliminate
diffraction; an "H" brace bisects
the enclosure for extra

Woodinville

WA

USA

t

or in corners (quarter spare).

A low frequency Roll-Off switch at
80Hz lets you emulate small home
stereo speakers or popular small studio monitors.

CONFRONT REALITY AT
OUR MACKIE DESIGNS DEALER.
We've made some pretty audacious
claims in this ad. But hearing is
believing. So bring your favorite demo
material and put our High Resolution
Series monitors through their paces.
If you've never experienced active
monitors before, you're going to love
the unflinching accuracy of Mackie
Designs' HR824.s.

If you've priced other 2 -way
active monitors, you're going to love
the HR824's price AND its accuracy.

©1196 Mackie Designs Inc.
All rights reserved.

206/487 -4333 1# 206/485 -1152
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Want your mixes to deliver the punch and clarity of the industry
heavyweights? Now you can... thanks to the FinalizerTM. TC's
new concept in dynamics signal processing. Inserted between
the stereo output of your mixer and your master recording
media, the Finalizer dramatically increases the volume without
sacrificing fidelity or stereo imaging.
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Finalizer
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We've even thrown in a Calibration Tone Generator. All of the
Finalizer's functions are easily monitored on the graphic LCD and
on the seven precision LED meters.

Now even your demos will sound like

a

CD. You can

simultaneously:
20 Bit precision A/D and D/A Convertors
Five band 24 Bit Parametric Equalizer

Shape It:
Enhance It:

I

-

I

a

Convert It:
ANALOG

]dNCUCTION

MP

1

a'.s5,-.

Choose between De- Essing, Stereo
Adjust or the Digital Radiance

Generator'
AES/ANALOG

Real -time Gain Maximizer
Variable Slope Multiband Expander
Multi -band Compressor
Variable Ceiling Limiter prevents overloads
Manual or Auto Fade Tool
To maintain the highest resolutions on
the digital AES /EBU and S/PDIF outputs

Normalize It:

DIGITAUANALOG MIXER

Expand It:
Squeeze It:
Trim It:

OUT

Fade It:

Dither It:
The Finalizer creates that extra energy boost that you otherwise
only can get from a professional mastering house. With its
powerful multiband processing it will make your mixes sound
punchier, louder, crisper, warmer, spectrally balanced,
more "in your face"... it's your choice!
The Finalizer's 'Wizard' function easily finds the optimum setting
for your mix: Simply enter the type of music you are mixing and
to what extent you want it processed... and you are done! The
more experienced user may "tweak" the signal path extensively,
with over 75 parameters to choose from. You will also find
additional signal analysis tools including a Phase Correlation
Meter, Peak -Hold Meter, Level Flow Meters, and a Digital Format
Analyzer.

Naturally, the Finalizer fully lives up to TC's twenty year
reputation for sound quality, specifications and construction.

Try it - you'll be knocked out by what the Finalizer will do for
your mix. Call -800 -798 -4546 for the location of a TC dealer
near you.
I

Wizard Finalizer

t.c. electronic
TC Electronic A/S, Sindalsvej 34, 8240 Risskov, Denmark. Phone ( +45) 86217599

Fax ( +45) 86217598

www.americanradiohistory.com

Email: tc@tcelectronic.com

WWW: http: / /www.tcelectronic.com

